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Abstract
This thesis analyses the representation of celebrities who are popularly 
described as train wrecks or as famous for being famous, and argues that these 
celebrities present an emerging discourse of Toxic Celebrity. Denigrated
female celebrities are represented in popular culture as aberrant and are 
imagined to be poisoned by fame as well as poisonous to culture, and as
indicative of poisonous aspects of contemporary culture. Toxic Celebrity is a 
discursive formation which produces young female celebrities who are 
imagined to embody particular denigrated behaviours and lifestyles to such an 
extent that their disgrace and perceived lack of cultural value becomes the 
dominant trope of their celebrity. This thesis argues that this perceived lack in 
terms of professional or artistic validity authorises an intense focus on the 
personal excesses of the Toxic Celebrity. This discourse of personal excess 
and appreciable lack is a dichotomy which works as an overdetermination of 
anxieties about the stability of normative constructs of gender, class, and race 
in contemporary Western culture. Yet the phrase famous for being famous is 
also itself excessive: A doubling of fame which illuminates Toxic Celebrity as
a productive and active location of power.
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1Introduction
The figure of the overexposed, denigrated female celebrity, or Toxic 
Celebrity, seems almost ever-present in contemporary media. Mega-famous
despite a superfluity of personal and professional failings, her continued 
visibility is routinely posed as baffling and vexing, yet this figure seems to 
show no signs of disappearing anytime soon. This thesis does not promise to
solve such a perplexing problem, at least not in the sense of working to 
rationalise the figure of the Toxic Celebrity, or to iron out this kink in the
contemporary media landscape. It does, however, make sense of the success 
of this failing figure, detailing rather than flattening out the complexities of 
this mediated construction by analysing the media spaces and mediated events 
where Toxic Celebrity comes into focus, and contextualising its functions
within the contemporary Western cultural climate.
In this thesis I formulate the term Toxic Celebrity to describe the discourse 
that constructs and makes sense of denigrated female celebrities in
contemporary popular media. Media often label such (usually young) female 
celebrities with terms like train wreck, hot mess, or famous for being famous.
Toxic Celebrity is a term which encapsulates this contemporary language of 
personal crisis and cultural disease. It also references the 2004 hit song Toxic
(Karlsson et al.) recorded by Britney Spears, who is one of the case studies in 
this thesis. With lyrics like “you’re toxic, I’m slipping under”, Toxic alludes
to the combination of fascination and anxiety which characterises
2contemporary media treatment of celebrities like Spears, and Toxic is an 
example of the ways in which celebrities frequently play into the 
contradictory framing of their celebrity.
Figure 1: Britney Spears Tastes Fear and Fascination in the Music Video for Toxic
The mediation of Toxic Celebrity works to articulate shifting understandings 
of what is culturally valued, including which personal qualities are or should 
be valued. The conceptualisation of cultural value as fundamental and 
universally held is critiqued in this thesis, which critically explores Toxic 
Celebrity as a construction around which value is verified, which she 
demonstrates by embodying its inverse; the debasement of value. This thesis 
examines, through close textual analysis of media texts, the various conditions 
under which the phenomenal visibility of the Toxic Celebrity in popular 
culture is imagined to contrast with her perceived lack of value. In addition, in 
3this thesis I contend that the Toxic Celebrity is at times positioned to disrupt 
established systems of value, and to expose ideological contradictions.
This thesis was in part inspired by a special issue of the journal Genders,
which surveyed the changing contemporary landscape of female celebrity. In 
the introduction, Diane Negra and Su Holmes ask,
What is it with female celebrities lately? While the good girl/bad girl 
categories of a ludicrously dichotomised cultural script of femininity
have long been in operation, these poles now seem to be moving 
further apart in a celebrity landscape peopled by remote cinema 
goddesses and overexposed tabloid “trash” (Negra and Holmes 2008)
This thesis contends that the figure of the overexposed denigrated celebrity is 
now an established figure in contemporary Western popular culture, and the
combination of cultural scripts and media practices which Negra and Holmes 
outline together constitute a discourse that is coming into coherence. I argue
that while this emerging discourse is preoccupied primarily with young
female celebrities, it is ultimately concerned with the relationship between 
femininity and visibility more generally in contemporary Western culture.
Toxic Celebrity articulates key aspects of contemporary identity, specifically 
those of contemporary femininity, and the value placed on idealised iterations 
of femininity. This thesis argues that the Toxic Celebrity’s dramatic failure or 
refusal to represent an ideal feminine self, and yet to also continue to occupy 
public space, reflects both a wider cultural desire for, and a fear of, the erosion 
of the traditional boundaries of idealised femininity within contemporary 
4Western culture. This thesis makes an original contribution to existing 
academic debate on celebrity by exploring critically the conditions of 
idealised femininity in which the Toxic Celebrity emerges. It examines the
structures of power which produce the expectation of an ideal self within the 
complex and often contradictory postfeminist landscape. 
Why Toxic Celebrity
The discourse of Toxic Celebrity constructs young female celebrities as its 
objects, and these celebrities are imagined to embody femininity in crisis, 
particularly through their failure to model the aspirational aspects of 
contemporary fame. The figure of the Toxic Celebrity is imagined to fail or 
lack in essential areas of contemporary feminine competency: self-control,
modesty, social mobility expressed through good taste, and visible ongoing 
self-improving labours: All are made conspicuously absent in the figure of the 
Toxic Celebrity. These perceived failures are made visible through contrasting 
excesses: Toxic Celebrities are framed as excessively emotional, and as
having excessive bodies which desire too much, are too much, and do too 
much. These failures and excesses validate further derisive commentary and 
scorn in popular media.
I formulated the term Toxic Celebrity because it encompasses the way that
denigrated female celebrities are represented as being in crisis, but are also 
imagined to be the source of crises, as both exposed to the toxic aspects of 
fame, and as toxic to media culture and audiences. The term Toxic Celebrity
5also communicates the overdetermination of excesses which characterises the
media treatment of these celebrities, the toxic celebrity is not merely 
unwelcome or unruly but loathsome and dangerous. Even the qualities Toxic
Celebrities are seen to lack are made visible through representations of excess. 
This thesis argues that toxic Celebrity is constructed in the popular imaginary 
as a willfully destructive, negative force on contemporary culture and on 
audiences. They are imagined to contaminate healthy, intellectual, tasteful, 
and worthy aspects of culture, and their personal and physical decay is often
given as evidence that popular media itself is toxic. 
This thesis analyses the contemporary media landscape, and argues that Toxic 
Celebrity performs a key function within it, and, although Toxic Celebrities
are imagined as too unstable or too unworthy to be in the spotlight, they are
nonetheless frequently positioned at its centre. Contemporary popular media 
work very hard to highlight all the reasons why these women are unworthy 
and unfit of attention, yet in the process they construct them as compelling 
figures. The contradictions here are of particular interest to this thesis because
they tend to go largely unnoticed: contemporary popular media employs
intense scrutiny which produces the very form of fame that it declaims at 
multiple levels. This process exemplifies Michel Foucault’s theories on 
discourse, particularly in terms of how objects of discourse are formed. 
Foucault rejects the idea that discourse is simply the description of the real, 
arguing that discourses are “practices that systematically form the objects of 
which they speak” (Foucault, 1969, p.49).
6Toxic Celebrity is formed through an ongoing, repeated, always unfinished 
process, which systematically constructs denigrated female celebrities, 
producing them as figures through whom it is possible to speak about 
contemporary culture as suffering from toxic effects. The Toxic Celebrity 
works as a figure around which media can argue for the decline or weakening 
of cultural mores, the degradation or trashing of high culture, the damage 
caused by cultural ills and vices such as porn, the escalation of mental illness, 
degeneracy, and narcissism. All these imagined contaminations of the social 
body are materialised on the body of the Toxic Celebrity, and the discourse of 
Toxic Celebrity makes it possible for contemporary media to conceptualise
the causes and results of this apparently toxic culture. Toxic Celebrity
produces a figure who can be imagined to be both the sufferer and the cause
of these apparent social ills.
Defining Toxic Celebrity
I contend that Toxic Celebrity is a discourse, a way of talking about celebrity, 
not a designation or a definitive category with members who consistently 
appear as toxic. Not all young female celebrities are treated as toxic, rather,
some are given this treatment more persistently. Milly Williamson goes some 
way to explaining why this is. Williamson argues that,
Today, the widespread scorn and derision directed at celebrities is 
aimed predominantly at a particular kind of female celebrity. This 
celebrity is either an ordinary girl whose fame is a result of 
appearances on reality TV shows, or she is a pop star who has been on 
7a drug- or alcohol-fuelled course of self-destruction. [emphasis in 
original] (Williamson, 2010, p.118)
I argue for a slightly broader definition of the type of celebrity that is drawn 
into this category than Williamson, but it follows in the spirit of this analysis.
This thesis argues that young female celebrities from a variety of backgrounds
and a range of categories of fame are drawn into this discourse, and that they
are constructed to embody intersections of femininity, class, race, and mental
illness.
So while this thesis explores the gendered and classed framing that 
Williamson points out, as well as the tendency for Toxic Celebrities to be 
framed as coming from ordinary or working class roots (for instance Britney
Spears), it also explores how celebrities who nominally come from extremes 
of wealth and power (like Paris Hilton and Kim Kardashian) are nonetheless
denigrated as trashy or tasteless. The thesis also analyses why the spectre of 
self-destruction and mental illness is raised so frequently -and often without 
reference to context- in relation to female celebrity.
This thesis argues that Toxic Celebrity is defined by the overdetermination of 
both failure and excess. Toxic Celebrities embody overabundance and lack:
what is absent is just as overdetermined and too much as what is excessively 
present. The figure of the Toxic Celebrity works as an embodiment of 
excessive consumption practices, sexual appetites, and deviant behaviors. The 
Toxic Celebrity is also imagined as an embodiment of the excesses of 
contemporary consumption of celebrity. Toxic celebrities are given as 
8typifiers or examples of a media culture that is out of control, of a toxifying of 
the processes which raise people to the status of celebrity, so that the
traditional boundaries which separate and make celebrities worthy aspirational 
figures are seen as no longer holding. 
Toxic Celebrity is also excessive in terms of the structures of power that bring 
them into being. This thesis argues that Toxic Celebrity conspicuously 
exceeds the demands to inhabit a coherent identity which matches up with 
contemporary social mores, particularly those relating to aspirational 
discourses. This thesis argues that excess allows the Toxic Celebrity to be 
read and consumed as a model of selfhood which exposes ambivalent 
relationships to power.
Research Justification
There is increasing attention on the denigrated female celebrity in
contemporary culture, both in popular and academic circles, and on the 
meanings they may offer. This in itself warrants investigation, because, as 
Negra and Holmes argue, it suggests that they present a “representational and 
ideological problem” (2008, p.4), one that the various media texts they 
intersect with are trying to work through.
This project is important because, while the figure of the Toxic Celebrity
looms large in current popular culture, there has been little academic study in 
this area. The topic presents important points of analysis that would contribute 
9to the study areas of film, media, cultural studies and gender studies. This
thesis also goes beyond the current academic analysis of female celebrity in 
its examination of the failures, contradictions, and excesses which the Toxic 
Celebrity embodies, and what they mean for the contemporary neoliberal
conception of selfhood as engaged in a constant project of becoming. This 
thesis maps the meritocratic landscape in which the Toxic Celebrity appears 
as a cautionary, yet compelling figure of personal crisis. It also argues that 
ruptures and discontinuities of discourse are exposed by the inconsistent and
excessive embodiments of the Toxic Celebrity, allowing for potential critiques
of neoliberal selfhood, and patriarchal capitalism, to emerge.
Research Philosophy
This project uses a hermeneutic approach, following from Martin Heidegger’s
assertion that not only does reading a text involve a process of back-and-forth
between interpreting part of a text and interpreting the whole, but also a back-
and-forth between the text and the history and lived experience of the person 
reading it. This history includes the cultural context in which the reader is 
located and the ways in which they learn to read and interpret texts
(Heidegger, 1953, p. 7) and as discussed in Susann Laverty (2003, p.24). For 
Heidegger, this process of seeking knowledge is the basic definition of 
humanity, and people are constantly involved in a hermeneutic process which 
moves from parts of their experience to the whole and back again (2003, 
p.24).
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Heidegger argues that the hermeneutic approach reaches a point of deeper
understanding of the text, where the reader, as Susann Laverty puts it, “has
reached a place of sensible meaning, free of inner contradictions, for the 
moment” (2003, p.9). This project does not seek to resolve meaning, instead, 
it will make use of Zygmunt Bauman’s thesis in relation to meaning. Bauman 
argues that,
incomprehension is a most common form of suffering. It makes our 
situation uncertain, unpredictable, full of dangers… Incomprehension 
is a state which calls for an effort to make the uncertain certain, the 
unpredictable predictable, the opaque transparent. We call this effort 
“understanding”. We project it as a state at the end of our effort. But 
there is no such state. There is no state of understanding. There is only 
struggle against incomprehension. (Bauman 1978, p.p.194-195).
Bauman highlights what is at stake in the struggle for meaning and 
understanding, both for scholarship as well as all other meaning making 
practices. But Bauman also refuses an end-point for this struggle. This thesis 
takes the view that understanding is the call to the struggle for meaning, rather 
than the pre-determined outcome of this struggle. Both the mediated texts that 
will be analysed and the thesis itself will be considered in terms of how 
meaning is a process rather than a result. The struggle for meaning is both the 
work of discourse generally, and the work of the analysis undertaken in this 
project. This project does not, however, assume that struggles for meaning 
take place on an even playing field. As Foucault argues, discourse does not 
simply express relations of power but is in itself an articulation of power. For 
Foucault, and in this project, “discourse is not simply that which translates 
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struggles or systems of domination, but is the thing for which and by which 
there is struggle, discourse is the power which is to be seized” (1970, p.211).
This thesis takes the position that appeals to absolute understanding are bound 
up with notions of truth, which obscure the ways that meaning is historically 
and culturally contingent. For Foucault, and this project, discourse is bound 
up with power. This is important because this thesis is concerned with power 
relations and their articulation within fame culture. Foucault argues that power 
is articulated through disciplinary practices which work on the body. The
individual is prevailed upon to monitor and discipline themselves, and to
measure themselves against normative conceptions of the self which are 
naturalised in culture. Discipline is exacted through the play of awards, and 
“punishes by reversing this process” (1979, p.181).
The project will takes a feminist Foucauldian position, which is influenced in 
particular by Foucault’s work on biopower, a technique of power in which 
“discipline produces subjected and practiced bodies, ‘docile’ bodies” (1979, 
p.138). This thesis  is influenced by feminist theorists such as Sandra Bartky,
who criticises Foucault, arguing that he “treats the body throughout as though 
it were one, as if the bodily experiences of men and women bore the same 
relationship to the characteristic institutions of modern life” (1990, p. 65). 
Bartky argues that the disciplinary practices that function to produce the 
feminine body work to inscribe it with an inferior status (1990, p.71). For 
Bartky it is crucial to understand that discipline is both institutionally bound 
and unbound: The disciplinary practices which produce the female body take 
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place across multiple levels of discourse, and the disciplinarian who contains 
and manages feminine bodily comportment and appearance is “everyone and 
yet no one in particular” (1990, p.74). This thesis also draws on the theories of 
Judith Butler, who argues that, far from being the result of natural differences 
between men and women, femininity is produced by disciplinary practices 
which prescribe female bodily styles and appearances through received gender 
norms. Butler argues that these disciplinary practices also work to create the 
appearance that femininity is authentic and universal, working to obscure the 
very structures of power which produce it (1990, p. xii).
As noted above, this project makes use of hermeneutic and interpretive 
frameworks. An interpretive framework is in opposition to a positivist one 
which seeks to know the truth of culture as an object. An interpretive 
framework, according to Laverty, 
supports the ontological perspective of the belief in the existence of 
not just one reality but of multiple realities that are constructed and 
can be altered by the knower. Reality is not something ‘out there’, but 
rather something that is local and specifically constructed (2003, p.26).
Thesis Structure and Methodology
One of the first and most difficult problems I encountered initially when
researching and writing about Toxic Celebrity was how to determine what 
were the limits of Toxic Celebrity, or specifically who, and in what contexts, 
this celebrity construction could be said to be taking place. Added to this
13
methodological problem, endless possibilities for textual examples presented 
themselves, with none single-handedly entirely capturing the outline of this 
phenomenon. My supervisors and other academics pointed out that there is of 
course a much longer history of many of the representational issues I link to 
Toxic Celebrity. Eventually though, I began to view all these apparent 
problems differently, when I began to see that it is the ways that Toxic
Celebrity is used, the ways that it is made to mean in culture that defines it. 
My approach has became one which looks for discursive patterns rather than 
fixed defining aspects, which acknowledges that Toxic Celebrity draws on 
and is imbricated with other discourses, each with a particular history that is 
made sense of in a particular way in proximity to Toxic Celebrity. The matter 
of which texts to chose to focus on, to research, analyse, and, finally, write 
about, was still a problem however. I found a solution in the journal article 
“Celebrity Gossip and the New Melodramatic Imagination” (2009). In it, Ruth
Penfold-Mounce and David Beer argue that the increasing vastness of content 
relating to celebrities as objects of study “require[s] approaches that can cope 
with and capture this mobility” (2009, p. 1.3). They argue that this fits with 
broader shifts in sociological methodologies towards making use of everyday 
practices of information gathering and forms of data generation, and with 
describing everyday processes.
This method is influenced by the work of Scott Lash and Celia Lury, and 
works by following the object of study, emulating everyday practices to find 
out about it. This process works to “track the object as it moves and 
transforms through a media environment.” (Lash and Lury, 2007, p.31). Beer 
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and Penfold-Mounce argue that, while such a method can be seen as a 
“sample of convenience” (2009, note 1), everyday engagements with celebrity 
texts tend to involve just such convenience sampling. This methodology 
works to generate data about the types of narratives and ideas about celebrities 
a person might come across, and the ways that they circulate. It emphasises 
describing the links between texts, and the different relationships they have to 
each other and to the wider dominant culture.
The first two chapters of this thesis follow this methodology closely. Because 
I analyse a discourse about celebrity, rather than a single celebrity, or rigid set 
of celebrities, I begin by following a text which makes extensive use of the 
discourse. For this task, I chose the Australian magazine called Famous,
because it can be picked up at most magazine retailers, corner stores, and 
supermarkets in Australia and New Zealand, and is therefore an example of an 
everyday media text with wide circulation. In the second chapter, I take two
different objects associated with celebrities which are produced and received 
through the Toxic Celebrity discourse. I analyse the Twitter feed of Amanda 
Bynes and the video One Night in Paris, which features Paris Hilton. In the 
process of mapping out the movements of Toxic Celebrity, patterns have
appeared, patterns that indicate that the Toxic Celebrity is used to make sense 
of particular kinds of contemporary cultural anxieties. The three following 
chapters focus more closely on analysing these cultural anxieties, using a 
selection of illustrative examples, and using the methods refined in the first 
two chapters.
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Chapter Outline
Chapter 1: Literature Review
The literature review maps out the cultural landscape in which the Toxic 
Celebrity has emerged, paying particular attention to the contemporary 
development of postfeminism, and shifts in contemporary fame culture. The
literature review takes on the general: the wider picture of celebrity in 
postfeminist contemporary Western culture as theorised by existing literature 
and intellectual insights, and also the specific: the existing attempts made both
by academics, popular writers, as well as by media consumers, to identify and
understand the figure of Toxic Celebrity. The literature review also maps out 
gaps in the in the ways that this area of celebrity has been conceived, 
particularly in terms of how the fame of denigrated women is accounted for in 
discussions of the value and the representational uses of celebrity in cultural 
terms.
Chapter 2: Famous Magazine
Chapter 2 examines why the idea of the Toxic Celebrity as a wayward and 
excessive figure has such currency in the contemporary cultural imaginary. It 
does this by analysing the ways that Toxic Celebrity is used to generate media
content in one text that draws on this figure heavily. This chapter focuses on
the magazine trade, which is the “core territory” of celebrity, according to 
Frances Bonner et al. (2000, p.116). The magazine Famous is used as a case
study for close textual analysis. Famous is an ideal case study because both its
recent inauguration and also its success can be linked to its specific focus on
the toxic side of fame. As the press release for the magazine notes, it focuses 
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specifically on the “the super rich and super famous” and, crucially, “charts 
their hook ups, their break ups, their inspiring fashion moments and their jaw-
dropping falls from grace” [emphasis mine] (uncredited, 2013). This chapter
considers the economy of the Toxic Celebrity, or how and why 
representations of toxic female celebrities work within contemporary Western 
capitalism, and this section draws on Jayne Raisborough’s work on lifestyle 
media (2011). The chapter argues that Toxic Celebrities operate as archetypal 
figures within a neoliberal narrative of self-management and self-
improvement. Toxic celebrities work to dramatise the self in moments of 
failure, and to represent the pain that is expunged from the self-improvement
narrative.
Chapter 2 also argues that the appeal of the Toxic Celebrity is, in part,
because they exceed the logic of the texts in which they appear. Toxic 
Celebrity works particularly well in texts like Famous, which operates
through the melodramatic mode of expression. Because they transgress the 
accepted norms of what a text can or should reveal and how it should reveal it,
Toxic Celebrities appear with a sense of provoking force and shocking 
immediacy which makes them perfect characters for melodramatic narratives.
Chapter 3: Toxic Celebrity Objects
Chapter 3 follows the movement of two media texts, or perhaps better 
described as media objects. The appellation of media texts as media objects
followings from Scott Lash and Celia Lury’s conceptualisation of media 
objects as a way of theorising media texts and media users as active: a text 
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may be thought of as being read by a passive reader, but an object implies use, 
by an active user (2007, p.29). Although the texts chosen for this chapter are
ones that are difficult to conceive of as objects, because their form changes
over time and depends on context and use, nevertheless, thinking of them as 
objects is useful in terms of theorising the discourse of Toxic Celebrity,
because it is a discourse which forms these objects and maintains them as 
coherent and recognisable through the different forms they take on.
The first media object that is a case study for the chapter is the so-called sex 
tape 1 Night In Paris, which famously features Paris Hilton. The chapter is an 
analysis of the discourses around the circulation and categorisation of texts 
under the rubric of the sex tape, and the ways that the cultural construction of 
such texts is obscured through claims to reveal celebrity. Here Toxic Celebrity
is produced and maintained as an embodied form of crisis and degeneracy
which is claimed as revealing of the pornification of culture. The sex tape is 
examined in this chapter as an example of the ways that these texts are 
circulated as objects of fetish and employed in discourses of culpability and 
shame.
The second media object that is a case study is Amanda Bynes’ Twitter feed.
Amanda Bynes was the star of two successful Nickelodeon television shows, 
and later had a burgeoning film career in teen comedies which looked to put
her in the running to be Lindsay Lohan’s successor when Lohan moved to 
more adult roles. But then, in 2010, she abruptly retired, and seemed to have 
disappeared from the media’s gaze, apart from some passing interest in two
18
charges of driving under the influence (DUI) and a traffic related incident. 
Near absent from the media gaze, that is, until in 2013, when Tweets she had 
published began to gain widespread media attention. This intense scrutiny of
her Twitter led to a renewed interest in paparazzi following her physical 
movements, and also to speculation that she had mental health problems. The 
intense and sudden reaction to Bynes’ Twitter account, and the virality of 
particular tweets, were framed as authorising constant surveillance and 
commentary.
I argue that the discourse of Toxic Celebrity is used to construct a sense of the 
immediacy and access provided by new technologies like Twitter, and online
video sharing. The figure of the Toxic Celebrity is constructed to illustrate the 
potential for transgression of accepted codes for the expression of the self. 
This chapter contends that such revelations of self are constructed even, or 
especially, where they materialise as spontaneous, transgressive, and intimate. 
Media do not merely interpret events, but are productive of events, and of 
their meaning in mediated discourse.
Chapter 4: Toxic Celebrity and Discourses of Cultural 
Reproduction
Chapter 4 contextualises the contemporary-ness of the Toxic Celebrity, 
arguing that the figure of the Toxic Celebrity is constructed in popular culture 
as emblematic of a breakdown in the reproduction of important cultural 
mores. The figure of the Toxic Celebrity imagined as an embodied temporal 
disturbance, and Toxic Celebrity is made to speak to notions of the 
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degeneration of cultural progression, and the upending or trashing of the
proper cultural order. 
I argue in this chapter that the discourse of Toxic Celebrity constructs images 
of female celebrities partaking in fleeting pleasures and transitory emotional 
states, captured in moments of disarray and irresponsibility. These portrayals 
are in excess of the neoliberal logic that subjects should be engaged in 
constant work towards an improved self. The fleeting image of the Toxic
Celebrity is popularly used as an easy shorthand for everything that is toxic to 
the project of becoming an idealised version of the self. Toxic Celebrities are
morally and socially bankrupt because they don’t visibly centre their lives on
self-improvement and their protracted struggles and pleasures don’t fit with 
the imperative towards efficiency that is idealised in neoliberal capitalism.
Instead, their lives are narrativised as being frozen in moments of emotional 
crises and personal gratification. The most recent iteration of this is the use of 
the figure of the Toxic Celebrity to illustrate a purported rise in narcissism. 
Furthermore, the figure of the Toxic Celebrity is used to express anxieties 
about the reproduction of cultural mores in a contemporary climate of speed, 
immediacy and technological change.
Chapter 5: Toxic Celebrity and Discourses of Mental Health
and
Self-Help
Chapter 5 explores the ways that the Toxic Celebrity is imagined to exhibit 
out of control behaviors, often, as Emma Bell argues, equating this with 
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mental illness, so that negatively constructed bad girl femininity and displays 
of excessive emotion are assumed to emanate from mental illness. For Bell, 
this construction “runs this risk of replicating and reinforcing the already 
pathologized image of female celebrity in the tabloid and gossip media” 
(2008, p.57). 
The chapter examines two celebrities, Amy Winehouse and Lindsay Lohan, 
and argues that their celebrity has been constructed through the imbrication of 
the discourse of Toxic Celebrity with discourses of mental illness and self-
help. The mediation of this works through the dispersal of media flashpoints. 
Media flashpoints are “unpredictable, eruptive events” (Turner, Bonner, 
Marshall 2000, p.4), which appear to break free from careful media 
management. Flashpoints are often centred around a celebrity, and in these 
cases, the discourse of Toxic Celebrity is at its apex in terms of generating 
media stories, images, and opinion. These instances go beyond the familiar 
controversy of a revealing tweet or damaging statement which becomes 
widely reported, but consist of intense media scrutiny of the entire self. This 
scrutiny is based on an assured sense that the self apparently expressed in the 
controversy is the private intimate self of the celebrity. 
In addition to drawing on Turner, Bonner, and Marshall’s concept of media 
flashpoints, the chapter also follows from Butler’s work in The Psychic Life of 
Power, where she argues that, “the psyche is precisely what exceeds the 
imprisoning effects of the discursive demand to inhabit a coherent identity, to 
become a coherent subject” (1997, p. 86). The apparently out of control or 
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mad figure of the Toxic Celebrity presents an embodied image of the psyche
as Butler defines it. Butler is also careful to point out that the excessive nature 
of the psyche does not mean that the subject is liberated from social 
conscription (1997, p.17). The Toxic Celebrity models how such embodied 
excesses can work against the conditions of their own existence by making 
those conditions visible, and by demonstrating their ambivalent relationship to 
power.
Chapter 6: Toxic Celebrity and Discourses of Class and Race 
Chapter 6 focuses on the construction of Toxic Celebrity in terms of how it 
draws on discourses of race, class, and gender. As Anne McClintock argues,
race, gender, and class “come into existence in and through relation to each 
other” [emphasis in original] (1995, p.5). It explores the ways that the history 
and cultural significance of stereotypes of class and race are used to
characterise and police female celebrity, specifically the stereotypes of the 
white trash, ratchet, and chav woman. Because these stereotypes have come 
into being and have gained significance within specific cultural contexts, the 
chapter pays particular attention to the location of them within their local 
climate.
Class and race are significant to the understanding of Toxic Celebrity because,
as Milly Williamson points out, often the denigration of the “unkempt”
celebrity is grounded in the discourses of class prejudice (2010, p.119). 
Imogen Tyler and Bruce Bennett argue that contemporary media engage in the
“oppressive foregrounding of class, whereby selected celebrities are 
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understood to be ineluctably anchored to an essential class identity” (2010,
p.375). Holmes and Negra argue that class roots are “presented as 
explanatory” of the supposed “‘misbehavior’ and ‘excess.’” of celebrities 
receiving this treatment (2008, p.4).
The terms trash, ratchet, and chav are also linked to racist stereotypes, 
particularly through the construction of Toxic Celebrity as lacking in qualities 
of taste, control, and bodily comportment. As Gareth Palmer has pointed out 
in his study of reality TV lifestyle shows, the norm against which taste is 
measured in popular media is typically a body which exhibits the markers of 
being middle class (2004, p.183). Contemporary understandings of taste are 
bound up with imperatives of self-surveillance, self-containment, and order 
(2004, p.183), all of which the figure of the Toxic Celebrity is imagined to fail 
to embody. 
In this thesis I describe and analyse the discourse of Toxic Celebrity, but I 
also articulate Toxic Celebrity as a discourse with multiple - and often 
conflicting - uses and outcomes. The discourse of Toxic Celebrity constructs a 
figure who embodies trashy, wrecked femininity, and proclaims such a figure
to be unworthy of the attention directed at her. It is a discourse which by turns 
directs extreme scrutiny at the feminine body it constructs, and by others 
dismisses it as a site of power. This vacillation works to contain and restrict
acceptable embodiments of femininity. But it also exposes how contrived and
incoherent the gendered organisation of visibility is. Toxic Celebrity may 
simply be the most recent iteration of the enforcement of a gendered
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organisation of public culture. It is also one, however, that offers, as this 
thesis argues, unexpectedly varied, and usually unexamined, opportunities for
audiences to contest the meaning of this figure as damaged and unworthy. 
I turn now to the literature review, which more fully outlines what I identify 
as Toxic Celebrity. I begin by analysing the academic and popular texts which 
discuss various aspects of celebrity and the poisonous, toxic, and destructive 
elements associated with some parts of it. I contextualise this discussion
within the wider fields of celebrity studies, media studies, feminism, and 
gender studies that inform this thesis. The literature review begins to make 
sense of the ritualised consumption of the denigrated female celebrity by 
delineating the various terms and concepts used to describe it, the patterns of 
discourse, and the continuities and discontinuities of mediation which shape 
it.
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1. 
Literature Review
 
This literature review outlines some of the major works, both popular and 
academic, which have tried to name, identify, and contextualise Toxic
Celebrity: what I argue is a discourse which constructs and makes sense of the
contemporary construction of female celebrity. The works in this literature 
review link to wider issues, and indicate how Toxic Celebrity is imbricated 
with these issues. The Toxic Celebrity frequently appears in works that, in 
attempting to diagnose the contemporary cultural moment, express concerns 
about feminism, or cultural anxieties about the state of femininity, and the 
value of contemporary popular culture. Toxic celebrities are also positioned as 
the source of anxieties about the way that contemporary media industry 
collects and distributes its output. This review also traces the lineage of the
intellectual frameworks that inform these works, and it relates these works to 
the wider field of celebrity studies which this thesis is informed by. 
Overview
This thesis draws on critical analysis of celebrity, scandal, tabloid, gossip 
magazines, and reality television genres. Theorists such as Bob Franklin argue
that media are increasingly trivialised, depoliticised and “tabloidized” (2008,
p.15). Graeme Turner argues the term tabloidized is used to articulate a 
number of shifts in the ways that media relates to its audiences, to its own 
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institutional politics, and to commerce more generally, effecting the practices 
governing “principles of selection, composition and representation” in media 
(1999, p.60). Although Jostein Gripsrud has also argued that complaints of a 
decline in standards in journalism have been a persistent part of media 
criticism since the modern press has existed (2008, p.35), there have also been
shifts in media outputs including expansions of news channels and websites, 
internationalisation, as well as low job security for journalists and casualised 
labour. These shifts mean that there is increasing demand for content that is 
both attention grabbing and easily sourced (Biressi and Nunn 2008, p.2). 
Celebrity gossip and scandal proliferates in this market, as Julie A. Wilson 
argues, making up an “impressive share of mainstream media content,” (2010,
p.26). Theorists such as Anita Biressi and Heather Nunn have contended that 
celebrities are increasingly the subject of coverage at multiple levels of media 
output, including those considered to be hard news, and this “feeds into 
anxieties about the ‘dumbing down’ of media output” (2008, p.135). Reality
television celebrities, socialites, scandal prone celebrities, and general D-List
celebrities provide a ready stream of content for this market (Palmer 2005, 
p.37-8).
While media critics and academics have been pointing to these trends, the 
focus has tended to be on designated categories of celebrity (e.g. “The 
Undead”, by Gareth Palmer, 2005 and “Celebrity and Celetoids”, by Chris 
Rojek, 2001) and how they operate within a hierarchy of celebrity, or on the 
media genres themselves (e.g. “The especially remarkable”, by Biressi and
Nunn: 2008, and “Off-guard, Unkempt, Unready?”, by Holmes 2008) or on
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individual celebrities (e.g. “We Love this Trainwreck!”, by Anna Watkins-
Fisher 2010). Recent work on celebrity has produced important insights, such 
as analysis which argues that media, in positioning themselves as players 
within the growing market of celebrity, construct celebrities through 
entrenched discourses of class (Biressi and Nunn 2004, p44, and Tyler and 
Bennett 2010, p. 375). This work has also established textual strategies which 
produce celebrity through what Richard Dyer has theorised as an
ordinary/extraordinary paradox (1998, p.43, see also Holmes 2004, p.119).
Media have also, in some cases, become more aggressive in making visible 
the exposure of celebrities as “off-guard, unkempt, unready” (Holmes 2008, 
p.164). Recent studies also examine the ways that young girls in particular -
an audience whose interests and needs are the subject of much academic and 
media speculation- perceive and make use of celebrity as a discourse of the 
self, including celebrities who are denigrated or improper (e.g. “Girls 
Imagining Careers in the Limelight”, by Kim Allen 2010, “Regulation and 
Rupture”, by Emma Renold and Jesssica Ringrose, 2008, and “Young 
people's uses of celebrity”, by Kim Allen and Heather Mendick, 2013).
This thesis argues that the formation of contemporary media genres, textual 
strategies, and conditions of labour, production, and reception as well as the
discursive structures described by this ongoing academic work are what 
Michel Foucault would term the “surfaces of emergence” (1989, p.42) for the 
discourse of Toxic Celebrity. This thesis analyses Toxic Celebrity as a 
discourse constructed across media genres and forms, and although it
examines some particular text types in which Toxic Celebrity is produced in a 
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sustained form, it also examines how it is constructed intertextually, and how 
it attaches to different celebrities for different lengths of time and with 
differing intensity and emphasis. 
Dorothy E. Smith argues that Foucauldian discourse theory is a way of 
conceiving of the history of Western thought outside of the traditional unities, 
such as the book or the oeuvre (1999, p.134). Foucault, however, states that 
discourse is “made up of the totality of all effective statements (whether 
spoken or written), in their dispersion as events and in the occurrence that is 
proper to them” (1989, p.26). Smith’s own writing works to re-examine the 
materiality of texts, not as unities but as active locations of power, because, as 
she argues, “text-mediated discourse is an important source of power in a 
society largely organized by text-mediated relations” (1999, p.172). This 
thesis draws on this conception of texts and images as mediating collective 
discourses, as working to organise social relations.
The discourse of Toxic Celebrity produces denigrated female celebrities as 
objects of discourse. I am using the term discourse in the Foucauldian sense, 
where discourse is not only the speech or units of speech that is said about 
something, that is, not only “groups of signs (signifying elements referring to 
contents or representations)”, but also the “practices that systematically form 
the objects of which they speak” (Foucault 1989, p.54). The discourse of 
Toxic Celebrity does not merely describe a phenomenon where unstable, vain 
and frivolous female celebrities appear, at odds with established markers of 
taste and achievement which common sense says should secure the ordering 
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of fame and renown, prompting a discourse which works to make sense of 
their appearance. The Toxic Celebrity is constructed through discourse. The 
discourse of Toxic Celebrity is produced through a number of texts, 
statements, images, and networks, which are heterogeneous, but which have a 
similar force: As Sarah Mills argues, discourses “are grouped together 
because of some institutional pressure, because of a similarity of provenance 
or context, or because they act in a similar way” (Mills, 2004, p.55-56).
The discourse of Toxic Celebrity imagines female celebrities to embody the 
disordering or upending of established systems of value, and these classed, 
raced, and gendered systems are constructed in this discourse as vital, and yet 
unstable, prone to change or rupture. This discourse also organises the
practices and activities of subjects in relation to it. For Smith, discourse theory 
views subjects as active agents. Although discourses organise social relations, 
and are organised by ideological codes, they are also discontinuous: A 
complex of relations in which subjects position themselves (1999, p.134), 
including, as Kathy Davis argues, through disidentification, ambivalence, and 
the contestation of meanings (2006, p.578). 
Toxic Celebrity is structured and regulated in relation to other discourses. One 
of these discourses is postfeminism. Postfeminism, sometimes referred to as
new feminism, or feminist backlash, has been theorised by a number of 
feminist thinkers in relation to contemporary capitalism. Deborah L. Siegel
noted this discourse as expressed by a group of prominent authors in the 
1990s: The work and public rhetoric of these authors, including Katie Roiphe, 
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Camille Paglia, and Naomi Wolf, constructed what Siegel called a 
“historiographic discourse” (1997, p. 59) on feminism: a discourse in which 
feminism, as espoused by the previous generation – or second wave - is
constructed as monolithic, rigid, and as perpetuating a narrative which 
positions women as victims. Siegel points out that this historiography actively 
obfuscates the heterogeneity of feminist perspectives, practices, and 
generations, allowing these authors to position themselves as “reinventing” or 
“reclaiming” feminism for a new generation (1997, p.59). Maglin and Perry 
also argue that these authors contributed to the popularisation of 
individualised and depoliticised ways of thinking through structural 
inequalities (in Siegel 1997, pp. 58-9).
Siegel argues that many of the problems which these authors critique, such as 
failures of white middle class feminists to take into account differences in 
women’s access to economic and social power, are actually reproduced by 
these texts. Like the feminist figures they critique, these authors “position 
themselves as harbingers of a new order, a new order, that is, for middle-class,
heterosexual, white women” (Siegel, p.64). Siegel echoes analysis made by
bell hooks of these writers as “choosing easy targets”(1994, p.100). Hooks
argues that Roiphe and Paglia, in particular, engaged only with the white, 
middle class conservative feminists familiar to them, allowing them to claim 
criticisms that had already been made by feminists, including hooks herself, 
while continuing to promote conservative views of gender difference and 
white cultural elitism (1994, p.103). 
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Hooks also points to the complicity of media in popularising this “new 
feminism”. This is consistent with the ways in which media have historically 
worked to shut out radical critique of patriarchal power from popular debate. 
As hooks puts it:
It has been tremendously difficult for radical/revolutionary feminist 
thinkers to intervene in the mass media’s tendency to project 
conservative feminist thought as representative. At the same time, it 
has been all too easy for that same media to provide massive amounts 
of airtime to self-proclaimed “feminist” spokespersons, such as Paglia
(1994, p.100)
Angela McRobbie argues that this position in relation to feminism has 
become popularised under the rubric of postfeminism. For McRobbie, 
postfeminism is the undoing of feminist gains, as well as a discourse which 
invokes feminism “in order to install a whole repertoire of new meanings, 
which emphasise that it is no longer needed, that it is a spent force” (2004, 
p.255). Postfeminsm historicises and dismisses feminism as “taken into 
account” (2004, p.258), and constructs narratives where women have 
achieved equality of access in the public sphere, predicated on appeals to 
meritocracy and individualisation rather than on feminist goals (2004, p.258). 
Postfeminist women are imagined to be empowered, but this empowerment is 
limited to individual freedoms restricted to making choices from a limited 
repertoire of consumption practices, leisure activities, and career goals (2004,
p.261).
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Contemporary discourses of femininity continue to work to circumvent 
radical feminist critique by imposing counter-narratives of individualised 
empowerment. There have, however, been some changes, changes which 
produce the landscape in which the discourse of Toxic Celebrity appears.
Firstly, as Rosalind Gill has noted, the contemporary postfeminist discourses 
visible within much of popular culture are contradictory and contain both 
feminist and antifeminist themes (2007, p.149). Secondly, as Kim Toffoletti
argues, in contemporary media culture, it becomes difficult to tell “which 
images might count as feminist (and accordingly which fall into the 
antifeminist camp)” (Toffoletti, p.109). 
Catharine Lumby argues that such contradictions and complexities are 
flattened out by an “either/or discourse” which too often dominates 
discussions about feminism (Lumby 2011, p.96). Taking the example of 
McRobbie’s influential essay (discussed here earlier), Lumby points out that 
McRobbie argues against the universalising the subjects of feminism as an 
assumed “we” (2004, p.256), yet constructs young women and popular culture 
an external “them”, re-enacting the binary of inside vs. outside which she was
working to avoid (Lumby 2011, p.96). Lumby argues that such divisions are 
unproductive, but that this can be combatted by debate which pays “attention 
to social context, location, and cultural history that resists using popular 
culture or its consumers as ‘evidence’ for or against a given feminist position” 
(Lumby, p. 97). 
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This being said, there is continued media interest in an either/or discourse, as 
the example of Ariel Levy’s popular book Female Chauvinist Pigs (examined
further later in this chapter) attests. However, while Paglia and other earlier 
writers promoted the idea of feminism as “taken into account”, Levy’s work 
positions contemporary feminism as exploded and out of control, as requiring 
reigning in by a more conservative politics. A politics which is assumed to be 
more universally beneficial and representative of the needs of a unified “we” 
of feminism. 
As the example of actress Patricia Arquette’s recent comments at the 2015 
Oscars (Hamilton, 2015) illustrates, the contemporary claiming of the label 
feminist can be made sense of in ways that shore up notions of individualised 
success in terms which suit patriarchal capitalism. It is also an example of 
how much easier this happens when claims to feminism fail to see beyond the 
project of equality for women as a single and discreet category. Arquette, 
accepting her award for best actress, delivered a speech about gender 
inequalities, dedicating her award to:
every woman who gave birth, to every taxpayer and citizen of this 
nation, we have fought for everybody else’s equal rights. It’s time to 
have wage equality once and for all. And equal rights for women in 
the United States of America. (2015)
This speech circulated as “rousing”, and “impassioned” by The Guardian,
(Needham and Carroll, 2015) and elsewhere, is an example of a respected 
celebrity, at the moment where she is being institutionally recognised as 
belonging to the ranks of achieved celebrity greatness, attempting to articulate 
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feminist political goals, and refusing the logic that feminism is “taken into 
account”. But, as Morgan Jenkins has pointed out, it is also an example of 
white middle class feminism constituting Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans* and
people of colour as “everybody else”: outside of or in excess of feminism, as 
benefitting from, but not a part of, or contributing to, the concerns and 
agendas of feminism (Jenkins, 2015). The post of postfeminism may now 
have less traction in articulating the contemporary climate, but, clearly, the
affirmation of feminism and feminist agendas as necessary and vital for the 
present and future, does not on its own resolve the circumstances which 
constrain popular articulation of radical and intersectional feminisms.
The contemporary climate which produces the discourse of Toxic Celebrity is
also one in which feminism is still dangerous for many. The extent to which a 
person identifies as feminist, or to which a person or practice is identified as 
feminist can work as a point of exclusion or violence. The recent Gamergate
controversy is an illuminating example. Anita Sarkeesian (along with others) 
were the target of attacks, including harassment by doxing (broadcasting 
personal and identifying information) and multiple threats on her life, after 
publishing popular videos working to address misogyny in games and some
areas of gaming communities, as reported by The New York Times
(Sarkeesian, 2014). 
Hooks says that “feminism is for everybody” (2000), but in the contemporary 
climate, feminism as an open public stance is not always possible, or strategic, 
for everybody, in every circumstance. And feminism is not for everybody if it 
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operates through exception, or if it is only seen to function when it makes 
itself coherent to established political projects and theories of feminism, in 
other words, if it requires that feminism be the same for everybody. For many 
who reject the label of feminist, it may not be that they consider feminism to 
be already taken into account, but rather that feminism as it often appears in 
public forums, has much yet to take into account. 
Feminist research has been skeptical of the narratives of empowerment in 
postfeminist discourse, and has made important critiques of how this 
supposed power is limited; to a privileged few (youthful, white, middle class) 
and limiting; requiring the relinquishing of feminist critique and intervention. 
Emma Renold and Jessica Ringrose argue that while the focus of much 
feminist debate has rightly been on the difficulty of resistance and liberation 
from the heterosexual matrix under present circumstances, this does not 
negate the existence of “ruptures and cracks and movement”. They further
argue that feminism must investigate these small but significant areas of 
movement as they are appearing, working towards an awareness of such 
movements as “already happening all around us” (2008, p.318). 
Renold and Ringrose argue that while postfeminism tends to paint a picture of 
femininity as homogeneous, this did not tally with their research into the 
experiences of teenage girls, and the way their negotiations of configurations 
of class, race, and culture intersected with the ways they navigated the 
heterosexual matrix. The girls in their research were, “subverting, 
undermining or overtly resisting and challenging the ubiquitous hegemonic 
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heterosexual matrix” (2008, p.332). Their work also speaks to the ways in 
which resistance and agency are often codified in critical readings of 
postfeminism and postfeminist subjects in ways which discredit it as 
unsustainable or unlivable. They argue “against the speculation that a critique 
of male hegemony is absent within contemporary girlhood” (2008, p.332).
This thesis accounts for the ways that contemporary media texts which 
produce the Toxic Celebrity discourse work to position readers as subjects, 
while being mindful of avoiding narratives which imagine subjects as cultural
dopes. It also accounts for the ways in which postfeminist discourses of 
empowerment and liberation belie the interpolation of subjects within the 
heterosexual matrix, without assuming that actions and embodiments 
imbricated with postfeminist culture and discourse entirely foreclose the 
application of agency, rupture, and the contestation of meaning. It also looks 
for discontinuities, ruptures, and contradictions within text mediated discourse 
which allow for such resistances. 
What follows is a more in-depth exploration of work, primarily taking 
celebrity as its subject, which attempts to make sense of the contemporary 
popular cultural landscape, and the ways in which the figure of the disgraced 
female celebrity informs or is expressed in it. There are many aspects of 
celebrity which are also significant in terms of shaping the contemporary 
cultural landscape, but which I do not survey in depth in this thesis.
Contemporary academic debates in celebrity studies include political 
celebrity, literary celebrity, stardom, online and micro-celebrities, celebrity 
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biographies and autobiographies, masculinity and celebrity, queering 
celebrity, transnational celebrity, and the political economy of celebrity. I am 
indebted to the ongoing academic work in these areas, and draw on many of 
the insights they have produced, but to fully delineate the figure of the Toxic 
Celebrity requires a focus on postfeminist and intersectional theory, as well as 
close media analysis of Toxic Celebrity texts.
vFame
I begin with the term vfame, coined by Mark Rowlands in his book Fame
(2008), in part because I was reading Fame at the time this thesis took shape, 
and it was a useful counterpoint to my own interpretation of contemporary 
celebrity, and partly because it seemed to me to be expressive of a wider 
discourse expressed in media, and media analysis. Although Fame is
entrenched in a patriarchal view of enlightenment philosophy that I do not 
agree with, I was also struck by the ways that it uses the figure of the 
disgraced contemporary female celebrity to shore up this philosophy, and to 
attempt to make wider statements about the state of culture and fame. I also 
observed it as a text which, while it attempts to deconstruct fame, is oblivious 
to the constructions of power, particularly in terms of gendered power, which 
form the basis of its critique. Rowlands’ definition of what he calls vfame is 
embedded in Enlightenment values including objectivism and positivism, but 
it also identifies a set of attributes and celebrities with this term that are 
familiar media constructions. Fame is as good an example as any of critical 
analysis which attempts to define and deconstruct something similar to Toxic
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Celebrity, but in doing so adds to the construction of it as a site of loathing.
Rowlands outlines his definition of vfame by arguing that, in contemporary 
culture, people are scrambling to be famous more than ever before. This urge 
to be famous at any cost, and the particular kind of fame that is sought, adds 
up to a new form of garish and debased fame. Rowlands calls this vfame, or 
“new variant fame” (2008, p. 20), after the terminology used to describe the 
new form of Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease which became part of a media 
flashpoint which peaked in 1996, when it was connected to an outbreak of 
Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSM, often referred to as “mad cows 
disease”), particularly in the United Kingdom. BSM caused a widespread 
media panic and bans and restrictions on the farming and export of beef
(Meikle 2012).
Rowlands’ explication of vfame draws on the related language and associated 
imagery of disease and civil disorder to describe contemporary fame. This 
kind of imagery of disgust is common to the discourse of Toxic Celebrity.
This thesis uses the term toxic specifically because it encompasses much of 
the language and imagery used to depict this group of celebrities, and 
references the double-edge of fascination and disgust which the Toxic
Celebrity is defined by, in Rowlands’ text as an example. Rowlands analysis 
of vfame is even more than usually literal and specific in its connecting of 
fame with the imagery of disease, as exemplified in the quotation below:
vfame is fame unconnected to any achievement or excellence in any 
recognized form. Vfame does not allow itself to be inconvenienced by 
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such things. To call this version of fame “new variant fame” –
“vfame” – is, of course, an allusion to new variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob
disease: vCJD. As everyone knows, CJD is a corrosive and 
progressive disease of the brain that produces, in its victims, a severe 
dementia followed by nasty death (2008, pp.25-26)
Fame is inflected throughout with such imagery, employed to express fears of 
cultural degeneration through the debasement of taste and intellectual 
seriousness. Importantly for this thesis, Rowlands’ argument for cultural 
collapse centres around a construction of fame as largely the dominion of 
young disgraced female celebrities, many of whom Rowlands names 
specifically as typifiers. In particular, Paris Hilton, Nicole Richie, Lindsay 
Lohan, Mischa Barton, and Britney Spears are described as “young hot 
Hollywood” (2008, p. 77): a category of privileged but, for Rowlands, 
characteristically ersatz and undeserving famous who are the nadir of vfame. 
For Rowlands, the problem with fame is not that the famous are entitled elites, 
but that these elites are insufficiently distinguished in the terms he recognises. 
Rowlands’ claims about the inauthenticity and vacuity of the young hot 
Hollywood is an example of the increases in skeptical explanations of fame 
that Joshua Gamson describes. While Rowlands neglects to suppose that 
popular audiences are able to see as much of the artifice and machinery of 
fame as he, a philosophy professor can, Gamson argues that audiences are 
actually positioned to recognise the artifice of fame. Gamson contextualises 
the combination of skepticism and emphasis on authenticity which 
characterise contemporary explanations of fame (both implicit, and in the case 
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of Fame, explicit) as historically emerging from “tension between aristocratic 
and democratic models of fame” (2007, p.142). Gamson argues that the 
contradiction between the holding of fame as a status signifier (the famous are 
cream that rises to the top), and the imagined democracy of fame (anyone can 
be famous) has existed for at least a century as competing but co-existing
explanations of fame. 
Figure 2: Paparazzi Photograph Young Hot Hollywood (Britney Spears and Paris Hilton)
The challenges these explanations present are however diffused through 
discourses of fame which work to make the two conceptions appear to hold. 
One of the challenges to fame has been the visibility of the manufacturing and 
marketing industry, posing the question: “if celebrities are artificial creations,
why should an audience remain attached and lavish attention on their 
fabricated lives?” (Gamson 2007, p.151) This question seems particularly
pertinent to the study of young hot Hollywood, enmeshed as this 
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characterisation is in the excoriation of the falseness of celebrity through 
scornful ridicule of their fame as a peculiar absurdity. Gamson argues that this 
question is generally resolved by foregrounding artifice within celebrity 
narratives - audiences are encouraged to see the mask of glamour and fame 
and to imagine themselves delving “behind the mask” to the “real” person 
beneath (2007, p. 151).
For Rowlands, however, a negative of authenticity hides behind the mask of
vfame: the young hot Hollywood is a veil drawn across a Gollum-like anti-
self, a personified disease which has been allowed to spread, at the cost of 
cultural hygiene and the sanctity of fame as an aspirational ideal. For 
Rowlands, the answer to Gamson’s question is that “we” have lost our way to 
such an extent that we cannot see the artificiality of celebrity, so we celebrate 
the worst (the skin that forms on the cream), the least deserving (anyone can
become famous). As Steve Cross and Jo Littler put it,
the idea that “anybody can make it” is central to the logic of 
“equality of condition” which underpins meritocracy. But the 
emphasis here is on the active process of “making it” and the 
“anybody” in the expression is always qualified in terms of its
capacities for hard work: “anybody can make it so long as…” What 
the “D-lister” represents is a troubling reversal of emphasis: 
“anybody can make it”. Here “making it” appears to involve nothing 
other than the elevation of an arbitrary anybody (2014, p.410)
In this sense, fame for Rowlands is a demonstration of cultural decay. It is no
coincidence that it is women who are positioned most often as evidence of 
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this decay. Media attention focused on female celebrities is the “most graphic 
example of this decline” (Rowlands, 2008, p.114). What is also notable about 
Rowlands’ characterisation of the young hot Hollywood is the inclusion of 
media reports which position them as having unstable personal lives or as 
being caught in (often sexual) scandals. Rowlands treats these reports as if 
they somehow confirm the lack of distinction he assigns to these celebrities. 
Rowlands argues that these celebrities have gained their status through 
notoriety rather than through achievement, but he also characterises their 
waywardness is a direct result of them having “nothing to do with their 
lives”(2008, p. 87). And, as such, they are an embodied demonstration of 
cultural deficiency in terms of objective values. 
This reading refuses to recognise the labour of celebrity on multiple levels. It 
might seem obvious to point out that celebrities such as the ones specifically 
listed by Rowlands (Paris Hilton, Nicole Richie, Lindsay Lohan, Mischa 
Barton, and Britney Spears) (2008, p.87) do engage in labour to gain and 
maintain their fame, and to make their celebrity profitable, but it is one of the 
defining characteristics of the discourse of Toxic Celebrity that the work even 
of celebrities who have gained fame through relatively culturally accepted 
achievements (such as the Grammy Award winning Spears) is obscured or 
diminished in favour of an imagined state of perpetual indolence and excess.
Rowlands’ analysis of these celebrities as having nothing to do with their 
lives, relates to the construction and reception of Toxic Celebrity as famous 
for being famous. Fame contextualises this as nothing, arguing they are
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famous for nothing (2008, p.13). As an academic writing a thesis on fame, 
and as such having to explain my work frequently to disinterested parties 
when asked what I do, I can attest that this characterisation that some (mostly
young and female) celebrities do nothing is assumed, and it has a strong 
emotional resonance for many. For me, this has often required an awkward
sort of defence of what I do, through defence of these women as indeed doing
something. I have tended to go about this either by arguing for the visible 
labour they engage in (such as giving interviews and doing public
appearances) to be seen as doing work, or by reframing the idea of doing work
as performing emotional labour that has a function culturally, in that their 
construction expresses cultural anxieties about gender and fame.
By focusing on the idea of doing nothing, and on this as having a strong 
emotional resonance in the contemporary popular imaginary (as I argue it 
does), it is possible to argue that this, in itself, does something. The function 
of making visible doing nothing, has potential as a way of talking about 
surplus labour and the distribution of capital. Toxic Celebrity could be 
explained as a representation of the leisured classes, with their attributed 
status and vices making visible the inequalities of capitalism which means 
that a leisured few live off the labour of many. Of course, as a basis for 
popular critique of capitalism this presents some problems because it is 
focused on a specific set of gendered, classed celebrities who are seen as 
doing nothing, and it fails to address the structures of power which require 
surplus labour.
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An analysis of Toxic Celebrity as an example of the operation of surplus 
labour also requires a reading of leisure as equivalent to nothing.
Contemporary capitalism relies on leisure, both of the leisured classes and 
elsewhere as a limited resource in the making visible of the doing of play and 
recreation. The doing of nothing that Toxic Celebrities are constructed 
through contrasts this by appearing as something bleaker, as inactive and as 
less desirable, and wholly more apathetic. The apathy that Toxic Celebrities
are constructed as embodying, and the strong moral reaction they often 
generate is less about protestant mores about leisure and more about an 
expression of weariness (and wariness) about the expectation to at all times be 
seen to embody meritocratic virtues. Toxic celebrities express a kind of 
explosive apathy similar to that which slacker and grunge rock stars did in the 
90s.
Figure 3: Britney Spears with Bleakly Ironic T-Shirt
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To return to Fame, the construction of young hot Hollywood relies on making 
invisible certain types of already culturally devalued forms of labour, and 
speaks to fears around what might count as achievement if the things that 
bring women, and particularly working class women, into the spotlight is 
allowed to count as labour. This sense of Toxic Celebrity is bolstered in Fame
by Rowlands’ assumption that the work to engage with the media is not work, 
that it requires no labour or skill, and that it serves no complex function. In 
the logic of Fame, this nothing in the working lives of celebrity slides into a 
nothing of selfhood, because both are symptomatic of a culture of lack. In 
Rowlands’ words: “In young hot Hollywood… the self has shriveled away to 
a point. The self is a psychic atom, unshaped, and ultimately untouched, by
the values that surround it (2008, p. 88).
Rowlands sees these celebrities as having no self, or as having a reduced self 
because their relationship to the world is unhinged by a lack of attachment to 
values (read: the cultural mores Rowlands views as objectively worthy). At 
the same time, in reading them, Rowlands presumes that the vfamous are 
objects of cultural desire; they are the young hot Hollywood. Yet Fame
routinely draws on imagery of disgust to describe the vfamous. Toxic
Celebrity is frequently mediated through such contradictory appeals to both 
disgust and desirability.
Rowlands draws on the popular contempt for young female celebrities, often 
without seeming to be aware he is doing this. The representation of these 
women as epitomising the opposite or absence of normatively defined traits of 
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respectability, talent, and hard work is a given for Rowlands, to the point that 
he does not bother to make arguments about this, opting instead to delight in 
the invective he clearly feels the subject matter allows for. What little media 
research is related in Fame reveals a contemporary climate of disdain which 
matches if not overpowers Rowlands analysis. For example one of the quotes 
used is from Rod Liddle in The Sunday Times, who, writing on the arrest and 
sentencing of Paris Hilton concludes that she was: “given a longer than usual 
prison sentence because she’s a famous slapper, let out earlier than usual 
because she’s a famous slapper, rearrested and banged up again because she’s 
a famous slapper” (in Rowlands 2008, p.22).
The sureness with which Rowlands makes claims which rely on such sexist 
dismissals of female celebrities, without attempting to justify or unpack them, 
I would argue, is evidence that the very cultural mores Fame claims are 
becoming extinct are alive and thriving. For instance, the above description of 
Hilton’s early notoriety as a person whose private pornography was publicly 
released without her consent, is dismissed in the text as the result of her being 
a “slapper”. This implies that the place of women who are associated in the 
media with sex must either be distant fantasy figures or be sexually available 
and therefore rightly punished. This representation of Hilton as a “slapper” is 
joined to her status as an attributed celebrity (everything that happens,
happens to her, because she’s a famous slapper). This exemplifies the 
tendency of much of contemporary media to seek out female celebrities and 
surveil them for evidence of behaviours or embodiments of essentialised 
sexuality and to map this on to a corresponding reading of contemporary fame 
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as hollowed out and lacking, while also creating a construction that can be 
pointed to and made to take on a burden of loathing, shame, and abjection in 
relation to contemporary sexual mores.
In particular, Rowlands uses the fame of Britney Spears and Paris Hilton -
who he considers prime, or “pure” (2008, p.23) examples of vfame - to define 
this new form of fame as an indicator of the degeneration of Enlightenment
values. In particular, for Rowlands, their fame represents loss of a shared 
cultural sense of what is objectively valuable. Their continued appearance in 
popular media, Rowlands contends, shows that we are no longer able to 
distinguish the good, the meaningful, and the authentic from the worthless
(2008, p.23).
As mentioned earlier, for Rowlands, vfame is analogous with vCJD. Vfame is 
a symptom of a new form of cultural degeneration, one which is corroding the 
influence of – again, according to Rowlands - the otherwise unassailably 
sound values he argues were key to the Enlightenment, such as objectivism 
and moral certainty. This form of cultural degeneration is described by 
Rowlands as the contemporary West’s “inability to distinguish quality from
bullshit” (emphasis in original) (2008, p.28). While Rowlands claims that 
vfame is “morally neutral” (2008, p.24) Fame associates vfame, and the 
female celebrities Rowlands attributes it to, to the abject, and particularly to 
forms of abjection associated with the body, and bodily disgust, at virtually 
every turn. Vfame is compared to both a “corrosive and progressive disease of 
the brain” (2008, p.25), and the epitome of cultural bullshit.
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As Rowlands reads it, contemporary vfame contrasts to an idealised history of 
fame, where fame used to mean something closer to respect for achievements. 
Optimally, fame should operate in line with “a normative sense of respect”:
by which Rowlands means deserved respect, examples of “not… how things 
actually are, but how they should, or ought to be” (2008, p.11-12). For 
Rowlands, fame should operate through (and thereby confirm) normative 
models of respectability, based on universalised ideas of achievement and 
talent. Rowlands also argues that historically this used to be more true, but 
that the correlation between fame and normative respect has broken down, as 
evidenced by what he confidently judges to be the “number of singularly 
untalented people currently famous” (2008, p.14).
Rowlands decries the (apparent) ability for ordinary or unremarkable people, 
people with backgrounds and skills which are traditionally thought of as 
common or unremarkable to become famous. Rowlands critique is not that 
this is a fallacy, a representational promise of status equality which 
contemporary capitalism makes through appeals to the reachability of fame, 
but because he believes it causes a flattening out of culture, and a hollowing 
out of hierarchies of value (2008, p.91).
Fame relies on, and petitions for, the sanctity of value judgments, such as
appeals to talent and hard work and achievement, without so much as a 
mention of the field of power in which they operate. Fame ignores the 
complexity of the history of fame and pop culture which precedes 
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contemporary fame in favour of an ahistorical past which fits with the ideals
Rowlands espouses: It ignores changes that shape contemporary fame 
including shifts in the media industry, as well as any cultural changes which 
don’t fit with the narrative of Enlightenment values as the epitome of human 
achievement. It also ignores the mediated nature of fame: Rowlands treats 
fame as simple reflection of contemporary normative values. This thesis will 
work to analyse these specific contexts and discursive structures which Toxic
Celebrity appears in. I will argue that these discursive structures work to 
authorise and legitimise particular kinds of knowledge about fame and 
achievement, as well as exploring the contradictions and discontinuities 
within this discourse which reveal these discursive structures as unstable.
Rowlands describes a situation where the golden past of fame competes with a 
debased hollow contemporary fame (2008, p.91). If the idea that there are two 
distinct and differently culturally weighted possibilities for how celebrity 
might operate seems familiar there is a reason for this: as Gamson points out, 
these are two competing popular explanations of fame which trace back to the 
emergence of mass media, becoming part of popular discourse by the middle 
of the 19th century. These competing explanations are a "discursive framework
which mediated between the concepts of an elitist meritocracy and an 
'egalitarian democracy'" (in Holmes 2008, p.165). This is not to say that 
egalitarian conceptions of fame really are democratic, nor is it to say that they 
do not involve elements of elitist meritocracy, but that these are ways that 
fame is popularly imagined to operate.
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Famous for Being Famous
To move on from Rowlands’ Fame and the term vfame, but to a related area 
in terms of cultural values, is the phrase “famous for being famous”, used by 
Rowlands (23), and heavily implied throughout Fame, and elsewhere, to 
define Toxic Celebrity and to explain the attention garnered by celebrities
who are framed as toxic. Famous for being famous is a phrase that provides
the speaker with an – albeit clumsy - way to explain the contemporary 
workings of fame: it contends that it is “being famous” that generates fame, 
not achievements or inherited talent or status.
But, the fame industry and its interests are not exposed in most popular use of
this phrase. Famous for being famous is instead a catchy, hip sounding 
tautology which at best suggests the arbitrary nature of the fame industry. But 
while many uses of the phrase may be knowing, and may point to the 
absurdity of the workings of fame which give this tautology a sense of 
truthiness, even these all too often require the construction of Toxic Celebrity
as a derogatory designation to demonstrate it. 
Boorstin, widely credited with originating the phrase, though his exact words 
were, “the celebrity is a person who is known for his well-knownness” (2006,
p.79), is direct in defining the “known” as undesirable, as oppositional to 
greatness and human achievement. Boorstin also directed his critique at the
contemporary celebrity of the time more generally (the 1960s), and he had a 
less romantic view of past incarnations of celebrity. Boorstin opposed the 
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famous for being famous to what he called the “folklore of Great Men” (2006,
p.73), which he argues came about because generations praised the one before 
while they argued that greatness was in decline in their own era. Boorstin
quotes the likes of Victorian historian and essayist Thomas Carlyle as an 
example, who complained that Napoleon was “our last great man!” (in 
Boorstin, 2006, p.73) in 1841. Boorstin argues that historically fame has been 
equated with greatness, but because fame happened slower this made for an 
apparent greatness because it required time, and so appeared less fabricated or
produced.
Ultimately, however, Boorstin is not critical of the idea of aspirational hero 
worship as a cultural activity. For Boorstin, the Great Men mythology persists 
in contemporary discussions of fame because it provides the fuel for the
aspiration for noble immortality, for so-called human greatness. Celebrity 
worship maintains a trace of this hero worship, but, for Boorstin, 
contemporary fame fails to fully satisfy. Boorstin mourns what he argues is 
the loss of hero worship, borne out of what he argues is the democratisation of 
public life, the increasing unintelligibility (or untranslatability) of traditional 
fields of achievement like science, and the self-consciousness of audiences 
who are all-too-aware of the impossibility of the figure of the infallible hero. 
For example, Boorstin writes that,
The candidate making an eloquent campaign speech is admired for 
his administrative ingenuity in collecting a good team of speech 
writers. We cannot read books by our public figures, even their 
autobiographies and most private memoirs, without being haunted by
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their ghost writers (2006, p.78).
Of course, for Boorstin a large part of what makes the celebrity a problem is 
that it is the product of the “graphic revolution”( 2006, p.72), and therefore in 
Boorstin’s eyes a part of the superseding of folk culture by mass culture, a 
culture which Boorstin sees as uniquely empty and disempowering. 
As characterised by Marshall, this process of fame is fitted to the workings of 
capitalism, because,
the system of veneration, the process of succession of valued human 
identities, is more important than what any one of the individual 
celebrities may represent. The convertibility of value, a value that
emphasises inherent “exchange value” over “use value” is the 
persistent reality (2014, p.11).
No less a part of this equation of celebrity for Boorstin is the survival of the 
culture of mythologising of individuals, even as the individual celebrities who 
play the part of being well-known are increasingly interchangeable. My thesis
does argue however that celebrities do have representational value, but this is 
not because of inherent personal qualities of greatness, but because celebrities, 
while produced as exchangeable, are also constructed to fit specific,
sometimes even niche, representational uses. My thesis follows from Richard
Dyer’s assertions that celebrities “represent typical ways of behaving, feeling, 
and thinking in contemporary society. Ways that have been, socially, 
culturally and historically constructed” (1986, p.18)
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Figure 4: Vogue April 2014 Cover, Controversial for Featuring Famous for Being Famous
Kim Kardashian and Her Partner Kanye West
While Boorstin was attempting a critique of celebrity in general, the 
contemporary use and meaning of the phrase famous for being famous is
persistently applied to young female celebrities in particular. Pundits and 
academics like Rowlands point to a characterisation of female fame as famous 
for being famous with little interest in critiquing the machinery of fame, and 
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much interest in the vexed notion that fame might be conferred on the wrong
kind of individual. This use of the phrase enables a shoring up and 
rationalisation of the reverence for Great Men, as the embodiment of cultural 
and human achievement, while ignoring the (patriarchal, capitalist, white) 
interests that are served by the construction of Great Men.
This thesis questions the way that the popular saying famous for being famous 
has become a way to signal the devaluation of largely young female 
celebrities, and it argues that a more accurate statement about these women is 
that media interest is focused on female celebrities who are famous for being 
denigrated for being famous. Of course, not all female celebrities are framed 
as toxic, (and I will go on to address the particular conditions under which 
toxic fame is generated) but when it does happen it is presented as inevitable 
or predetermined. The denigration of female fame is made to appear common-
sense and this supports the denigration of women in the public eye, which is 
everyday and entrenched. Yet the huge interest and public debate over Toxic
fame, and the constant repetition of images and narratives of Toxic Celebrity,
also suggest a degree of discomfort and friction over the fixity of gendered 
power relations they represent.
The Celetoid
So far the attempts I have discussed to group together and explain the media 
attention on young denigrated female celebrities have focused on them as one 
side of a binary equation between cultural achievement and cultural lack.
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Chris Rojek’s Celebrity (2001), which works to categorise celebrity in terms 
of how they are seen to have become famous, offers a more complex analysis.
It divides contemporary fame into three categories: achieved, ascribed, and 
attributed. Achieved celebrity is celebrity attained through association with 
culturally valued achievements, as with Boorstin’s Great Men. Ascribed 
celebrity is predetermined fame, generally celebrity gained through lineage. 
Finally, attributed celebrity is the result of “concentrated representation of an 
individual as noteworthy or exceptional by cultural intermediaries” (2001,
p.18). And Rojek further divides the terrain of contemporary celebrity by 
proposing the Celetoid: a form of “compressed, concentrated, attributed 
celebrity” (2001, p.20). Writing in 2001, before many of the celebrities 
discussed in this thesis were famous, Rojek’s celetoid can nonetheless serve 
as a precursor to Toxic Celebrity.
Rojek argues the celetoid is defined by evanescence: but, as Alice Leppert and 
Julie Wilson argue, the celetoid failed to capture the relative longevity and 
cultural impact of many such celebrities (2011, p.262). Part of this is because 
Rojek’s Celebrity was written before the reality genre was a firmly 
established mainstay of television. Examining the celebrity of Lauren Conrad, 
subject of the MTV reality show The Hills (2006) a spinoff of the earlier 
Laguna Beach: The Real Orange County (2004) which also featured Conrad,
Wilson and Leppert argue that the contemporary form of the reality genre 
makes room for the production of a “paradoxical female stardom” (2011,
p.268), combining relatively high-brow aesthetics with low-brow soap opera 
subjects and conventions. They argue that The Hills in particular demonstrates 
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the combination of traditional forms of female stardom – the melodrama and 
the soap opera - with the accessibility of the consumer culture friendly and 
tabloid gossip industry ready reality television genre (2011, p.274). The Hills, 
they argue, establishes Conrad as “perhaps the first US reality star” (emphasis
in original)(2011, p.263).
Figure 5: Simple Life Promotional Still Juxtaposes Signifiers of Farming Life with City Brats
Although this thesis argues that the representation of Toxic Celebrity often
involves similar use of melodramatic techniques, not all reality television 
establishes the high-brow cinematic aesthetic of The Hills. The Simple Life
(2003), for instance, uses the overlaying of comedy sound cues to suggest that 
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its stars Paris Hilton and Nicole Richie are ignorant brats. And reality TV 
stars are generally not treated as stars by popular media. While Lauren 
Conrad, established as the “good girl” of The Hills (2011, p.266), enjoyed a 
public image of relative respectability, this is not always the case. The 
marrying of both reality TV to cinematic tropes, and also reality TV to 
traditional female stardom, do not on its own appear to account for the
stardom of celebrities like Richie and Hilton, and more recent reality TV 
success Kim Kardashian, who are largely reviled. Even when, as in the case 
with Keeping up with the Kardashians (2007), the show’s characterisation is 
sympathetic, this does not necessarily transfer to her reception as a celebrity. 
Wilson and Leppert also note that Conrad’s appeal and longevity partially 
come from a collapse of distinctions between constructions of the real and the
role, and between the public persona and the private self. Wilson and Leppert 
argue that this collapse works to circumscribe audience interest, so that fan 
interactions with the real or extra-textual personal life of Conrad featured in 
tabloids and on talk shows feed directly into the shows, acting as a preview of 
the drama that is played out on screen. This, in turn, feeds into the seamless 
display of promoted products and tie-ins (2011, p.263).
Perhaps with the exception of Keeping up with the Kardashians (2007), few 
reality shows featuring celebrities who are framed as toxic seem to be as 
successful at structuring the “personal” drama of their stars in this way. For 
instance, while the reality show Britney and Kevin: Chaotic (2005) was 
accompanied by extensive tabloid coverage, particularly regarding the 
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relationship between Spears and Kevin Federline, it was a failure both with 
the critics and also in the ratings. Lindsay Lohan’s recent docu-series Lindsay
(2014), was also not particularly successful. The Paris Hilton and Nicole
Richie show The Simple Life (2003), while initially popular, dramatically 
dropped ratings after just two seasons, despite continued coverage of their 
“personal lives”, including a well-documented friendship breakup between the 
two, which was re-enacted on the show. 
To put it another way, although Toxic Celebrities are often produced and 
sustained in part by the popularity of reality television their fame does not 
appear to depend on the shows themselves as a vehicle. Rather, it seems that 
they are subject to the type of fame which reality television makes 
recognisable: a disturbance of the divide between private/public and the 
ordinary/extraordinary. My thesis explores the idea of a disordering of these 
distinctions and the extension of this outside of its function within reality 
television. It also analyses the way that this impacts on neoliberal notions of 
individuality and authenticity. In this regard, I aim to develop the arguments 
of the likes of Dyer and others, who argues that there are already tensions in 
the way that famous people enact these divisions:
There is a sense of “really” in play –people/stars are really themselves 
in private or perhaps in public but at any rate somewhere. However, it 
is one of the ironies of the whole star phenomenon that all these 
assertions of the reality of inner self or public life take place in one of 
the aspects of modern life that is most associated with the invasion and 
destruction of the inner self and corruptibility of public life, namely 
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the mass media (Dyer, 2007, p.89).
Richard deCordova too, has argued that these kinds of tensions have been a 
part of the functioning of stardom historically, and that these tensions are 
constructed to engender audience fascination (1990, p.141). P. David 
Marshall also discusses the position that celebrities occupy in terms of 
conceptualising the public and the private. Marshall argues that they work as
“a kind of bridge between the private world and public debate” (2008, p.146).
McKenzie Wark, who points out that it is not necessary for celebrity 
representations to be “liked” for them to serve this function, “but it is the 
existence of a population of celebrities, about whom to disagree, that makes it 
possible to constitute a sense of belonging” (1999, p.33). A degree of tension 
between private/public and authentic/produced is therefore to be expected, 
and it seems that distaste for certain celebrity representations works to 
confirm a sense of shared taste, shoring up, and (to a certain extent) creating
communities. I do not disagree with these arguments, but would argue that the 
function of these derided celebrities is also to articulate exclusions and to 
gate-keep marginalised identities. As part of my thesis I describe and analyse 
the ways that the Toxic Celebrity in particular operates to further disturb 
private and public dichotomies and destabilises the notion of coherent identity 
that these divisions reinforce.
Discourses of Toxic Celebrity present a troubling of the idea of an inner core 
self, or what Rojek calls the veridical self: “celebrity status always implies a 
split between private self and public self”, which is a “split between the I (the
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‘veridical’ self) and the Me (the self as seen by others)” (2001, p.11). This 
veridical self is necessarily present in the image of the celebrity, for in 
contemporary Western culture it serves as “part of the insistent cultural data 
that we use to comprehend ourselves and to navigate through the crashing 
waves of the cultural sphere” (2001, p.20). For Rojek this split, while it is a 
matter of representation, is also a reflection of the real in terms of human 
psychology. Rojek draws from social psychologist George Herbert Mead, and 
argues that the split between veridical and public self characterises the human 
condition. While Rojek concedes that this split is perhaps not universal, it is 
dominant “at least since ancient times in Western society” (2001, p.11). Rojek 
does not explore this any further, and rather takes it as a given that the basis 
for human psychology is a split between a veridical and public self. For Rojek 
this means that it is a given that for celebrities, as with others, the veridical 
self is in constant battle with the public self.
Rojek argues that “For the celebrity, the split between the I and the Me is 
often disturbing” (2001, p.11). And, while Rojek builds from this by arguing
that celebrities themselves often feel alienated or engulfed by their public self, 
this I take the view that this disturbing quality celebrities often possess in turn 
can function to disturb the idea of the veridical self as the constant, irreducible
core of selfhood. So, while celebrity involves a splitting between the veridical 
I and the public Me, it does not follow that celebrities always confirm the 
universality of this split as the human condition.
The relative longevity which Toxic Celebrities have so far enjoyed is also 
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influenced by developments in the spread and use of the Internet in the West. 
When Rojek was writing the Internet was a relatively marginal source of mass 
media production and reception in terms of celebrity, and both it and tabloid
media looked quite different from the way they do now. As Alice Marwick 
argues, after the dotcom crash of 2001, the discourse of web 2.0 emerged,
rebranding the Internet through utopianist rhetoric which positions the web as
a democratising force. In this discourse, the Internet provides the possibility
of the democratisation of fame, through social technologies, user generated 
content, and self-branding (2013, p. 22). Marwick points out that the myths 
that hold together the discourse of web 2.0 – authenticity, meritocracy, and 
entrepreneurship – hide the shoring up of power and reinforcement of a 
“closed circuit of privilege” in this new era (246). That said, the appearance of 
fame has shifted. The tech scene itself exemplifies this, with the emphasis on 
entrepreneurship and self-branding often clashing with the mythology of 
meritocracy and authenticity, meaning that self-made status is both an ideal 
and conversely may invite scrutiny for not being properly earned (245). 
Although things have changed, and celebrities framed as toxic do not 
necessarily become famous instantly and then vanish, this is certainly the 
mode of seeing them which is established: the figure of the Toxic Celebrity is
framed as arbitrarily famous, as not having properly earned fame. She is 
imagined as having low cultural value, or as being at a low ebb in terms of 
creative or artistic input, and as existing only to exploit a moment in the 
limelight. This emphasis obscures mediated patterns which work to seek out 
or construct celebrities to meet specific - and often specifically contemporary
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- concerns, because these will generate public interest. The media also
construct the very public interests they court. Toxic Celebrity is an example of 
the persistence of patriarchal constructions of women as less able to generate 
cultural value, and it is an example of contemporary anxiety about how status 
and value are gained in the so-called web 2.0 era.
It is no coincidence that the few women listed by Rojek as achieved status
celebrities belong to activities designated as women-only (women’s tennis 
and ballet)(2001, p.18): achievement as a field has so strongly historically 
excluded women, and awards that have public esteem continue to be 
dominated by men. This is no less so in the entertainment industry, for while 
women have not been excluded per se (at least as the visible face of stardom 
and celebrity, certainly women have been historically excluded from all kinds 
of production roles), their perception as belonging to categories of
achievement has. Christine Geraghaty’s work on the way that film stars are 
categorised makes this point, and she argues that traditionally media have 
struggled to see women as performers or professionals because women are 
associated with private rather than professional spheres. This has tended to 
push female stars into the position of either unlikely outsiders who struggle to 
succeed, or to build a career around the making visible of this private sphere, 
relying on extratextual elements of their celebrity to build identification 
(2006, p.106). Exploring and reworking this analysis of Geraghty’s in a now 
more celebrity focused era is part of the work of this thesis. 
Achieved fame rests on what is culturally valued, on what is defined as 
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achievement. For instance, Rojek lists examples of achieved celebrity and 
argues their fame rests on “artistic or sporting achievements” (2001, p.18). I 
would argue however, that celebrity status doesn’t begin or end with literal 
achievements of awards. Celebrity status, as well as the prestige of the awards
thought to convey status, is important or meaningful depending on
contemporary cultural attribution of meaning and importance. And, as Rojek 
himself later argues, achieved celebrity status still involves staging – that is 
staging by “calculated technologies and strategies of performance and self-
projection designed to achieve status of monumentality in public culture” 
(2001, p.121). For Rojek, achieved celebrity status “signifies the 
democratisation of power in society” (2001, p.121), but the staging of this can 
hide other interests – for example the speeches of presidents purport to speak 
“for the American people”, but the spectacle of the moving speech can 
“disguise the voice of capital or sectarian political interests” (2001, p.121).
Rojek argues that the celetoid is the result of the “age of para-social relations” 
(2001, p.105), and like Boorstin, he argues that they demonstrate the media 
industry’s ability to generate pseudo-events, or sensational events structured 
to generate public interest. Rojek differs from Boorstin in that he argues that it 
is possible to concede that media involvement structures events without 
arguing that the line between illusion and reality has been erased (2001, p.19).
But here it is also important to pay attention to the interests which the media 
responds to (and produces) with these events, to the reality which is 
privileged.
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This thesis does not to claim that these sensational events work to serve a 
public good, but that they are part of a wider structuring of social life, and 
they work within existing everyday discourses, in a heightened sensational
form. As Kellner argues, spectacle is a “contested terrain”, and each exists 
within a “plurality and heterogeneity of contending spectacles” (2003, p.11). 
In the case of Toxic Celebrity, the sensational makes certain tensions more
visible, such as the tension between achievement and attribution, and between 
authentic communication and media production. In terms of the framing of 
Toxic Celebrity in relation to the media and the mediation of events, this 
thesis also looks to the work of Couldry, who argues that media work in
specific ways to make itself appear to be the privileged access point to 
contemporary culture, using this sense of heightened sensation to confirm 
what he terms the “myth of the mediated centre” (2003, p.6). 
The attributed celebrity, and especially the Toxic Celebrity, is the result of the 
sensationalising of events, and it is also the mediated response to the absence 
of women in accepted fields of achievement, and the tendency of Western 
capitalist culture to have trouble seeing stories and experiences as valid unless 
they belong to heterosexual able bodied white men. Toxic Celebrity is an 
example of the making visible of fields of human experience and achievement 
outside of the traditionally legitimised areas of distinction and authenticity. Of 
course, often this is only so that the figure of the Toxic Celebrity can form a 
distinct target to be maligned or defamed as bogus or distinctly oppositional to 
achievement. The boundaries of accepted achievement can be confirmed and 
shored up by producing the alternative to it as not simply an embodiment of 
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failure but an embodiment that is framed as toxic to the very idea of human 
endeavor.
The D-Lister
As Littler and Cross argue, “In terms of the political economy of celebrity, 
Schadenfreude towards ‘failing’ stars is an integral part of the cycle of 
celebrity culture” (2010, p.409). Littler and Cross use the term “D-lister”, to
refer to the reputed hierarchy of success and respectability within Hollywood, 
and to the status of such celebrities as well below the A-list. Cross and Littler
argue that representations of D-list celebrities produce the D-list as the object 
of scorn in order to compensate for the way that attributed fame undermines 
notions of fame as meritocratic: “both the trenchant denunciations (they are 
rewarded for ‘nothing’! how dare they!) and the very generation of these 
parodic celebrities specifically to-be-scoffed-at works to defuse the systematic 
limitations it makes apparent” (2010, p.410)
This thesis also takes account of the emphasis on young female celebrities in 
such narratives, both as D-listers and also as objects of schadenfreude or 
celebrity downfall. Cross and Littler’s reading of celebrity does not account 
for how much of these stories are focused on the doing of femininity, and 
about the carving out of the territory of idealised femininity. In this thesis I
also explore and analyse instances where schadenfreude is subdued by, or
contrasted with, narratives of celebrity downfall that are dominated by 
melodramatic or empathetic modes of representation.
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The Celebutante
The term celebutante has also emerged, primarily in blogs and online and 
humorous popular texts to describe something similar to what I have labeled
Toxic Celebrity. As with many of the terms in this literature review, 
celebutante is used to describe and critique the specific celebrities it defines 
(often in a humorous or offhand tone), whereas this thesis is concerned with 
the discourse around celebrities. The term celebutante is of particular interest 
because it is an example which shows how the discourse of Toxic Celebrity is
strongly influenced by a longer trajectory of celebrity than is often 
acknowledged. Although this thesis argues that the contemporary climate 
which constructs Toxic Celebrity merits exploration, it also acknowledges that 
this discourse does not exist in isolation to historical treatment of celebrities 
and other public women in popular culture in the West.
To begin with, although the term is often used to imagine a new type of 
female celebrity, David West Brown notes that the linguistic reference to 
debutantes belies this assumption. Furthermore, the word celebutante was first 
used by Walter Winchell in 1938 to describe Brenda Frazier, a debutante who 
had gained an unusual level of public attention and media coverage. Later in 
the 1980s the term resurfaced in reference to the New York high fashion party
scene (Brown, 2008, p.314). Celebutantes were so-called club kids, who had 
gained a particular level of attention (Brown, 2008, p.314). Only much more 
recently has the term shifted to be applied to young female celebrities. 
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Figure 6: Celebutante Brenda Frazier with Movie Star Joan Crawford
The implication with the previous uses was that the celebutante had parlayed 
an interpersonal sort of fame - the renown they achieved in a specific circle 
not usually connected to wider mass media - into a more public celebrity, as 
the quote below from then-celebutante club kid Lisa Edelstein demonstrates. 
In an interview for The New York Times in 1986 she explained that,
Being a celebutante means you’re famous for not really doing 
anything… You just try to get to know as many people as you can, so 
that you know everyone (in Brown 2008, p.315).
Edelstein’s explanation of her own fame establishes both the interpersonal
renown that the club kid celebutante gained their status from, and the attitude 
to (and by, in this case) celebutantes, as gaining their fame through the not 
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really doing anything of personality promotion and interpersonal
communication within a scene. 
Figure 7: Club Kid Celebutante Lisa Edelstein
The term was not without negative connotations during the club kid era, for 
although the members of the scene tended to see the successes generated by 
so-called unearned fame of celebutantes in a positive light because it was 
expressive of the ironic take on pop culture that the scene espoused, popular 
media sometimes expressed bewilderment and disapproval of club kids as
excessive and dangerous, and in these cases celebutantes were often held up 
as a “cautionary spectacle” (Brown, 2008, p.315).
Brown points out that the contemporary use of the term was already
circulating by bloggers in 2003, meaning it slightly predated and in many 
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ways paved the way for the fame of Paris Hilton and other Toxic Celebrities.
Celebutante was emerging on blogs, particularly amongst the early influential 
sites like Gawker which were based in New York, where the term survived 
from the club kids era (Brown, 2008, p.316). Brown also points out that
celebutante and the celebu- prefix (celebutard, celebuwreck, etc.) fit the 
informal intimate register of the blogging style of writing. The mushrooming
of the term celebutante, following (and in many ways shaping) the fame of the 
likes of Hilton and Lohan, is somewhat explained by the tandem growth of the 
field of blogging (and particularly celebrity blogging) as a profit industry, and 
its influence on other media genres. The emergence of the celebutante can 
then be seen as constructed through a three-fold development in interlinked 
patterns of new media, celebrity, and language. 
The celebrity, particularly of Paris Hilton and Nicole Richie who were early 
subjects of the celebutante term, can be argued to have been constructed in 
part by the demand from emerging gossip and celebrity blogs (and other 
online media) for celebrities who could be made to fit the definition of 
celebutante, to bring the revival of a novel term into concrete (and 
exploitable) form, as the emerging blog industry looked for new angles and an 
expansion of the number and type of subjects for celebrity gossip. But, at least 
by 2008 when Brown was writing about the term, the use of celebutante had 
become not merely a recycling or rehashing of the club kids celebutante 
phenomena by relocating it to apply to young Hollywood socialites. Brown 
argues that: “As Hilton and others became objects of both ridicule and scorn 
in blogs and the commercial press, celebutante began to connote not just 
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unmerited fame, but also vacuousness, misused privilege, hyperconsumerism, 
and the general tabloid culture” (2008, p.317). The above quotation
demonstrates not just how the word celebutante has shifted in terms of 
linguistic use, but also how the celebrity of celebutantes like Hilton and 
Richie was not fully explainable or containable by it. Their celebrity extended 
(or perhaps warped) its meaning in line with their fame and with the ways 
their celebrity was constructed to speak to cultural mores around 
consumption, privilege, tabloid culture, and fame culture.
The multiplicity of uses that Hilton, Ritchie, and other Toxic Celebrities are
put to, in terms of working as popular cultural reference points, and the 
spectacularity of their celebrity, has seemed to have required more than a 
single term to organise them and the meanings attached to them. For instance, 
Margaret Schwartz’s analysis of the media storm caused by a brief but well 
publicised trend for paparazzi shots of female celebrity genitalia or “upskirt 
shots” (2011, p.233), highlights some more of the range of descriptive slang 
used in relation to these celebrities. “Here, women are both the perpetrators 
and the victims, both the ‘attention whores’ we love to hate, like Paris Hilton, 
and the ‘train wrecks’ who become the targets of more serious appropriation, 
like Spears” (Schwartz 2011, p.233). Schwartz’s use of two terms here 
(attention whores and train wrecks) highlights the multiplicity of language, 
(invented and borrowed) to both express the complexities of roles they 
perform in mediating cultural mores and also to mask or make light of the 
weight of meaning projected onto them. Here, Toxic Celebrities are grouped 
into two categories, each with a recognisable yet contemporary term, and with 
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particular, but linked, sets of meanings. It is worth exploring the history these 
terms further, as with celebutante, because they highlight some of the more 
recent influences on the construction of the Toxic Celebrity discourse.
The Attention Whore
The phrase attention whore relates to Internet speak, showing up in message 
boards in 2000, and eventually coming into wider use (knowyourmeme,
2014). It first came into use in message boards (then dominated primarily by
male-identifying users) and members-only social networking sites. It requires 
little media analysis to argue that the phrase attention whore is used to define 
and police appropriate behaviour both on and offline, because the phrase 
refers to anyone deemed by the social group as seeking attention for its own 
sake and equating the so-called attention whore with a widely denigrated 
group. Its application to young female celebrities such as Hilton is 
unsurprising given the term whore is largely popularly used to imply 
denigrated or spoiled femininity, and a refusal to accept women as sexual 
subjects.
The Train Wreck
Train wreck, as applied to people and particularly to women, appears as early 
as the early 2000s. It was used most frequently in the context of reality 
television, particularly in explanations of its appeal. In this context watching
reality television is often compared to watching a train crashing, because the 
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viewer cannot look away although they may feel they should. The phrase 
frames reality television as low-brow, exploitative and focused on the 
grotesque, and its viewers as morbid bystanders. Anna Nicole Smith was 
perhaps the earliest individual subject of its use, when New York Daily News
commentator David Bianculli’s widely quoted review of her E! reality show 
The Anna Nicole Show (2002) called Smith “a train wreck - with breasts” 
(2002).
Figure 8: Anna Nicole Smith in Still from The Anna Nicole Show
The idea of the personified train wreck, the off-the-rails personality or 
uncontrolled explosion of feeling or action also appeals to gendered ideas of 
deviance which the contemporary female celebrity is frequently made to take 
on. Lieve Gies suggests that celebrities have a reputation for getting away 
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with socially and legally unacceptable behaviours, enjoying informal legal 
privileges and either causing or at least reflecting more permissive public 
attitudes. But, Gies argues that individual celebrities are far less powerful than 
industry forces. Gies argues that rather than seeing particular celebrities as 
having an inflated influence on public attitudes, focus should be on the media 
framing of celebrity deviance as being reflective of social attitudes towards 
deviance (Gies, 2011, p.350).
To this end, Gies argues that narratives of celebrity deviance and public 
disapproval of celebrity behaviour appears to be strongly gendered. Gies is 
influenced by feminist scholars such as Carol Smart (1977) who argue that 
legal and public discourses treat women as "doubly deviant": women who are 
framed as criminal or deviant serve a dichotomy whereby women are 
"incapable of committing serious wrongs unless they are innately wicked, 
insane, or duped into committing crime" (2011, p.350).
Gies contends that narratives of celebrity deviance are effected by the wider 
normative climate around gender and deviance in particular, and are weighted 
towards identifying women who are doubly deviant, whose actions may or 
may not be criminal according to the letter of law, but who, more importantly,
are perceived as deviating from the social norms of femininity. Female 
celebrities are also more intensely surveiled for potential wrongdoing. The 
framing of wrongdoing is also classed and raced, in that celebrities of colour 
and celebrities who are framed as coming from working class, chav and white 
trash origins are seen as reverting to class origins which are imagined as 
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naturally deviant and morally impoverished (Gies, 2011, p. 348).
This combination of disproportionate surveillance and gendered and classed 
and raced attitudes towards celebrity deviance can shift the framing of even 
the most banal infractions, as Gies indicates in her comparison of celebrities 
caught speeding: "David Beckham's speeding encapsulates his status as the 
ultra-masculine sports hero while [Britney] Spears' driving merely confirms 
that she is a troubled 'train wreck' celebrity" (2011, p.351). These
representations frame the wrongs committed as indicative of deep personal 
failing, that their core of selfhood is toxic and it is leaking out. Here, I take up
Gies' assertion that these narratives of deviance may reflect a desire to break 
with social norms (if only vicariously and temporarily), and explore this as an 
idea with more potential perhaps than Gies allows: by extending both the 
behaviours (emotional) and the imagined sources of behaviours (mental 
illness).
Su Holmes and Diane Negra describe the train wreck celebrity as “physically, 
emotionally, and/or financially ‘out of control’ female celebrities” (2011, p.3)
and argue that the construction of this figure outlines the boundaries of 
normative contemporary femininity by dramatically filling in the negative 
space with images of failure, despair, and narratives of downfall and disgrace. 
Train-wreck celebrities are highly visible in debates – both by media and 
academics - over the significance of fame in contemporary public life. This 
coverage,
is predicated on public fears that we don’t know what talent is 
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anymore and that the traditional expectation that fame is based on 
talent is dying out, giving rise to a set of “illegitimate” female 
celebrities who are famous for “nothing”(2011, p.3).
Here Holmes and Negra draw on the idea of the ascribed celebrity that Rojek
defines in Celebrity, describing how this categorisation of celebrity exists in 
the contemporary popular imaginary as a destablisation of forms of fame that 
are imagined as inherently better, as a disturbing of the natural (patriarchal) 
order.
Holmes and Negra also describe how this order is imagined in relation to a 
temporal dimension of celebrity, one which is emotionally weighted: how 
contemporary celebrity may relate to traditional attainment of fame promotes 
a sense of fear, of bereavement over the past order and anxiety about the 
present and future (2011, p.2).
Holmes and Negra also give something of a timeline for the train wreck 
celebrity, arguing that 2008 was the peak of reporting on the phenomena
(2011, p.5). My research indicates 2003 as the beginning point: however, I 
would argue that, as well as there continuing to be some notable flashpoints of 
such reporting, the style of reporting, and the continuation of industry shifts 
(such as the casualisation of media which relies on continuous production of
caught images, which require such familiar conceptions of celebrity for 
context and a sense of significance) has led to the development of a discourse 
which has continued on since 2008. This Toxic Celebrity discourse operates 
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both explicitly around particular female celebrities, as well as working as a
consistent point of reference for all female celebrities, and also as a point of 
reference for the conceptualising of celebrity in general. 
The discourse I have termed Toxic Celebrity continues to create a good/bad 
binary for contemporary femininity which works to create compelling stories 
and stir up debate. Arguably, there may be less of a fever pitch in terms of the 
reporting on specific celebrities such as Britney Spears as train wrecks (and 
certainly this term is less chic in popular parlance than it once was), but this 
figure still remains pertinent to, and part of the construction of, particular 
anxieties around contemporary femininity. Holmes and Negra theorise that the 
currency of this form of celebrity in the 2008 time period came from its 
usefulness as a distraction from the global financial crisis (2011, p.5). I
contend that it is also an expression of the crisis, in that it can work at times as 
an emotional embodiment of crisis. And, the ongoing appearance of the image 
of the female celebrity in crisis expresses the ongoing effects of the financial 
one.
Of course, it is possible to attempt to use a combination of these popularly 
used terms, separating these women into stringent categories for analysis–
sectioning off the train wrecks from the celebutantes and the attention whores. 
And certainly these terms are all culturally significant, in that their use speaks 
to contemporary gender politics, particularly in terms of the visibility of 
women. These terms speak specifically to contemporary mediated contexts 
(the reality television genre, the Internet), but they are used and are 
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meaningful outside of these contexts. However, I want to avoid taking as read 
that these terms work as categorisations of femininity, as designations which 
are able to describe the embodiments they refer to without complication.
Toxic Celebrity is also a term which describes the ways these labels are 
linked. Labels such as train wreck, celebutante, and attention whore are used 
to describe and make sense of the visibility of women who seem to embody 
particular kinds of deviation from contemporary accepted norms of 
femininity. Such a term must also encompass the visceral and emotional 
appeal of many of these contemporary labels. Toxic Celebrity is intended to 
evoke the characterisation of a form of celebrity that is both a grotesquely 
pitiable victim of (toxic) celebrity, and a grotesquely toxic polluting 
embodiment of celebrity. Toxic Celebrity describes the construction of the 
figure of the Toxic Celebrity as both a conspicuous consumer and also as
overexposed or consumed by the demands of capital. Furthermore, Toxic
Celebrity describes the framing of wayward femininity as able to both 
explode and deplete media space, as a toxin spreading outward while 
destroying.
The idea of the Toxic Celebrity also extends from arguments expressed by 
Holmes and Negra, because it describes how such characterisations of 
denigrated female celebrity have become dispersed throughout contemporary 
popular media. Representations of Toxic Celebrity as a figure have become a 
recognisable presence in situations where the story is not explicitly about 
them, particularly as a reference point to provide contrast between what 
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should be valued and what should not be valued. This use of Toxic Celebrity
even extends to academia, as was the case in a recent study reported in the 
Times Higher Education by the academic Neil Hall, who has created a 
measurement called the “Kardashian Index”. This he claims reveals which 
scientists have disproportionate renown compared to their “academic 
credentials” (in Parr, 2014). The index compares the number of citations 
science academics have to the number of Twitter followers they have. 
Hall argues that those with proportionally more followers versus few citations 
are the academic equivalent to Kim Kardashian, who he says demonstrates the 
situation because “her celebrity buys success, which buys greater celebrity” 
(2014). Kardashian is made to represent an (apparently) broken relationship 
between real value and reputed value in the science field, necessitating a 
construction of her as scientifically representative of worthlessness. It is clear 
that the use of Kardashian is also intended to describe a group of academics as 
undesirable, and the construction of her here is as a figure who is loathable 
and vapid, as well as destructive: She is an embodied representation of toxic 
forces within the scientific academic field.
This thesis works to acknowledge, make use of, and where possible expand on 
the work which engages with texts, images, events, and terms which 
otherwise tend to be regarded (both popularly and academically) as too 
frivolous, too light, too crude, and otherwise void of value or meaning to 
warrant serious examination. The work of academics like Holmes and Negra,
Schwartz, and Brown, recognise that in the context of contemporary capitalist
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discourse, depreciation is a tool which obscures power relations. These 
theorists explore the social and historical context of these defamed mediated 
representations, and look for patterns and traces of the power which gains 
from their effects. As discussed above, in this research project I acknowledge, 
make use of, and where possible expand on their writing.
Female Chauvinist Pigs
To end this section with a contrast, I would like to again turn to a text that I
disagree with, in part because it describes a phenomena which is ostensibly 
similar to the Toxic Celebrity. The Journalist Ariel Levy’s Female Chauvinist 
Pigs: Women and the Rise of Raunch Culture (2005), is a popular 
contemporary text which also claims to explore the state of contemporary
feminism and how far women as a collective “we” have come. Such a text is 
useful for outlining the terms of debate, because in its own way Female
Chauvinist Pigs attempts to make sense of popular representations of 
femininity, and contemporary feminism.
Female Chauvinist Pigs outlines a vision of contemporary generational 
feminism, the new generation of which is framed by Levy as obsessed with 
debauched and tasteless exhibitionism behind which lies a shallow and 
misguided political agenda. Levy paints a picture of contemporary feminism 
as participating in the media’s (but especially porn media’s) sexist 
objectification of women with the erroneous idea that it will be liberating. As 
with Rowlands’ Fame, a set of young female celebrities who are framed as 
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trashy and tasteless are held up as emblematic of this problem. Paris Hilton, 
Britney Spears, and Jessica Simpson are in particular identified as “the 
breathing embodiment of our current, prurient, collective fixations –
blondness, hotness, richness, anti-intellectualism” (2005, p.30). Celebrities
serve to verify the female chauvinist pig as real because they can be pointed to 
and framed as breathing incarnations of the phenomena, making their rise a
mark of the ascension of the female chauvinist pig. Again Dyer’s contention 
that celebrities are thought of in terms of “really”, that the conception of the 
real person behind or driving the representation gives the representation 
power, is relevant.
Toxic celebrities are just one of the many tools Female Chauvinist Pigs uses
to corral any and every example of representations of female nudity or other
links made to the porn industry (2005, p.19), even when these links are only 
tenuously made through style trends (2005, p.20), and insists on nudity as the 
site of objectification and therefore of patriarchal oppression. Levy then uses 
the figure of the female chauvanist pig to characterise an identity formation 
for an entire generation of girls (2011, p.17). Levy’s readings of these 
representations ignores their mediated nature, along with any possibility for 
complexity or irony in the way that audiences might engage with them. 
Instead Levy concludes that they are representative of an entire generation’s 
attitudes.
By turns Female Chauvinist Pigs also argues that this all adds up to a (single)
definable and unifying new feminism, which Levy terms “raunch 
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feminism”(2011, p.75). Levy cites disparate examples such as a business 
which holds erotic themed parties and a (competing) popular feminist book 
which, Levy argues, sets the bar too low for the definition of feminist because 
it includes locating it in popular media (2011, p.75). Female Chauvinist Pigs
reads as an attempt to make an analysis of postfeminist discourse in media,
and it is not the first text to do so. Postfeminist discourse in media has been 
critiqued by feminist scholars such as Toffoletti, who argues that it
“emphasizes individualization, choice, sexualization, and a preoccupation 
with the body and consumer culture.” (Toffoletti 2014, p.107).
But where writers like Toffoletti and Gill critique these  so-called new 
femininities as mediated phenomena, and examine the way they serve 
patriarchal neoliberal capitalist interests through appeals to self-improvement,
Levy critiques the imagined subject of Female Chauvinist Pigs as though this 
were not a construct. The very idea of a construct is ridiculed by Levy, whose 
account of her own academic credentials dismisses the idea of textual analysis 
as “modish”, arguing that 
we were trained to look at the supposedly all-powerful troika of race, 
class, and gender and how they were dealt with in narrative - and that 
narrative could be anywhere, in Madame Bovary or Debbie Does 
Dallas - rather than to analyse artistic quality, which we were told was
really just code for the ideals of the dominant class (Levy 2005, p.78).
For Levy, the female chauvinist pig is a form of femininity which 
demonstrates the failures of contemporary feminism: however, in making this 
claim, Levy confirms its veracity as a form of debased femininity, and marks 
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it out as a target of scorn and derision. Female Chauvinist Pigs is an attack on 
the young people who might look on the limited range of options offered by 
contemporary femininity, and identify with riskier, often problematic, less
sanctioned forms.
I have argued that writers like Rowlands draw on a discourse of Toxic
Celebrity, and that this relates to a contemporary popular discourse of toxic 
femininity. Now I want to develop on this further and argue that the image 
Levy paints here in turn draws on and conceptualises a toxic feminism. As 
with toxic femininity, toxic feminism is a construct, and a highly mediated 
one. Insofar as it can be said to exist outside of Levy’s book, this toxic 
femininity exists as a representational construct which draws on anxieties 
about feminism which serve to confirm a version of good feminism that is 
unchanging over time and working linearly towards a future vision which all 
feminists should be united in envisioning and strategising. Toxic feminism, as 
a construct, works to obscure the challenges and complications that 
contemporary feminisms make to the envisioning of feminism as unified.
In this respect this thesis follows from the work of Robyn Weigman, who 
argues that “there is no temporally singular or coherently knowable – or
knowing – feminism” (2004, p.165), instead, feminism in all its forms makes 
up a “constitutive otherness” (2004, p.165). Attempts, like Levy’s, to
construct a generational feminism are premised on the idea that there is, or 
should be, a unified feminism based on a single set of agreed upon principles. 
This produces a vision of feminism which, rather than having radical 
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potential, reshapes feminism’s constitutive otherness into a form which serves 
rigid and exclusionary understandings focused on rationalisation, 
reproduction, and repetition. This kind of thinking, in its focus on coherence 
and reproduction, ignores and forecloses possibilities in terms of difference 
and multiplicity. This way of thinking see disunion over the future and goals 
of feminism as dangerous, as interruptions or reversals of progress for 
feminism. Although in this thesis I do not make claims for Toxic Celebrity as
representative of contemporary feminism, I do examine Toxic Celebrity as a 
discourse, one which tells us about the mediation of both contemporary 
femininity and contemporary feminisms.
The findings of the above review of current literature highlight that the 
discourse of Toxic Celebrity relates to contemporary popular discourses on 
femininity. The figure of the Toxic Celebrity crops up consistently in relation 
to readings of contemporary femininity, and particularly femininity which is 
read as belonging to a new generation, or relating to contemporary girlhood or
young women, as dangerously fame obsessed, out-of-control, shallow, 
tasteless, and sexualised. It also appears in readings of contemporary culture 
generally as woefully emasculated, as characterised by an emphasis on the 
personal life and the everyday doings of celebrity rather than on achievements 
and greatness.
The figure of the Toxic Celebrity both draws on and is also used to construct 
this discourse by using the Toxic Celebrity as the embodiment of what I am 
calling toxic femininity. Toxic femininity works to shore up and to make 
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visible contemporary idealised femininity by delineating its limits. It also 
troubles femininity as a category because, if anything, Toxic Celebrities are
often seen as too feminine. Toxic femininity produces femininity as an 
unstable, overdetermined category. 
Toxic Celebrity gives form to this category of toxic femininity, allowing it to 
be imagined as embodied by certain (famous) women. In this way it also 
appeals to compatible discourses about the emptiness of contemporary fame. 
At the same time the embodiment of toxic femininity and toxic fame by the 
figure of the Toxic Celebrity is disturbing: she is constructed as an 
overdetermination of fame as empty and without meaning, her image rests on 
the idea of lack of presence: she is constructed as a negative of charisma, 
achievement or talent. This very effort to highlight the vacuity of fame 
requires the creation of a presence - in negative. 
This literature review also identified that the Toxic Celebrity is positioned in 
relation to an historical trajectory: of fame, of femininity, of feminism, and of 
culture more widely. In this way of viewing, the Toxic Celebrity is frequently 
constructed as representing the embodiment of a present cultural moment. 
This cultural moment is frequently taken to suggest a failure for the present to 
link up or cohere with an idealised past. The Toxic Celebrity is a disruption of 
order. It is also taken to indicate a disastrous potential future if the trajectory 
which Toxic Celebrity is taken to represent is followed. 
The language and imagery which is used to describe the figure of the Toxic
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Celebrity, which makes up the discourse of Toxic Celebrity, is often one of 
disdain, disgust, and of distance. Toxic Celebrity is further imagined through 
vectors of taste and hierarchies of value. The Toxic Celebrity is constructed as 
an ascribed celebrity, in binary opposition to achieved celebrity. This binary 
involves the particular embodiments of class, race, and gender that the Toxic
Celebrity is constructed through. Within this order, the Toxic Celebrity
emerges as a product of incoherence and a producer of chaos. The Toxic
Celebrity’s visibility disrupts proper order, her appearance in culture makes 
no sense, and makes nonsense of culture. 
The next chapter will look at a particular text which consistently features the 
toxic celebrity, the Australian weekly magazine Famous. The magazine 
industry has been argued to be the core territory of celebrity, and although this 
is changing and the weekly magazine can no longer be said to be “recession 
proof” (Holmes and Negra 2008, para 4) in its popularity, it continues to be an 
important site for the construction and circulation of fame discourses. This
chapter argues that Famous uses and contributes to the construction of the 
Toxic Celebrity discourse in order to create sensational content to draw 
readers. Toxic Celebrity also works to shape the instructive self-help
discourses in the magazine, providing toxic figures to contrast with the 
conceptualisation of an ideal figure of contemporary femininity who is in 
control and self-actualising. This chapter provides analysis of the use of Toxic 
Celebrity within contemporary media to encourage readers to engage as
consumers. This chapter also analyses the use of the melodramatic mode 
which magazines like Famous rely on to create interesting and relevant 
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stories, and I argue that this allows the figure of the Toxic Celebrity to be read 
as a figure readers can have empathy for, and whose chaotic lives are made to 
be expressive of everyday conflicts. The Toxic Celebrity’s status as a messy, 
incoherent figure within these stories contributes to the potential for readers to 
find pleasures in reading weekly magazines which are discontinuous with
self-help discourses. The imperative to work toward a more ordered, in-
control self that is promoted in self-help discourses, is thus both promoted and 
partially undermined in Famous’ use of Toxic Celebrity.
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2. 
Famous magazine: Toxic Celebrity and the Melodramatic
 
The Australian women’s magazine Famous promises to keep its “popular
culture obsessed, and shopping addicted” readership up to date with the lives 
of “super rich and super famous”, with a weekly tabloid which “charts their 
hook ups, their break ups, their inspiring fashion moments and their jaw-
dropping falls from grace” (emphasis added) (Magazine Publishers Australia, 
2013). Launched in 2006, the magazine has been one of the few to continue to 
do well in an otherwise flagging industry1. Famous is a good text to begin the 
analysis of Toxic Celebrity, because its recent inauguration and success can 
be linked to its specific focus on the denigrated female celebrity and the 
injuries of fame. This chapter will focus on Famous, and its explication of 
these “jaw-dropping falls from grace”, as a text that gives some (albeit 
limited) insight into the industries that profit from the discourse of Toxic
Celebrity. This chapter examines this weekly tabloid style magazine, making 
use of analysis culled from reading and dissecting each edition for a one year 
period, over 2013, as well as observations of the magazine since it was first 
published.
1
For instance, the Australian Magazine Audit Report by NDD Distribution, in its January 2009 quarterly 
audit, reported that out of what it calls the “Celebrity weeklies” ( including NW and Who and Woman’s Day)
only Famous and OK magazines reported growth in sales, with Famous achieving the highest growth of 
22%, following a cut in the cover price. This trend continued in 2011, according to The Australian, which 
reported that Famous “was the only one of the 15 audited weekly magazines to increase its year- on-year 
sales, which rose 2.5 per cent” in the March quarter (Jackson July 21, 2011). However, the most recent 
reports available suggest  Famous may be beginning to fall in line with the general slump in weekly 
magazine sales, with Bauer Media Group reporting in its online magazine that Famous was down by 6.6%
(10 May 2013).
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Bonner et al. argue that the genre of women’s magazines have functioned as 
the “core territory” of celebrity, and they “gently but definitely” (2000, p.116) 
assume readers have a knowledge of and an interest in the stories they 
construct. Because of this, and their focus on concerns like fashion and 
relationships, women’s magazines have been criticised for representing the 
desires and interests of their audience as shallow and escapist, as the above 
quotes from a Famous magazine press release appear to confirm. Women’s 
magazines have long been the focus of feminist analysis, and Bonner et al.
note that theorists like Faludi have used women’s magazines as illustrative 
examples of a cultural backlash to feminism (p.136). Ferguson argued in her 
historical study of women’s magazines that they have consistently constructed 
and reaffirmed the “cult of femininity” since they were first popularised
(Ferguson 1983, p.184). 
As this chapter argues, the contemporary women’s magazine Famous,
through its emphasis on the toxic side of fame, and its construction of toxic 
female celebrity, assumes an interest in female celebrities who are troubled, 
and in the aspects of their personas that are otherwise discordant with 
dominant social values. If magazines can be seen as reflecting the daily 
concerns of their readers, Famous can be read as expressing concerns about 
the burden of balancing and managing expectations of public and private ideas 
of socially acceptable femininity, and with the emotional and physical damage 
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of gender norms. This is expressed in Famous through the combination of 
melodrama and self-help and contrasts that are drawn between these two.
The stars of Famous may be “super rich and super famous”, but the magazine 
uses stylisation of scandal and innuendo to dramatise – as an individualised, 
psychological crisis – the toll of the imperative to attain the aspirational ideal 
of the “DIY self”, which is well described by Raisborough (2011, p.52). The 
magazine focuses largely on framing events through narratives of breakdown 
and failure, but the celebrities depicted in the act of jaw-dropping falls from 
grace are, as the (Magazine Publishers Australia, 2013) press release
indicates, often the same celebrities who feature in more mundane “hook ups, 
break ups” and “inspiring fashion moments”. Famous uses oppositions 
between celebrities who have fallen from grace and those that have not, but 
these oppositions are shifting and flexible. 
This chapter is influenced by Hermes analysis of women’s magazines, which 
focuses on the melodramatic as a way audiences make use of what they read 
in magazines when they communicate with each other (1995). Famous is an 
example of a magazine where not only is there plenty of content which can be 
used to form part of such a dialogue, but the style of communication is itself 
melodramatic: Famous presents celebrity stories of failure and breakdown as 
melodramatic texts, producing celebrities as the stars in their own melodrama. 
The title Famous can be read as a description of the way that the magazine 
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positions viewers in relation to this: it attempts to present an experience of 
what it is like to be famous, to inhabit famousness. 
However, the fame of Famous is not a universalised fame, but a contemporary 
Western one, and, one which is bounded to normative femininity and to 
capitalism. It is also one where the players are largely white, youthful, and 
heteronormative. If Famous can be argued to work to some extent to expose 
the self-help model of identity as having a painful toll, it still offers extremely 
limited points of identification, because of its focus on mainly white 
heteronormative celebrities. It cannot be said to offer a subversive or radical 
take on self-help discourses, because it cannot show the emotional toll of 
being excluded from representation within these discourses. And, because, in 
subverting self-help discourses, Toxic Celebrity is concomitant with these 
discourses in Famous, which means that it can never fully break from them.
This chapter argues that the inauguration and popularity of Famous is part of 
an increasing trend to focus more narrowly on gossip and scandal, and the 
expression of it in highly mediated ways: the image of the celebrity mid-
failure is increasingly important to women’s magazines, and the image is also 
more focused on generating gossip stories. Toxic celebrities become key 
figures in these magazines, and in turn the construction of their Toxic
Celebrity is produced and maintained through the ways that these texts 
represent them.
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The questions of to what extent the demands of the text shape the construction 
of the celebrity, and to what extent the text is shaped by the existing 
commercial appeal of the celebrity construction are ones that probably cannot 
be answered by an examination solely of Famous. However, as an example of 
gossip and scandal texts – the “core territory” (Bonner et al. 2000, p116) of 
the celebrity industry – Famous does work to indicate to some extent what the 
celebrity industry looks like at one of many points, and how celebrities are 
constructed at that point. It also indicates the significance of the Toxic
Celebrity to that industry. 
This chapter discusses the use of self-help and melodrama in more detail, but 
first I analyse the general approach of Famous, describing its themes, visual 
style, and the strategies it uses to draw in readers, and also the ways it works 
to connect the pleasures it offers to the products and brands it advertises. 
Toxic Celebrity is key to the ways that contemporary celebrity texts like 
Famous make such connections.
The Approach of Famous
As Bonner et al. argue, prominent aspects of a magazine can be seen as
signalling their general approach, publicising the value or uniqueness they 
purport to offer in the market, even if the magazine actually contains quite a 
bit of information that is typical of all magazines of its genre (128). One of the 
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key ways that celebrity is constructed in Famous is through contrast. For 
instance, in the October 21st issue (2013) a two page spread on pop stars titled 
“Good Girls vs. Bad Girls”. The article compares singers which it concludes 
have a bad girl image to ones which it claims have a good girl image and asks 
“when it comes to making it big in music who’s better off – the sweet singers 
or the sassy stars?” The question of who is better off is clearly one of 
finances, and as each singer’s relative earnings are quoted it becomes clear 
that both bad and good are big earners. The article is also careful to describe 
the relative badness or goodness of each singer as relating to image and 
performance rather than an interiorised essence. The article nonetheless 
articulates – and maintains – an opposition which diminishes the complexity 
of the performances it describes, reducing their meaning. 
Figure 9: Famous Good and Bad Girls (October 21, 2013)
More generally, however, in Famous such a direct comparison which 
compares female celebrities as embodiments of bad and good within a single 
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article is not typical. Instead, the overall structure of the magazine creates 
these contrasts, by devoting roughly the first half of the magazine to
melodramatic stories of celebrities failing, and the second half to advice (and 
advertorials) on fashion, diets, makeup, and entertainment, as well as 
featuring celebrities as the examples to follow. Both halves of the magazine 
feature celebrities who largely fit the mould of idealised whiteness which is 
culturally dominant in the contemporary West. And both halves of the 
magazine are about the experience of famousness – a more recent addition to 
the lifestyle half of the magazine is even called “Feel Famous”. It is the mode 
of expression which represents this experience that is different in each half of 
the magazine.
Another of the more notable aspects of the magazine is the way that it works 
to appear connected to the ways that contemporary audiences use the Internet
to engage with celebrity. Bonner et al. have argued that women’s magazines 
are the core territory of the celebrity industry (2000, p. 117), but this is 
changing somewhat since 2000, with the increase in the number and 
popularity of websites and blogs with a focus on celebrity, and with sites like 
Twitter, YouTube, Vimeo, and Instagram allowing audiences to connect more 
directly with celebrities. As such, it is no surprise that the Famous works to be 
associated with Internet celebrity culture. Famous works hard to appear to 
bridge the gap between magazine and the Internet, with its own website and 
Facebook page which are referenced throughout the magazine, as well as 
giving the address for the site on the footer of every other page. Famous
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advertises itself as a “portal to celebrity”; an anchoring connection to celebrity 
culture for the reader. The magazine also uses references to Internet culture,
for example using the term “#trending” as the title of their editorial page, and 
also by including a column by celebrity blogger Perez Hilton. The magazine 
also increasingly integrates the Internet into the magazine by using scannable 
symbols to link readers to online sources.
These strategies allow Famous to appeal to the idea of it as operating as part
of an integrated web of information, rather than as an alternative to online 
sources. Press releases on the Netpage app, for instance, emphasise the idea of 
readers having continued interest and “trust” in magazines as a medium 
(Pacific Magazines 2013), while marrying this with the ability of the online 
world to encourage and enable consumers to buy advertised products as 
quickly as the technology allows. This is likely one of the ways that 
magazines, such as Famous, work to produce profits in spite of a declining
industry: the cover price is less important than the ability of the magazine to 
advertise and make links to products. 
Clearly much of this push to link Famous with apps and websites is about 
mediating between customers and advertisers (and tracking these exchanges), 
but this is also used as a way to shape the content and style of the magazine. 
Famous does this not only through direct references using text and symbols, 
but also through the choices made about what and who appear in the 
magazine, and the manner in which they are represented. The cover of the 
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magazine signals this through its focus on the internationally famous, rather 
than local celebrities, its compressed information heavy look, and its emphasis 
on new information. 
Bonner et al. argue that the magazine cover has been a major selling point 
since magazines began to be circulated in supermarkets and other outlets 
where they compete visually with other titles (137), so its importance in terms 
of what it offers its audience should not be underestimated. The cover of the 
magazine is also a main feature on the Famous website and Facebook pages, 
providing a consistent and recognizable brand across media-scapes. The cover 
of a magazine fulfills crucial functions in terms of selling a print magazine. 
The cover is, for the potential reader, the first and primary selling point. 
Magazine covers also sell the brand of the magazine, in a retail environment 
where other magazines vie for the distracted attention of consumers (Holmes 
2008, p.162). 
Magazine publishers carefully consider which trends work, and which will 
stand out, investing time and often a great deal of money in the process, as in 
the example of a recent Australian Women’s Weekly cover which features 
Oprah as the cover celebrity, and text outlining the fact that the magazine had 
procured an exclusive interview. The editor, Helen McCabe, was careful to 
indicate the exclusivity of the interview as a unique selling point, 
acknowledging the importance of the cover in getting this across quickly and 
persuasively “I’ve been very deliberate in how I’ve sold the story on the cover 
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to let you know it’s our story… so that there’s no misunderstand[ing]” (qtd. in 
Ward 2015). McCabe argues that every cover is carefully planned, noting that, 
in the contemporary magazine industry, if the cover isn’t appealing, “the 
market is brutal” (qtd in Ward 2015). The ability of the cover to communicate 
to audiences is particularly important to weekly magazines in Australia 
because, as Frances Bonner argues, audiences for weekly magazines are 
“fiercly uncommitted buyers” (Bonner 2007, p.305).
Famous competes in this brutal marketplace with a small circulation of 60,038 
(ABC 2015) and a readership of 331,000 (Pacific Magazines). This is similar 
to its closest rival in terms of content and style NW, which has a circulation of 
73,143 (ABC 2015). Both are reported as having significantly lower 
circulations than the more established Woman’s Day, which has a circulation
of 316,006, according to the Audit Bureau of Circulations (2015). The target 
market for Famous is women aged between 18-29, and their parent company 
Pacific Magazines report that a majority of their readership is under 34 
(62.7%), while the majority of their readers are identified as women (88.1%) 
(Pacific Magazines 2015)2. The magazine industry constructs these gendered 
and age specific segmentations, and Famous targets only particular segments, 
even to the point of disregarding other segments which they nonetheless 
appear to be reaching. This practice can be explained in part by relating this to 
one of the key considerations which organises the production of magazines: 
appealing to advertisers. According to Bonner, targeting to younger 
2
According to Pacific Magazines, which owns Famous, these figures are cobbled together from various 
independent media auditing agencies: emmaTM conducted by Ipsos MediaCT, 12 months ending
February 2015, Nielsen Online Ratings December 2014, People 14+, ABC Audit December 2014 
(ANPPS).
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audiences, and segmenting readership targets by gender, is a practice that is 
less about catering to a readership, and more about trying to create markets 
that advertisers want to reach (Bonner 2007, p.313). 
This goes some way toward explaining why, for instance, Famous covers are 
almost exclusively female celebrities, and main cover images always include a 
female celebrity (partners and co-stars are sometimes included in these images 
if they form part of the cover story). The celebrities featured also tend to be in 
a fairly young age bracket compared to some of the magazine’s competitors. 
As an example, Miley Cyrus was a staple cover celebrity for much of 2013, 
whereas celebrities over the age of 35, like Angelina Jolie, who appears 
frequently on other magazine covers, feature rarely if at all as the cover image 
of Famous.
The headlines on the cover of Famous use the celebrity image in concert with 
bold text all-caps headlines to indicate the amount and type of information the 
reader will see inside, and the general style of the magazine. For instance, the 
headline from July 22, 2013 reads: 
FROM CELEBRATING… TO SHATTERED IN 2 DAYS: PREGNANT & 
DIVORCED? HEARTBREAKING CHEATING SCANDAL: HOTEL BILLS, 
FIRST-CLASS FLIGHTS AND GIFTS – THE SHOCK DETAILS THAT FORCED 
HER TO LEAVE: PLUS: LAMAR’S VIOLENT PUBLIC MELTDOWN (caps in 
original)
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These headlines give information on the content inside, and the concerns that 
are addressed by the magazine, including mental illness, addiction, eating 
disorders, break-ups, custody fights, sexual exploits, new celebrity couples 
and pregnancies, plastic surgery, and new diets. 
Bonner et al.’s study of Australian magazines in the year 2000 found that 
three main categories of content were considered important by magazine 
producers and readers: stories that concern the “personal”, information and 
stories that can be readily seen as “news”, and content that can be framed as 
“exclusive” (2000, p.129). In the case of Famous, the emphasis on framing 
stories and images as new, or providing new content on an ongoing story, and 
the way the cover works to imply the added amount and weight of the content 
in comparison with other magazines on offer, indicate that the category of so-
called news as an important selling point is most prominent.
The overlong length of these headlines is consistent with the sub-headline
features also on the cover, and they indicate that the magazine will provide the 
reader with a wealth of information and intrigue. They are also reflective of 
the magazine’s style of multiple and overlapping text and images, visually 
crammed-together and vying for attention. Pictures of celebrities pop out of 
their frames and collide with text and with other images, which in turn are 
overlaid with more text and images. The celebrities and story titles compete 
for attention, but they also give the impression of each story being linked. 
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Famous magazine uses references and connections to the online world, and its 
general style to signal an approach which emphasises the idea of immediacy 
and connectedness: it is assumed that the reader is making connections 
through the magazine. The magazine further enables this, as well as anchoring 
all the disparate connections in place. It both makes them concrete by giving 
them a home in a more traditional text type, and reproduces the way that 
“surfing” for information can create rapid and fragmented connections 
through the noisy cobbled-together style of the magazine.
All of this creates the sense that everything is happening at a faster pace and 
higher emotional intensity. In the scandal and melodrama heavy sections of 
the magazine, such as the cover, this emphasis on the immediacy, newness, 
and connectedness, created through stylistic elements, contributes to the sense 
of intimacy and melodramatic tone, while giving a sense that all the disparate 
sources and text types that the magazine references (websites, Facebook, 
consumer brands and franchises, movies and TV) are all part of a sense of an 
“inside” in which intimate melodramas take place. Elsaesser (2003), argues 
that the melodramatic depicts the
exaggerated rise-and-fall pattern in human actions and 
emotional responses, a from-the-sublime-to-the-ridiculous
movement, a foreshortening of lived time in favour of 
intensity – all of which produces a graph of much greater 
fluctuation, a quicker swing from one extreme to the other
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than is considered natural, realistic, or in conformity with 
literary standards of verisimilitude (376)
Famous works to offer a way to engage with this world that is both connected 
and intimate, by shaping its visual style and narrative conventions to produce 
a sense of intensity and to construct intimate, private drama. 
Famous can be read as familiar, a women’s magazine to pick up at the 
doctor’s office or read on a break, but also engaged with the ways that its 
target audience is assumed to experience celebrity culture and the world. In 
the lifestyle, or “Feel Famous” sections, this immediacy and connectedness 
translates as bringing the reader closer to famousness, of a sort. Famousness 
as defined in these sections is “health, fitness, lifestyle” (September 9th 2013),
all of which are framed as attainable by the reader. 
Figure 10: Emotional cellulite (September 9th 2013)
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An example page has the same condensed, information-heavy style of the 
melodramatic news sections, but instead of reading about the emotional ups 
and downs of celebrities, the reader is given access to the secrets of how to, 
for instance, “Get rid of EMOTIONAL CELLULITE!”(September 9th 2013)
(see Figure 2). By following the advice in the articles, reading the celebrity 
quotes of encouragement in inserted bubbles, going to the links for the 
exercise videos, and remembering to “clip, save and share from every page” 
(September 9th 2013), the reader comes closer to Feeling Famous. Of course, 
it seems unlikely that readers would take the reinforcement of the idea of fame 
as an urgent goal as much more than the forced continuation of the theme of 
the magazine. However, it does demonstrate the imbrication of celebrity with 
lifestyle discourses in Famous. The following section explores in more detail 
the meaning and significance of self-help discourses, and their imbrication
with fame as expressed in Famous.
Self-Help
The Feel Famous pages of Famous are dominated by a didactic mode of 
expression, by instructions on how to dress, how to behave, what to eat, and 
what to enjoy. These instructions are illustrated by celebrities who are 
photographed and described as examples of living successfully. This style of 
instructional text is not uncommon, as Lewis argues: Lifestyle media is part of 
the “growing ‘informationalisation’ of everyday life” (2008, p.2).
Lewis argues that there has been a shift in the way that information is 
categorised and disseminated in popular Western media, away from a clear 
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hierarchy, which ranked knowledge based on it being regarded as specialised 
and professional, and also away from presenting information as rational and 
objective. Lewis argues that this move instead centres knowledges that are 
associated with everyday life, and presents information through a colloquial, 
familiar tone of address spoken by figures who are positioned as “ordinary 
people”, even if they are famous (2008, p.4).
Lifestyle is constructed as an organising principle for everyday life. It is 
produced by, and is productive of, “common sense” understandings of identity 
(Lewis 2008, p.5). Lewis describes the term lifestyle as having different 
meanings in different contexts on the surface, but as having a common 
foundational logic in its assumed relation to identity:
In general, the concept of lifestyle is underpinned by an 
individualistic, consumption-oriented conception of the 
relation between selfhood and the social, where rather than 
being constrained by traditional forms of identity such as 
class, race, or gender, the individual is seen as a site of 
endless choice and potential transformation. Similar to the 
premise of the makeover show itself, lifestyle media and 
culture address an essentially DIY self (2008, p.5).
Lewis’ reference to “traditional forms of identity” is a somewhat sarcastic 
articulation of the way that the discourse of lifestyle media proposes non 
“DIY” conceptions of identity as belonging to the past, in contrast to the 
transformable, perfectible, interchangeable DIY self which is not tethered by 
limiting “past” hierarchical divisions. Instead, the conception of identity as 
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DIY obscures the continuation of economic and cultural divisions. The call to 
the aspirational ideal of a perfected, yet mutable self is also informed by 
highly classed, raced, ableist and gendered presumptions.
The Toxic Celebrity is constructed within the didactic lifestyle section of
Famous, but not as an expert. Instead, they are often used as illustrations of 
knowledge, and as negative examples of the aspirational ideal. They are, for 
example given as examples of celebrities suffering from “emotional cellulite”, 
in the September 9th 2013 edition of Famous. Unlike the celebrities in bikinis 
on the beach who are presented as the exemplifiers of good habits and 
emotional control, emotional cellulite celebrities, dressed largely in casual and 
unflattering clothes, are unhealthy, “exhausted”, in need of sugar “fixes”, are 
“bloated”, and “puffy”, and above all are prone to “worry obsessively about 
small things” (September 9th 2013) (see Figure 2).
The denigration of the Toxic Celebrity, however, is most often articulated 
within the lifestyle pages of Famous through their absence. It is a 
contemporary truism that celebrities who are famous for being famous fill 
women’s magazines and their web equivalents, but, in the case of Famous at
least, female celebrities who are presented as respectable and talented feature 
just as often. They appear within the lifestyle sections of the publication, 
creating a contrast between their controlled, reflexive relationship to identity, 
and the celebrities who dominate the front half of the magazine.
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The imperative to forge a DIY self is culturally significant. As Raisborough 
argues, self-control, self-determination and the visible ongoing labour of self 
are increasingly the conditions of contemporary citizenship (2011, p.52-54).
However, Raisborough argues that not all self-labours are acceptable; not 
“any-old” transformation or form of transformative labour is accepted. Only 
those which correspond with, “the (middle-classed) norms of neoliberalism” 
are “deemed appropriate” and worthy (2011, p.55). Good citizenship involves 
the making visible of projects of becoming which are “forged from the self-
determination, discipline and labour necessary for an endless project of 
becoming better” (2011, p.52). It is worth pointing out here that citizenship is 
not a blank field where only the willingness to consume goods matters. Some 
bodies fail to “matter” within self-help discourses or even to be visible 
precisely because their struggles to matter cannot be resolved by self-help:
their problems are unrepresentable and so are made invisible. 
The representations of Toxic Celebrities in Famous do not resolve these 
absences. However, Toxic Celebrities are effective in that, while they are 
poised to achieve all that self-help promises, they seem to embody the 
opposite of the aesthetic of neoliberalism. Their particular brand of ascribed 
fame appears to be the lack of labour, the lack of discipline and the lack of 
self-determination because they appear to be constantly caught up in or 
recklessly involved in scandals. The emotional and performative labours of 
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Toxic Celebrity not only do not fit within the self-help rationale, they actually 
appear to be the opposite of labour or self-improvement.
The discourse of Toxic Celebrity in Famous articulates what happens when 
these labours of becoming are neglected or messily performed, even if only 
briefly. The celebrities discussed in this thesis are often described as “train 
wreck celebrities”, and the metaphor of the train wreck is apt in this sense.
Toxic celebrities are train wrecks because they embody the self which should 
be invested in the constant labour of becoming, similar to the speeding 
locomotive rushing toward its goal, but inattention has forced it off the rails, 
and as a result caused irreparable damage. But the term toxic is also key: these 
celebrities are, or have become, toxic to the project of becoming: they are 
morally and socially bankrupt because they are not visibly centring their lives 
around self-improvement: instead their lives are narrativised as being centred 
around their emotional crises and their personal gratification. 
Raisborough argues that self-help texts are increasingly fixated on showing 
the pain of the process of becoming, or “painful labour” (2011, p.49).
However, this purifying, valorising pain which evidences the authenticity of 
the struggle to “become” is twisted into melodramatic, destructive, and 
uncontrolled pain by the celebrities who feature on the covers of Famous. The 
next section explores the melodramatic aspects of Famous, and the ways in 
which denigrated female celebrities are constructed to exhibit the pain that is 
denied or obfuscated within the system of self-help, as it bursts forth, 
careening off the pages in tears, frustration, and defeated anger.
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Melodrama
In her work on women’s magazines, Hermes discusses the ways that the 
gossip pages in examples like Famous use melodrama. This is part of the 
reason that magazines have social value in themselves. Hermes first argues 
that the gossip stories in women’s magazines work both as a social lubricant 
and as a social glue (1995, p.292). She quotes de Vries, who argues that
gossip is a continuum where at one end the speaker can say something 
without having to engage too seriously with who they are speaking to, and 
without fear of listeners expecting them to be entirely earnest or serious about 
what they are saying. In this way it works as social lubricant: it provides a 
mode of speaking which is casual and relatively risk-free. At the other end 
“serious” gossip works as a form of intimacy – a social glue – and a resource 
for the subordinated, a way to express solidarity and to share information 
(1995, p.292).
Hermes argues that magazines which use gossip enlarge the private world of 
gossip for the reader. They use both serious and unserious gossip to create a 
sense of moral community, and they use serious gossip in particular to build 
“fictions that are comparable to the intimacy and the stories spoken gossip 
spins” (1995, p.293). Hermes argues that magazines’ use of celebrities creates 
a sense of closeness, because their familiar faces can be imagined as part of 
the network of friends and family that gossip encompasses (1995, p.292)
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Magazines which focus on gossip (that is, the majority of weekly women’s 
magazines) are produced and read using two major strategies: the family 
repertoire, and the repertoire of melodrama (1995, p.298). The family 
repertoire works to use the familiar faces of celebrities to play out larger than 
life versions of the kinds of contemporary problems that are familiar to 
readers. It is appealing because it offers a community (or extension of the 
reader’s community) which is never seriously threatened, and it emphasises 
connectedness. This repertoire also offers a sense of a moral community, in 
that it allows readers to disapprove of certain celebrities, and to enjoy the 
misfortunes of “high and mighty” celebrities (1995, p.298). However, it is in 
the repertoire of melodrama where the misfortunes of celebrities really come 
into focus. As Hermes puts it, the repertoire of melodrama “focuses on 
misery, drama, sentimentalism sensation”, allowing the reader to “wallow in 
the sorrow and misery of others rather than in one’s own” (1995, p.299). The 
repertoire of melodrama is the focus of much of the premium content of 
Famous. The cover and first half of the magazine are almost entirely devoted 
to melodramatic stories and images which depict the lives of female 
celebrities as “grotesquely magnified”, a description Hermes uses about 
melodrama in women’s magazines (1995, p.299).
For instance, the May 20th 2013 issue the cover, featuring music star Miley 
Cyrus and Mad Men (2007-) actress January Jones is titled “Miley and 
January’s public catfight: inside the New York showdown that shocked 
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Hollywood: ‘I know you stole him!”’ (Figure 3). The white text is outlined in 
fluorescent pink against a bright yellow background and the accompanying 
image above it is of the two women shot from the shoulders up and apparently 
standing very close together. Cyrus appears angry – her brows are furrowed 
and she seems to be baring her teeth. She appears to be shouting, her face 
leaning in towards Jones, while Jones’ posture is the opposite, her neck and 
face strain back slightly, but otherwise her face is coolly relaxed and she 
appears to be gazing in Cyrus’ direction with a slight smile. 
Figure 11: Miley and January face off (May 20, 2013)
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The image and text together sell the idea that the magazine has captured a 
dramatic encounter between the two women, that it has caught the exact 
moment where one woman confronts her rival in love, while the rival, calmly, 
perhaps smugly, holds her ground. With close inspection the image seems 
likely to be a composite (Cyrus’ face is rendered in more detail than Jones) 
but this hardly matters. The text combined with the image works to give the 
sense of a fleeting, yet telling moment that is exposed by the magazine. The 
emotional reaction of each celebrity is given confirmation and depth by the 
selection (and probable manipulation) of the images. 
In Famous, the emphasis is undoubtedly on melodrama. This is most 
prominent in the featured stories teased on the covers of Famous. Unlike older 
more established magazines like the Australian Women’s Weekly, these stories 
are not based on “home-take” (Bonner et.al. 2000, p.128) style of soft 
interviews. However, the magazine still very much assumes that the reader 
sees themselves as part of a community though the magazine. Rather than 
home-take interviews, featured stories are presented as exposé style news 
items, with an emphasis on purportedly insider reports of the celebrity’s 
behaviour and feelings, rather than on direct confessions by the celebrities 
themselves.
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Part of the reason for this is likely to be pragmatic: the magazine focuses on 
young international celebrities, yet Famous is a magazine which circulates 
only in Australia and New Zealand, and has a building but still fairly small 
circulation. Famous is not likely to be seen by many of the celebrities that are 
discussed in the magazine and their publicists would not view it as worth the 
time if they were approached for interview or comment. Certainly Famous
appears to make no attempt to have access to celebrities themselves: the
images it uses are always clearly images from the paparazzi and there is no 
use of framing or Photoshop to make it appear that the magazine has approval 
from the celebrity concerned. And while the magazine makes claims that 
stories are sourced using insider accounts, these are never verified. Famous
would be unlikely to be granted either home-take interviews or approval from 
the celebrities concerned because the stories they publish are largely dedicated 
to accounts of the private and public failures and shortcomings of female 
celebrities, and are overwhelmingly negative.
It can be argued that the representation of these failures works to define 
failure and success for women and to delineate the virtues a woman should 
have by turning a magnifying glass on what the magazine frames as 
shortcomings. However, Feasey argues that, at least in terms of the 
representation of the body, images of unkempt and flawed bodies work in 
contrast with the usually choreographed and Photoshopped images of 
celebrities to encourage readers to negotiate images of celebrities (2006, 
p.185). These images of flawed femininity work to counter the ways that 
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female celebrities work as representations of idealised femininity. By 
presenting images and stories which expose the work that goes into 
constructing the successful and beautiful female celebrity, these magazines 
encourage readers to engage critically with such constructions.
Famous works to allow the reader to identify not only as a participant in 
gossip about a celebrity, as Hermes argues, but it also goes beyond exposing 
celebrity as constructed, as Feasy argues. Famous positions readers so as to 
enable empathetic readings of their emotional pain: headlines like the Miley 
Cyrus/January Jones story certainly allow for the reader to treat the characters 
it sets up as material for serious gossip, as part of the melodramatic repertoire 
of social talk, and particularly (given that she is frequently the subject of 
melodramatic stories of failure in the pages of Famous) to see Cyrus as a 
celebrity whose failures they might choose to root for or against. But, I would 
argue that the ways that Famous attempts to construct the pleasures it offers –
as new and confronting sensorial experiences – can work to produce 
experiences of empathy and even identification with the celebrity in question.
Famous often presents the reader with provoking images like the Cyrus/Jones 
image that primarily express pain and conflict, combined with text which 
often claims to quote or express the feelings of the celebrity concerned.
It is useful at this point to explore the “what” of melodrama in more detail, to 
get to the ways that it shapes Famous as a text, and, importantly for this 
thesis, the ways that it animates the discourse of Toxic Celebrity, the ways it 
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contributes to the production of Toxic Celebrity, as well as the ways it works 
in excess of the logic of the Toxic Celebrity discourse. Melodrama provides 
the palette which colours the expression of psychic excesses, an aspect of the 
articulation of Toxic Celebrity which will begin to come into finer focus for
this thesis in later chapters.
To begin by returning to Hermes’ formulation of melodrama as one of many 
“repertoires of speech” – or "the cultural resources that speakers fall back on 
and refer to" (1995, p.7), melodrama is a practice that readers of magazines 
may use to communicate with each other. While Hermes is cautious of 
avoiding what she calls the “fallacy of meaningfulness” in textual analysis 
(1995, p.12), I would argue that a discourse analysis which pays attention to 
the cultural context of the text, and to existing frameworks of analysis, can 
prove useful to the analysis of melodrama as expressed within the text itself in 
Famous.
While melodrama relates to discourse, it is also a mode of expression; a 
manner, an approach to representation. Elsaesser, writing about the “family 
melodrama” in film in the Classical Hollywood era argued that the definition 
of melodrama as a “dramatic narrative in which musical accompaniment 
marks the emotional effects” is still the most useful way to describe 
melodrama, because it articulates the melodramatic elements of a text as 
“constituents of a system of punctuation, giving expressive colour and
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chromatic contrast to the story line, by orchestrating the emotional ups and 
downs of the intrigue.” (2003, p.374)
While melodrama relates to manner and style, it is not merely 
window-dressing, as Buckland argues,
“the key characteristics of melodrama are its exteriorization 
of inner conflict via a heightened, exaggerated visual style 
and rhythm, in combination with a shift of focus away from 
public life and duty towards domestic life, personal morals, 
and responsibility” (2012, p.58)
Melodrama has most often been theorised about in literature and film 
criticism, however, the distinctions that Buckland and Elsaesser make above 
make sense of much of the distinct qualities of style, narrative, and thematic 
concerns of Famous, and contemporary magazines like it.
As the press-kit from the magazine’s launch indicates, Famous works to 
provide readers “with a sensory experience” and claims to be their readers 
“portal to celebrity, providing a place where reality becomes more exciting 
and fantasy becomes more attainable” (Pacific Magazines 2006). This 
description of the imagined audience for Famous as starry-eyed fantasists can 
be read as a fairly cynical attitude to readers, although as Bonner et.al, argue, 
this can also be seen as part of a trend for women’s magazines to be 
deliberately provocative in terms of their purported status as low-brow and 
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antifeminist (2000, p.116). However, in terms of my interest here in 
melodrama, what is unusual about the way Famous describes their intended 
audience is that it nonetheless constructs readers as interested in sensory 
experience, and sees them as utilising the magazine as a “portal” to celebrity 
stories (Pacific Magazines 2006). It also sees itself as connecting the reader to 
a highly mediated world where an integral part of the experience is excitement 
– or perhaps agitation – of the senses.
This call to sensorial experience is manifested through the formal stylistic 
elements of the magazine. They provide the punctuation to the drama of the 
stories, the heightened, exaggerated visual style and rhythm, that characterise 
the melodramatic in Famous. Indeed, it would be difficult to overemphasise 
how much the magazine seems to have taken the idea of sensorial experience 
to mean jarring visual assault. Multiple confronting images of celebrities, 
hanging askew with all-caps fluorescent story titles are merely the most 
immediately discordant visual elements.
Where melodrama in film utilises lighting, staging, décor, acting, camera 
angles, colour, and editing to produce melodrama, Famous has developed a 
stylised use of text, composition, colour, and photo manipulation to produce 
melodramatic effect. The glaring florescence and jarring design is matched by 
the content, which above anything emphasises the idea of the scandal as 
something visible: the facial expression and bodily comportment of the 
celebrity pictured on each cover and feature image are carefully matched to 
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the stories about them, so that the two seem to confirm one another. Of 
course, often the story is actually directly about what is happening in the 
image, but even when this is not the case there is a seemingly strong link 
between them.
Figure. 12: Kim Kardashian Walks Out (16 September 2013)
The September 16 cover of 2013 demonstrates this: Dominating the cover are 
three images of Kim Kardashian (figure 4.). Paparazzi shots which look to be 
taken in succession within a few minutes of each other show Kim walking 
while carrying a bassinet covered with a cloth from a building to a car. The 
largest of these images is of Kim pausing at the vehicle. The headline “ITS 
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OVER!: KIM FLEES WITH NORTH AS KANYE’S NIGHT WITH 
ANOTHER WOMAN IS MADE PUBLIC” lends a sense of urgency and 
meaning to this otherwise unremarkable image of a celebrity carrying a baby 
around, while text above the headline which reads “ WE HAVE A NEW 
BABY BUT I CAN’T LET HIM TREAT ME LIKE THIS” appears to 
confirm the story’s veracity. Linking this image to the smaller images of Kim 
walking, with her sister Kourtney in the background, is a subheading reading 
“EXCLUSIVE NEW PICS: KIM WALKS OUT”. Put together, it is clear that 
the format of the Famous cover is capable of telling a fairly plausible – and
dramatic – story from nothing more than pictures of a celebrity walking her 
baby to a car. However, the Famous cover also develops the idea of this 
imagined personal conflict through the “melos” of the text. It expresses the 
(imagined) inner conflict, exteriorising it by baldly stating the terms of the 
crisis, and through the “exaggerated visual style” (Buckland, p.58) of the 
bright colours and large all-caps type. 
Famous also employs a distinct rhythm. The smaller images on the cover do 
more than show Kim exiting a building: taken with the text, they document 
the process of her leaving, walking out, on her lover. The larger image shows 
Kim pausing at the large SUV she is presumably about to get into, and turning 
back towards the direction of the building. In this context, the larger image 
more clearly implies that Kim is looking behind her at the building she has 
left, which the image and text further imply, is the scene of the break-up of 
her relationship. That she should look back, moreover, suggests that Kim is 
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experiencing some kind of internal emotional conflict about the situation. 
Here the text imposes a rhythmic sense of continuity; of images showing the 
progression of the narrative, and of discontinuity; the image of Kim looking 
back is first and much bigger, disrupting the sense of logical progression of 
cause-and-effect, creating a sense of incoherence and rupture. This kind of 
rhythm conveys a “catastrophic collision of counter-running sentiments”, 
according to Elsaesser (2003, p.386).
Aside from the piece being a likely fabrication, the scene it conjures is also 
intense and laden with significance beyond reason. This is very much a trait of 
melodrama, as Elsaesser notes in his analysis of the family melodrama in the 
Classical Hollywood era. Because family melodramas were set within the
social and physical constraints of the domestic sphere, they allowed for 
limited dramatic action. Instead, the family melodrama sublimates dramatic 
action to the overdetermination of everyday actions (Buckland, 2012, p.67). 
Characters who are prevented from acting out their desires openly instead 
have their neuroses and obsessive preoccupations staged through “intensified 
symbolization” of ordinary gestures, setting, décor, and costuming (Elseasser, 
2003, p. 382). The expression of the emotional inside of domestic drama 
reveals the ideological dimensions of the everyday, or “lived ideologies” of 
the context in which they were produced and received, according to Klinger 
(1994, p.10). 
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Where, as Elsaesser argues, the family melodrama of Classical Hollywood
film had “restricted scope for external action”, because everything happens 
inside the domestic sphere (2003, p.376), the action in Famous is restricted by 
paparazzi images which can only capture the celebrity in one moment 
happening outside, in the public sphere of paparazzi dominion. Where the 
family drama of film sublimated dramatic conflict into décor, colour and 
gesture, and composition, Famous uses the formal techniques at its disposal in 
order to produce a sense that the reader is, in some sense, inside the drama. 
Within the context of the melodrama of a Famous cover, the simple gesture 
such as pausing outside the security of an SUV and turning to look back for a 
moment is loaded with similar intensified symbolism.
Elsaesser also argues that melodrama works to express externally states of 
“insecurity and moral anguish”, as well as depicting “sudden change, reversal, 
and excess” (2003, p.372). Elsaesser when writing about early melodramatic 
writers like Balzac and Dickens, argues that the lack of verisimilitude in their 
stories, the situations which “were totally unlike anything in real life”, 
actually had value. Melodrama, as a set of techniques making up a stylistic 
principle, is able to express the experience of social crisis through this use of 
sensational exaggeration. Elsaesser further insists that melodrama allowed 
these writers to “put their finger on the texture of their social and human 
material” (2003, p.373). 
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And yet, the story of relationship dissolution that the Kim Kardashian “It’s 
Over!” cover tells is also an entirely unremarkable and everyday one. The 
banality of the situation the story describes corresponds with Peter Brooks’ 
definition of melodrama as the “drama of the ordinary” (1976, p.13). For 
Brooks, melodrama works to exert a kind of pressure on the surface of things, 
creating
an exciting, excessive, parabolic story—from the banal stuff 
of reality. [Melodrama] leads us in a movement through and 
beyond the surface of things to what lies behind… to go 
beyond the surface of the real to the truer, hidden reality, to 
open up the world of spirit (Brooks 1976, p.2).
Brooks argues that melodrama was initiated by the rise of secularism in the 
West following the French Revolution, which, in displacing the religious 
hierarchies, also created a gap in terms of the rationale for moral and social 
order. As Gledhill summarises, 
Melodrama emerges to fill this gap, seeking, in a circular 
movement, to prove (by making visible) the presence of 
ethical forces at work in everyday life, and thereby to endow 
the behavior of ordinary persons with dramatic and ethical 
consequence (2013, p.127).
Brooks’ reading of the early development of melodrama posits it as being 
both a reaction to the rise of secularism, and a development of Enlightenment 
values. Brooks describes melodrama as humanist, democratic, and above all 
moral. For Brooks, melodrama is “the principal mode for uncovering, 
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demonstrating, and making operative the essential moral universe in a post-
sacred era” (1976, p.15).
While Brooks claims that his reading of the cultural function of melodrama 
“may be variously revolutionary or conservative” (1976, p.15), he nonetheless 
posits it as imbricated with Enlightenment values. Melodrama, as Brooks 
describes it, works to expose an essential spiritual and moral core within the 
everyday. Elsaesser on the other hand is influenced by Foucaudlian thought, 
and argues that when melodrama emerged it was as a highly ambivalent form
of earlier tragedies and dramas. Elsaesser argues that previous dramatic modes 
had represented the greed of the nobility in contrast to the precarious position 
of the commoner, melodramas could not afford to be so obviously subversive 
in their treatment of the incipient bourgeoisie, and instead needed to appear to 
represent society as open (2003,p.370). 
Nevertheless, Elsaesser argues that as melodrama developed, “the conventions 
allowed authors to dramatise in their episodes actual contradictions in society
and genuine clashes of interests in the characters” (2003, p.370). Melodrama 
worked to dramatise the conflict between emerging Enlightenment values of 
individualism, reason, and egalitarianism, compared to the reality of class 
division. In his study of Douglas Sirk’s movies, he argues that this was also 
true of the Classical Hollywood melodrama: these films exteriorised the 
tension between ideals of the postwar American Dream and the cost of that 
dream on personal freedoms (2003, p.380-381). Elsasser also points out that 
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melodrama is historically most popular in times of intensified social and 
ideological crisis (2003, p.368). Rather than revealing an interior truth, 
melodramas present an “interiorization and personalization of what are 
primarily ideological conflicts” (2003, p.369), along with a “metaphorical 
interpretation of class conflict” (2003, p.369).
How can two major writers on melodrama agree on its history and have so 
much overlap in terms of their descriptions of its deployment and yet form
such different conclusions about its ideological function? This may be 
explained by melodrama’s commitment both to realism, in terms of subject 
and narrative detail, and to a heavily repetitive and overwrought tone 
(Elsaesser, 2003, p.367, Brooks, 1976, p.9). For Elsaesser, this creates the 
potential for parody, ironic distance, and the disruption of meaning (2003, 
p.367), for Brooks, this creates the potential to get at the core of meaning 
(1976, p.9).
Both Brooks and Elsaesser agree that melodrama uses the ordinary and the 
everyday to create representations that are excessive. Brooks argues that 
melodrama exerts pressure on “the surface of things”, to create “an exciting, 
excessive parabolic story – from the banal stuff of reality” (1976, p.2). 
Melodrama, as Brooks describes it, is ultimately concerned with that which is 
“beneath the surface of the real” (1976, p.2) of the ordinary and the personal. 
Melodrama does this by attempting to produce that which is in excess of the 
real; melodrama is more vivid, symbolic, and more intense. Melodrama works 
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within the prevailing demands of realism, but, as Gledhill argues, the 
difference is in its disposition, its efforts to reveal the psychic, unconstrained 
by the limits of the “empirically knowable and permissible” (1991, p.128). 
For Gledhill, melodrama is interested in the personal and what may lie 
beneath or before the external reality of appearances.
Elsaesser also recognises melodrama as being ultimately concerned with 
making visible a sense of a shared, social psyche. The melodramatic shapes 
this sense of the psychic through “sudden change, reversal, and excess”, 
placing an emphasis on discontinuity and representations which give 
“evidence of fissures and ruptures in the fabric of experience” (2003, p.372). 
For Elsaesser, however, the psyche which is revealed in melodrama functions 
to express “a hallucinating vision of the anxiety, the moral confusion, the 
emotional demands, in short, the metaphysics of social change” (2003, p.372). 
The exposed psyche in melodrama exists to give form to critical insights on 
social conflict, expressing them in non-abstract terms, using “structures of 
experience” (2003, p.371) rather than dry social theory to depict and critique 
contemporary social crises. 
Melodrama is not so much invested in exposing a core of true human 
experience and feeling, as it is in exposing the way that the social world 
shapes even what we take to be our deepest hidden selves. Melodrama uses its 
structure of dramatic reversals to reveal the exposed, vulnerable psyche, and 
then, as Elsaesser puts it, “uses it to furnish its own antidote”, showing it to be 
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incoherent, contradictory, and illusory: Revealing the psyche not as elemental 
or a priori to the external surface of the social world, but as the product of 
ideology (2003, p.387). 
The Toxic Celebrity is well fitted as a character in contemporary texts which 
use the melodramatic mode. Melodrama works through representations of that 
which is both ordinary and “exciting, excessive parabolic” (Brooks 1976, p.2). 
Gledhill argues that stars can fulfill this function within films just by their 
presence: the structure of film stardom produces a “drama of recognition” 
(1991, p.212). The star persona produces similar effects of excess: the 
“hyperbolic emotions, extravagant gesture, high flown sentiment, declamatory 
speech, [and] spectacular settings” are mirrored in the visibility of stars in the 
narratives of their ascent, in their “high living off-screen life styles and in 
fans’ and critics’ responses” (1991, p.212). Gledhill argues that “stars 
function as signs in a rhetorical system which works as melodrama” (1991, 
p.207).
Where fictional characters in melodrama “embody ethical forces” (1991, 
p.210, emphasis in original), stars have value in the meanings and affects they 
are able to express. Stars, according to Dyer, “seem actually to possess or 
even be the values in question” (quoted in Gledhill 1991, p. 215). While 
Gledhill goes on to examine stars in terms of their use in externalising 
psychological ethics, what is of interest in terms of applying this conception 
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of melodrama to the Toxic Celebrity is the way that the figure of the Toxic
Celebrity works to represent ideological forces and conflicts. 
Toxic celebrities operate differently from the Classical Hollywood stars that 
Gledhill and Dyer discuss, although they also embody the melodramatic 
through extravagant lifestyles and the “declamatory speech” (1991, p.212) of 
their fans and critics. While stars and celebrities express ideological conflicts 
through overdetermination, Toxic Celebrity positions celebrities as being 
defined by excess itself. Their extravagant lifestyles and interactions with fans 
and media are in themselves overdetermined in popular media, against what is 
framed as an appreciable lack of recognised culturally valued professional 
accomplishments. Toxic Celebrity expresses ideological conflict about the 
system of cultural value that has apparently allowed these celebrities 
recognition. They are constructed through discourse as having little or no 
evident value in the scheme of traditional entrenched hierarchies of value, 
which insist that celebrities must acquire value through recognition within 
established first order entertainment and critical institutions. Yet, the 
foregrounding of their apparently excessive lifestyles does grant them 
recognition, recognition that is itself excessive, in terms of both its volume 
and its sensational, melodramatic tone.
Texts like Famous are perhaps the most complete condensation of these 
opposing forces: the self-help lifestyle aspects of the magazine, and the 
comparison (and at times collision) of this with the melodramatic raises 
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questions of value which centre on the figure of the Toxic Celebrity. Famous
is, even in the melodrama heavy sections of the magazine, concerned with the 
aspirational discourses of lifestyle and self-help. This is most evident in its 
representation of the imperative to be famous, but, within this, also to be thin, 
fashionable, rich (or at least financially comfortable), successful 
professionally, and to maintain a monogamous heterosexual relationship. 
Famous articulates these as aspirations through advice and encouragement in 
the self-help sections, encouraging readers to raise their appreciable value as 
citizen subjects through working on the self to be worthy of these goals, 
which it equates with fulfillment. These imperatives not only obscure the 
time-poor, financially indebted and precarious lifestyles late Capitalism 
produces, but they shape the terms of selfhood: defining who is worthy, who 
will be listened to, who will be seen, who will be intelligible in the wider 
cultural sphere. 
However, in the melodramatic sections of the magazine, Famous works to 
dramatise conflicts through melodrama, often using similar or identical 
situations or problems as those expressed in the lifestyle sections. The 
melodramatic framing reveals the pressure to adhere to these terms of 
selfhood, and troubles the notion of an idealised and fulfilled self as 
attainable. Whatever lifestyle excesses celebrities are reproached for, Famous
rarely fails to find ways to set these excesses on a melodramatic plane in 
which their lives are mired in problems that are both banal and calamitous. 
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For example, music star Miley Cyrus, who was on the cover nine times in the 
six months following the media reaction to her controversial change of image 
following the release of her album Bangerz (2013), had been the subject of 
heated media reception. Her performances and style were variously described 
by The Guardian as “raunchy” (Michels, 2013), and by The Independent as
“overtly sexualised” (Denham, 2013). Criticism was largely narrowly focused 
on depicting Cyrus as the embodiment of sexual excesses in the entertainment
industry, negatively framed, particularly as an influence on young fans, as 
argued by The Guardian, Saner (October 8), and Spin, (Hogan, 2013). 
Figure 13: Miley Dumped by Text (9 September 2013)
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The depiction of Cyrus in Famous during this period contributes to the 
framing of her as wayward and excessive. It also works to further produce the 
sense of these excesses as embodied and individualised, rather than the 
product of a creative and commercial endeavor within the context, and to a 
certain extent in reaction to, a popular culture in which the terms of the 
expression of sexuality are contested. It does this by framing the media 
attention on Cyrus as a personalised crisis, for instance, a few weeks after her 
controversial 2013 MTV Video Music Awards performance, the Famous
headline read “‘YOU’RE AN EMBARASSMENT’: DUMPED BY TEXT!... 
JUST 10 MINS AFTER THIS” (9 September 2013) (see figure 5), here an 
arrow points to a picture of the performance, followed by the subheading 
“ANGRY & HUMILIATED: HOW MILEY’S PERFORMANCE DROVE 
LIAM TO END IT” (9 September 2013) (see figure 5). The association these 
headlines make between Cyrus’ performances as a popular music artist and 
the representation of her as damaged, or the cause of shame, undoubtedly add 
to discourses of control which police the limits of acceptable self-expression –
especially sexual self-expression – in ways that shore up normative ways of 
being.
However, in taking the representation of Cyrus as damaged and excessive to 
the level of personalised emotional trauma, Famous uses the melodramatic, 
presenting these traumas through banal details such as the working in of a 
text-message as a method of communication, and the emphasis on personal 
relationships. The melodramatic tone then subjects these ordinary concerns to 
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pressure: While romantic heterosexual relationships are depicted as a foremost 
concern, they are also positioned as the site of heightened emotions, sudden 
reversals of fortune, and contradictions.
Cyrus, as depicted in the Famous cover is at once an explosive “performer”, 
and an “embarrassment”. She is the cause of anger and humiliation, and yet 
also the victim of being “dumped by text!” (9 September 2013) (see figure 5), 
contradictions which expose each of these selves as produced by cultural 
mores, not as essential states. Here, the personal is revealed as a struggle over 
acceptable expressions of gendered selfhood. In this way, Famous works to 
police boundaries of selfhood, but it also exposes their incoherence, and puts 
them in the context of the heightened emotions of melodrama, giving shape to 
the experience of social crisis, and revealing the deeply personal as the 
product of ideology.
Famous has two competing but overlapping forces that dominate the 
production of content and style: neoliberal self-help discourses and the mode 
of melodrama. In Famous, both forces construct and utilise a figure who is in 
mid failure. This figure was, or should be, poised to achieve all that 
contemporary Capitalism has to offer, but has slipped, has gone off the rails in 
epic fashion. In the pages of Famous, the Toxic Celebrity is made to 
demonstrate an apparent unwillingness – or revealed an inability – to do all 
that is required of contemporary neoliberal citizenship. Famous’ use of and 
production of Toxic Celebrity works to demonstrate this by using the Toxic
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Celebrity as an embodied opposition to the boundaries of acceptable selfhood. 
This places the imperative to fit these conditions squarely in the sphere of the 
deeply personal and the deeply ordinary.
Finally, although Famous magazine has been the object of this chapter’s 
examination of the use of melodrama and the explication of lifestyle 
discourses using celebrity culture, it is undoubtedly not unique, in the 
magazine industry or elsewhere, in its propensity to communicate in this way. 
Nor is it unique in its production of, and reliance on, the Toxic Celebrity as a 
central figure around whom questions of value are made to circulate. Famous
is an example of a contemporary celebrity text in which the figure of the 
Toxic Celebrity plays an essential part. The figure of the Toxic Celebrity
allows for the imperative to self-improve towards the completed and better 
self that lifestyle discourses promote. To exist in the same text which also 
works to show the promise of self-fulfillment to be rooted in a conception of 
selfhood which is the product of ideology.
The next chapter will take a different approach, examining how the discourse 
of Toxic Celebrity constructs celebrity through multiple texts and across 
various text types. This will allow for a sense of how Toxic Celebrity works 
across different texts, allowing for a more focused analysis of the figure of the 
Toxic Celebrity as a discursive construct which operates across forms and is 
partially –though never fully- determined by, and determining of, the text or 
genre in which it appears. The next chapter will focus on two celebrities, and 
further narrow the analysis to two different objects associated with their 
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celebrity. It will argue that the Toxic Celebrity is an important figure in 
contemporary mediated discourse, and is used to make sense of a number of 
different cultural anxieties, particularly those relating to gendered power 
relations.
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3. 
Toxic Celebrity Objects
One of the questions for this thesis is how the discourse of Toxic Celebrity
creates value, and who benefits from it given that it produces and is 
productive of the depreciation of female celebrity. This is also a question 
which structures Toxic Celebrity discourse itself, with media texts frequently 
asking why denigrated female celebrities continue to circulate, to generate 
money, and even sometimes to have made significant career gains while being 
received in ways that suggest they do things that negate or destroy their worth 
as celebrities. So far this thesis has analysed the cultural uses of Toxic
Celebrity within contemporary Western culture as characters within the 
melodramatic stories in magazines as a way of measuring the cultural value of 
Toxic Celebrity. Later chapters will also look at how Toxic Celebrity is used 
as a figure around whom mental illness is culturally defined, as an image 
which is used to illustrate yet also obscure discourses of class and race, and as 
a figure around which particular identifications are framed as generationally 
bound. In this chapter the question of the cultural value of Toxic Celebrity is
explored from a different angle: here I interrogate more closely at the way that 
this value is created, the processes and sets of relations by which Toxic
Celebrity is commodified and branded, and the ways that this relates to 
celebrity as an industry.
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Much of this thesis considers Toxic Celebrity by following individual cases 
where Toxic Celebrity has been constructed through a particular celebrity, and 
through the mediation of or construction of a particular event, using textual 
examples to examine dominant themes. The previous chapter focused 
particularly on the iteration of Toxic Celebrity through a particular text, 
namely a gossip magazine, where one would typically encounter celebrity. It 
considered the effect and use Toxic Celebrity could have on a single text. This 
chapter views Toxic Celebrity through a different but related way. First, this 
chapter follows from Scott Lash and Celia Lury who argue that media have 
come to be better conceptualised as objects rather than as texts. For Lash and 
Lury, there are important differences between these two ways of conceiving 
of media. Put simply, “you interpret texts, you use objects” [emphasis in 
original] (2007, p.29). For Lash and Lury, this intervention is not only about 
characterising media users as active rather than passive, but about 
characterising the objects themselves. As they argue, “media have come to act 
less as texts and more as things, as platforms or environments” (2007, p.29). 
In this chapter I consider two such media objects related to the discourse of 
Toxic Celebrity and explores how they produced for particular uses. This 
chapter considers these objects with an assumption that there has been “a shift 
in how we encounter culture: from reading and interpretation to perception, 
experience and operationality” (2007, p.29). This chapter also works on the 
assumption that part of the reason for this shift in Western capitalism is due to 
the expansion and popularisation of the Internet and social media. 
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Second, again following from Lash and Lury, In this chapter I argue that the 
cultural and economic value of contemporary celebrity is best considered 
through the concept of the brand, where both the brand and the commodity are 
considered to be largely sources of domination, the brand operates using the 
logic of difference; brands themselves do not exchange, are not purchasable 
by a consumer, and are valued on the basis of their difference from other 
brands. The brand has history and relationships, a memory, an identity. 
Commodities are produced by the brand, generated through its identity (2007, 
p.5). This, of course, is not to say that a celebrity produces all the 
commodities related to their brand, or are even likely to license all the 
commodities which relate to their brand identity. Furthermore, Lash and Lury 
deal with global brands which have a considerable level of control over their 
brand, which cannot be said to be the same, or to the same extent, for the 
celebrities discussed in this thesis. The legal and economic power of 
individual celebrities rarely comes close to that of a global brand. Added to 
this, part of the identity of a celebrity brand, which is produced in relation to 
the Toxic Celebrity discourse is located in a discernable loss of control, 
operating within media genres which are characterised by scandal, 
melodrama, and impropriety. That said, the objects analysed as case studies in 
this chapter are so powerfully linked to the memory of the celebrity brands 
that produced them that the objects often stand in for the brand. This chapter 
focuses on two mediated objects and explores how they contribute to the 
brand of the celebrity.
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The two objects explored here are Amanda Bynes’ Twitter feed and the video 
1 Night in Paris (Salomon, 2004). These objects have been chosen, following 
the methodology Lash and Lury use, for their visibility within contemporary 
Western culture at the point of writing, and for their relative difference from 
one another in terms of genre and trajectory (2007, p.16).
Case Studies
1 Night in Paris
1 Night in Paris was released near the beginning of Paris Hilton’s rise to 
celebrity status, and was both marketed as and popularly received as a porn 
film. It was extremely well circulated, and appears to have sold well, winning 
multiple porn industry awards for its sales (AVN, 2008). 1 Night in Paris
retains lasting visibility as an object of controversy and scandal. Hilton had 
already gained public attention before its release, particularly through her 
appearance in Vanity Fair (Sales, 2001) magazine as an heiress popularly 
characterised as displaying a sense of entitlement and as being fame-hungry.
At this point, Hilton had already been signed to appear in the reality show The
Simple Life (Frank et.al., 2003), which was produced and marketed to 
construct Hilton and friend Nicole Richie as stereotypically wealthy 
Hollywood teens, opposed against rural settings and an equally typecast
farming family. 1 Night, released shortly before The Simple Life, is 
nonetheless generally thought of as the key reason for Hilton’s initial 
visibility culturally, and its continued cultural relevance and circulation is an 
ongoing and powerful part of her brand. 
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The Twitter Feed of Amanda Bynes
The Twitter feed of Amanda Bynes requires somewhat more of an 
introduction. Bynes had been the star of various Disney channel shows aimed 
at the so-called tween market, and following this she had a fairly successful 
career in films of a similar ilk including What a Girl Wants (Gordon, 2003) 
She’s the Man (Fickman, 2006), and a supporting role in Easy A (Gluck,
2010). She was generally cast as a quirky all-American teen girl, whose quirks
were largely ironed out through the plot of the films. In 2010 Huffington Post
(Hall, 2010) reported that Bynes had publicly retired from acting, stating that 
she wished to study fashion. For the next three years little was reported on her 
save as a feature of where-are-they-now style articles and listicles3, and 
reports of driving under the influence (DUI) and hit and run charges in 2012 
(e.g. L.A Times, 2012). In 2013 however, Bynes’ Twitter account started to 
draw attention from media. Bynes posted tweets and pictures of herself that 
were taken to be “bizarre” by ET online (uncredited, 2013), as “berserk” 
according to Gawker (Weaver, 2013), and as “crazy” by US Weekly
(uncredited, 2013). She was reportedly arrested and held on a psychiatric hold 
in July 2013 following an incident where she lit a small fire on a private 
driveway, as reported by the LA Times (Winton, 2013), and again in October 
2014, as reported by USA Today (Blum, 2014) for undisclosed reasons. But 
for many reports, the unorthodox character of her tweets was inextricably 
linked to these arrests and treatments.
3
According to Oxfor Dictionaries a listicle is “An article on the Internet presented in the form of a 
numbered or bullet-pointed list” (Oxford University Press, 2015) 
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Bynes made statements and presented images of herself that were framed as 
unusual and which certainly broke from the emerging sense of an accepted 
tone on Twitter for celebrities. Bynes made grandiose statements like “I 
created the phrase Ily and lololol. *proud*” [punctuation in original] (17
March, 2013), made racist jokes, such as the tweet, including a picture of 
Rihanna with Bynes Photo-shopped into the picture, with the text “Me posing 
with a homeless fan in Africa for charity”. Some tweets were sexual, as in one 
of the most widely circulated tweets: “I want Drake to murder my vagina” (21 
March, 2013). Her tweets were also sometimes taken to be overly self-
revelatory, such as the April 4th tweet where Bynes said, “I have an eating 
disorder so I have a hard time staying thin” (2013), or were non sequiturs as in 
a June 13th tweet where Bynes claimed “I could never marry a German 
because I’m Jewish” (2013). Others were taken to be obvious lies, such as a 
May 24th tweet, following a drugs arrest for marijuana saying “I only smoke 
tobacco I don’t drink or do drugs. I’ve never had a bong in my life!” (2013). 
Figure 14: Amanda Bynes Tweets “I’m Not Crazy”
Tellingly, her perhaps most retweeted statement was “I’m not crazy” (March 
29, 2013), which was shared on Twitter alone in excess of 43,000 times 
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according to US Weekly online (Ravitz, 2013)4. As interest in Bynes escalated,
paparazzi began to follow her every move, adding fuel to the fire by capturing 
her in bad wigs, and reporting claims of bizarre behaviour. In July 2013 she
was arrested and held on a 5150 involuntary psychiatric hold for assessment, 
then transferred to UCLA Medical Center for treatment, according to Thought
Catalogue (Hodin, 2013). 
Neither the Twitter feed of Amanda Bynes nor 1 Night in Paris may be 
considered as literal fixed or singular objects. The methodology in this chapter 
follows from Lash and Lury who, influenced by anthropologists such as Arjun 
Appadurai (1986), argue instead for the mediated object as a sort of 
singularity (cited in Lash & Lury, 2007, p.12). Rather than defining objects 
literally, as physical or mechanical and relating to positivist cause-and-effect 
thinking, they are thought of in terms of duration and differentiation. Lash and 
Lury consider objects “not as existing ideally in a steady state or condition, 
but as a set of relations, that is, always coming into existence” (2007, pp.17-
18). Objects come into existence through multiplicity: through sets of 
relations of difference and repetition. 
The idea of media as objects is not new to celebrity studies. Graeme Turner’s 
definition of celebrity argues that,
Celebrity is a genre of representation and a discursive 
effect; it is a commodity traded by the promotions, publicity 
and media industries that produce these representations and 
4
More precise figures are not obtainable at this time because the tweets have all since been deleted, and Twitter 
does not currently archive them.
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their effects, and it is a cultural formation that has a social 
function we can better understand. (2004, p.9)
Through defining celebrity multiply as a genre, a commodity, and a socially 
functional cultural formation, Turner further defines celebrity through 
relations of production, distribution and reception. Celebrity in general can be 
usefully analysed as being formed through economic and social relations, 
even if production, distribution and reception may overlap or be 
indistinguishable from each other. Value is generated through the exchange. 
As well, specific cultural objects which celebrities feature in move through 
different social frames and exchanges, and accumulate meaning and value, 
adding to the memory or history of the celebrity brand. 
Toxic Celebrity can be argued then to accrue value, as part of a brand identity, 
through the exchange of objects which shape the memory and identity of the 
celebrity brand. It is worth exploring then how these objects came to be 
distinguishable from other objects: examining the patterns of difference and 
repetition transformed them into something distinct and meaningful. At the 
same time, the objects produced by celebrity are not only productive of 
celebrity, they are also productive of the space they are produced in. The 
objects in this chapter relate to the media forms they are associated with: 
Bynes’ Twitter feed is associated with Twitter as a brand in itself and a genre 
of performance, and 1 Night in Paris is associated with porn as both a genre 
and an industry. The next section of this chapter will analyse the ways that the 
objects I am looking at became distinct and coherent as cultural objects, and 
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will begin to explore how the discourse of Toxic Celebrity is imbricated 
within this process through memory, repetition, and differentiation.
Movement of Toxic Celebrity Objects
There are two ways of looking at the circulation of mediated objects, the first 
of which focuses on translation, or how the object is integrated into different 
mediascapes, or media environments (Appadurai, 1996, p.35). As Lash and 
Lury describe it, in these movements, 
while there are significant translations in cultural form, the 
object develops and maintains an aesthetic integrity, a 
discursive unity of sorts, and moves within and across 
relatively fixed stable territories (Lash & Lury, 2007, p. 25).
The second way that objects circulate is through transposition, where 
recognisable features become the locus of movement within and between 
mediascapes. According to Lash and Lury, movement through transposition 
takes shape not because of aesthetic unity but through the specific features of 
the object as it materialises in the mediascape (Lash and Lury, 2007, p.14). 
These intensive features move through transposition and continue to sustain 
the integration of the object, but they no longer need or help to produce its 
integrity (Lash and Lury, 2007, p.24). Lash and Lury give examples from the 
movie Trainspotting (Boyle, 1996), where movement included a second 
official soundtrack album which included songs mentioned in the book but 
not the film, as well as songs that were in neither the book nor the film, yet by 
association may be considered part of Trainspotting, the film. Other examples 
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outside of the official branding of the film included many imitations of 
aspects of the film’s promotional poster such as the colour orange, and the 
style of shirt that the character Renton wears. These features are not 
particularly important to the integrity of the film, nor original to it, and yet 
using them could be taken as referring to the film (Lash and Lury, 2007,
p.24). Transposition allows for circulation of objects which is not linear but is
instead characterised by multiplicity and association: recognisable aspects 
don’t come from a fixed origin, and they become recognisable through their
repetition rather than through fixed links (Lash and Lury, 2007, p. 25). An
account of the video 1 Night in Paris shows it developing and circulating 
through both translation and transposition. 
What came to be known as 1 Night in Paris, sometimes referred to as “the 
Paris Hilton sex tape”, was actually several differing films, apparently made 
during several different nights and locations, and using different filming 
techniques. Filmed over 2001 by Hilton’s then partner (and co-star) Rick 
Salomon, it was, according to Hilton, never intended for release (Reuters, 
2004). In August 2003, New York Magazine reported that rumours were 
circulating that Hilton featured in a “sex tape”, which her ex planned to sell on 
the Internet. Hilton denied these rumours (Malkin, 2003). By 11 November 
2003, three weeks before Hilton’s appearance on the reality show The Simple 
Life was due to air, a four minute film called 1 Night in Paris was reported by 
E!online to be circulating around the Internet, largely for free, with both 
Hilton and Salomon denying having released it (Hall, 2003). This was taken 
to be the already infamous “sex tape” of Paris Hilton, although rumours of 
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something with a longer running time existing and being circulated on Usenet
style online groups had already begun on sites like wizbang (Kevin, 2003). 
Eventually, Salomon made a deal with porn production company Red Light 
District to release a video, with a longer format of around 37 minutes which 
cobbled together several videos in portmanteau style. The four minute video 
was then referred to by the marketing as “a preview” of 1 Night in Paris. This
37 minute cut was initially a subscription-only Internet download (Peterson,
2004), and then it was released as a DVD. The DVD was released in 2004, 
and that is the version referred to in the 1 Night in Paris IMDb entry 
(accessed 2013). Solomon now took credit as the author and owner of the film 
in interviews and promotion, arguing that he did so only as a defensive move 
because Hilton was trying to “bury” him with allegations that he had released 
the tape and that Hilton was an unwilling participant (Peterson, 2004).
Salomon stated “I own the tape. I made the video. I own the rights” (Peterson, 
2004) and furthermore he argued that “If the tape hadn’t come out I’d have 
looked like a rapist” (Peterson, 2004).
Figure 14: Promotional Image From Red Light District’s 1 Night in Paris
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Of course, simultaneously the four minute cut, along with bootleg copies of 
the 37 minute cut, and various differently edited cuts continued to circulate as 
1 Night in Paris (or sometimes “Paris Hilton Sex Tape”, or “One Night in 
Paris”) (2004). Different cuts of the tape continue to exist, and different 
companies and websites distribute it. It is available on different streaming 
websites and other different formats, but in each of these, it may be possible 
to say that after viewing it you have seen the infamous 1 Night in Paris.
Constructed in its early biography as a sex tape by popular media, 1 Night in 
Paris was largely alluded to rather than shown or named by mainstream press. 
But not without exception, because both Fox’s The O’Reilly Factor and
popular news satire show The Daily Show (O’Neil, 2003) (both shows at the 
time had mandates and a popular reputation for dissecting and analysing news 
and media) played short edited clips alongside commentary on the circulation 
of the tape that compared it to other scandals (Fox 2003), (O’Neil, 2003). In
contrast, on the porn sites and message boards that shared it (or links to it) it 
was more actively received, reviewed and circulated in longer formats, and 
named and compared to other objects using the term porn.
Hilton’s fame up to this point was minor, as a “celebutante” (uncredited, 
2003), whose value lay largely in the interest in scandals that followed her, 
particularly where allusions to a party lifestyle or possible sex scandals were 
involved. For instance website Reality TV World opened their article on 1
Night by describing Hilton as “one of the ‘celebutante’ stars of FOX's 
upcoming The Simple Life series” and as “no stranger to controversy and 
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gossip headlines” (uncredited, 2003). The article continues and asserts that
“her latest escapades are making even her blush” (uncredited, 2003). This is 
typical of the popular reception of 1 Night in relation to Hilton - references to 
1 Night tend to frame the video as an object whose development and 
circulation in whatever form was not surprising, but was certainly likely to 
have a major effect on her celebrity status.
Figure 15: Stupid Spoiled Whore Video Playset
Even as 1 Night in Paris circulated and was received as an object of interest, 
those circulating and appraising it often expressed surprise and outrage that it 
should be an object of interest. For example, the central way that 1 Night
moved through transposition was through the multiple parodies of the film,
including a 2004 episode of South Park (Parker, 1997) called “Stupid Spoiled 
Whore Video Playset” (Parker, 2004), which imagined, amongst other things, 
Hilton licensing a play-kit for young girls to make their own porn films. 1
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Night is constructed in this episode of South Park as shocking and damaging, 
an incredible object which moves through culture like a poison. This mirrored 
the production of the object: disownership in the shaping of 1 Night as a 
cultural object was popularly anticipated and largely expressed by both Hilton 
and Salomon. And while Salomon eventually lobbied for the legal rights to 1
Night, he claimed it as, oddly, a defence against accusations around his 
involvement in the production and distribution of the film. Hilton and 
Salomon eventually settled their legal suits against each other, with Hilton 
taking a reported USD400,000 payout. But Hilton continued to try to distance
herself from the object, making a point of referring to profits from the tape as 
“dirty money”, and stating that she planned to give it to charity (Serpe, 2007), 
(Morgan, 2006). The intensive features of the object in this instance include 
public outrage about the object, and disownership of the object through 
disgust.
Another pattern involved in the shaping of 1 Night was the construction of it 
as imminent. At almost all levels of circulation and reception, 1 Night was
anticipated as if its becoming an object with meaning and social relevance 
were inevitable. Involvement in the shaping of it as a media product was 
routinely presented as happening somewhere else, and as being caused by the 
predictable demand of other parties. For example, at the early stages of its 
taking shape, media referenced it as being “released” (Kevin, 2003) or
“leaked” (tanta07, 2003) when at that point it appears to have limited to no 
availability. Those circulating and receiving it thereby claimed inevitability 
even as they determined the form of 1 Night, and the extent of its reach as a 
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media product. Taken together, the movement of 1 Night required
simultaneous movement of another kind: as it moved and took form through 
different relations of production, circulation, and reception, the ownership and 
interest in it as a cultural object was necessarily denied, repudiated, or framed 
as being located elsewhere. 
By following the movement of 1 Night some key aspects to its formation as a 
cultural object become clear. 1 Night was formed by patterns which connected 
it with Paris Hilton’s brand, particularly the elements of her brand that are 
associated with scandals: scandals constructed as sexual, and with the notion 
of ascribed and devalued female celebrity. These patterns also associated it 
with the genres and distribution networks of pornography, and also with the 
related media description of the label celebrity sex tape, as a variation or 
obfuscation of the label as porn. At the same time, expressions of 
disownership and disinterest in 1 Night facilitated rather than impeded its 
coalescence into a cultural object.
1 Night has had a longer and more varied profile than it is possible to fully 
record here, but one further aspect is necessary to explore because it has been
so influential in terms of 1 Night’s longevity and reach. 1 Night in Paris is an 
object so infamous for being circulated as a celebrity porn (or sex tape), and it
is so widely known in Western popular culture that it is often taken as a 
definitional object of the concept of celebrity porn and sex scandals. In its 
association with both porn and celebrity it has become culturally meaningful: 
a reference point for speaking about cultural mores, particularly in regard to 
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the more culturally contentious aspects of both celebrity and pornography.
The Paris Hilton brand is often taken to be so inextricably bound up with the
cultural impact of 1 Night that they are treated as the same thing. This 
reduction of Hilton’s brand to one object obscures the aspects of her brand 
which have to do with class, (and these will be discussed in the chapter on 
Toxic Celebrity and Discourses of Class and Race) but it also associates her 
image with what Susanna Paasonen et al. call “pornification” (Paasonen et al.,
2007, p.15). The construction of 1 Night and Paris Hilton in regards to 
pornification is a further dimension of the cultural processes of circulation 
that shape 1 Night as an object.
Much of recent critical and academic debate around the cultural status of porn 
draws on the constructed figure of the Toxic Celebrity generally, and with
reference to 1 Night in Paris in particular. The discourse of Toxic Celebrity is
particularly used within academic debate as a way to make concrete claims 
about the appearance and effects of porn in wider culture determined to be 
outside of porn settings. Toxic celebrities are read by cultural critics like Ariel 
Levy and Paasonen et al., and as embodiments of porn, as agents of “raunch 
culture” (Levy 2005, p.28), “porno chic” (McNair 2003, p.61), or 
pornification (Paasonen et al., 2007, p.15). 
At this point it is important to note that contemporary feminist analyses of 
porn are divided by differences in the effect and range that porn is purported 
to have. For Carol Clover one of the key arguments for feminism in relation to 
porn rests on censorship:
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“For those on the anti-censorship side, pornography is a meaningful text
about the sexual acts it represents. For those on the censorship side… it is the 
enabling theory of the acts it represents” [emphasis in original] (1993, p.1).
Clover points out that these differences in definition hit “our most basic sense 
of how to understand culture, what to do to improve our place in it” (1993, 
p.1).
In Dirty Looks: Women, Pornography, Power, Clover argues that porn is the 
scapegoat for messages that are circulated culture-wide, and which feature in 
other more mainstream media (1993, p.4). Porn is often treated by critics and 
political movements as both the proof of and the starting point for patriarchal
practices, including gendered violence. This theory, as read by Clover, argues 
that:
Because pornography is representation and representation is amenable 
to interpretation, the logic goes, pornography offers a kind of key or 
master text to the practices that it portrays and that flood our daily
news and entertainment. Read pornography right and you will 
understand those practices. Read pornography right and you will 
understand rape (1993, p.1).
Conversely, Paasonen et al. argue, in Pornification: Sex and Sexuality in 
Media Culture, that mainstream media messages are increasingly affected and 
shaped by the messages in porn. For Paasonen et al., porn may not be the only 
source gendered messages out there, but it nonetheless effectively originates 
these messages. 
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The constructed figure of the Toxic Celebrity is positioned as central to this 
apparent rise in the influence of the porn industry in everyday life. For 
instance the opening sentence of Paasonen et al.’s Pornification claims that,
From the hypersexualised star image of Paris Hilton to Madame 
Tussaud’s wax modeling of porn star Jenna Jameson, texts citing 
pornographic styles, gestures and aesthetics – and to a degree 
pornography itself – have become staple features of popular media 
culture in Western societies as commodities purchased and consumed, 
as individual self-representations and independent porn productions. 
(Paasonen et al., p.1).
Paasonen et al. go on to argue that there are problems defining porn, 
particularly as it is often used as a marker to denote the low as separate from 
high culture, and acceptable forms of expression as separate from 
unacceptable or obscene ones (2007, p.2). This also raises questions of 
definition for pornification: what qualifies as “pornographic styles, gestures 
and aesthetics” (Paasonen et al., p.1) given that porn itself is so ambiguously
and strategically defined within culture? What is it that has actually increased? 
And what, exactly, is it that makes a body such as Hilton’s hypersexualised?
Paasonen et al. diagnose pornification by arguing for porn to be considered as 
a genre, as “a set of styles, scenarios and conventions” which “cut across 
media culture” (2007, p.1). Yet in doing so, Paasonen et al. assume that porn 
is the originating producer of these styles rather than addressing them as a link 
in a system of decentralised gendered power relations. The questions that 
terms like pornification raise make it difficult to argue for them as 
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designations which explain claims that culture is more sexualised, or that porn 
has invaded popular culture through “porno chic” (Paasonen et al., 2007, p.8).
Pornification relies on a link to popular celebrity to answer questions of 
definition by identifying them as sexualised embodiments of pornification 
(Paasonen et al., 2007, p. 1 and p.p. 12-13). Their inclusion as defining bodies 
side-steps questions of definition and origination through a common-sense
reading of their embodiment of porn styles: Hilton’s link to porn through 1
Night, is key here, as well as the movement of it through pop culture and 
effect in shaping her brand. Hilton is paired with Jenna Jameson, reportedly 
the “world’s most famous porn star”, according to Forbes (Miller, 2005), and 
her popularity outside the genre of porn. Both are made to speak for claims to 
the spread and reach of porn in popular culture. 
Popular cultural critic Areil Levy also treats Hilton as a pornified body to 
diagnose contemporary culture, Levy using the term “raunch culture” (2005, 
p.30). For Levy, Hilton is the “mascot” for this culture, a “shiny waxy 
blonde” (2005, p.30) whose persona rests on a new norm of sexualised 
hyperfemininity, where performance is favoured over pleasure. 1 Night is
analysed as typical of a culture obsessed with celebrity, and fixated on 
“blondeness, hotness, richness, anti-intellectualism”, which Levy views as a
more “commercial” sexiness (2005, p.30). This analysis ignores the 
performative elements of Hilton’s image: to analyse the image of the fake 
sexualised and hyperfeminine woman as normative is to misinterpret the way 
normativity functions. This is not to say that “blondeness, hotness, richness, 
anti-intellectualism” (2005, p.30) aren’t pervasive ideals, but to point out that 
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the racism ableism classism and anti-intellectualism they stand in for are 
parsed more readily in culture when they are doing so covertly, and 
camouflaged by the equally pervasive ideals of naturalness and authenticity. 
The natural beauty feminine ideal is the more indefatigable model of idealised 
femininity in contemporary Western culture, as is the sexual pleasure that is 
posed as real, which requires a false sexuality to authenticate it. Indeed, 
apparently faked or hyper feminine performances are potentially a position to 
take in reaction to normativity. 
Karen Boyle also uses 1 Night, in her analysis of the ways that porn is 
represented in contemporary popular culture in Everyday Pornography 
(2010). Boyle argues that for both Hilton and Kim Kardashian, sex tapes 
launched their respective careers. But Boyle points out that, while both 
apparently took part in filming willingly, they have also each said that they 
did not approve the release of these films to the general public. Boyle points 
out that since these women are viewed to have benefitted, at least financially 
(though as a result of legal settlements rather than a planned profit share) 
popularly this is often seen as equivalent or as outweighing any publicly 
declared consent issues, to the point where it is often assumed that the release 
of a sex tape was a planned career move, and the denial of approval is merely 
part of the ruse (2010, p.143). Yet Boyle also argues that the appearances 
Hilton and Kardashian since made in Playboy “indeed call into question” their 
non-consent (2010, p.143).
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Contemporary academic and critical employment of Hilton, (and other Toxic
Celebrities such as Kardashian) tend to claim to identify an increase in the 
acceptance of porn culturally, but end up rather constructing porn as 
something that can be embodied, that can be made to speak sexual consent 
through behaviours and looks that are identified as sexualised or permissive. 
Hilton in particular is used as a celebrity who, through the identification of her 
with 1 Night, a commodified object popularly referred to either as porn or 
associated with it through the term sex tape, is a “mascot” (Levy, 2005, p.30) 
or a representative of “porno chic” (Paasonen et al., 2007, p.p. 8-13) The
popular and critical reaction to 1 Night speaks to cultural anxieties that the 
image of the pornified body may poison the culturally sacred – and
historically imagined as vulnerable - category of young white women.
The Economy of Intimacy and Familiarity
Thus far this chapter has explored how objects with Toxic Celebrity attached
to them circulate and gain meaning. My analysis of 1 Night now highlights the
structures through which these meanings gain value. The legal context from 
which celebrity accrues financial value is provided by Kembrew Mcleod, 
whose study argues that celebrities now benefit from successfully generating a 
commodified self, made possible due to changes in intellectual property laws 
(2006, p.649). 
Mcleod explores the roots of this commodification as far back as Alexander 
the Great whose image on coins was then appropriated to suggest the 
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legitimacy of following rulers, and traces this through late 15th century
portraiture, linking it to social changes which placed increased emphasis on 
individuality, and the burgeoning of early capitalism through standardised 
production techniques and marketplace sales systems (2006, p.651). The 
commodification of celebrities is not new, but their ability of contemporary 
celebrities to collect the profits from that commodification is relatively recent. 
As Harris writes,
During previous centuries fads and manias had often swept 
large masses of people, caught up in enthusiasm for a cause, 
a hero, or a work of art. Actors, generals, opera singers, 
politicians, artists, ballerinas, novels, all had demonstrated a 
capacity to influence daily fashions, social customs, or habits 
of consumption. … Yet all this stimulated little litigation. 
Some unspoken assumption made famous people and literary 
characters a species of common property whose commodity 
exploitation required little control (1985, p.251).
Harris argues that the various popular public individuals and fictitious and
artistic characters which contemporary celebrity derives its roots from had 
long had in common the tendency to be at the centre of “temporary 
epidemics” where products and likenesses were manufactured, sold, and 
circulated on a wide scale (1985, p.251). 
Changes which allowed for the copyright of these products were based on the 
idea that a likeness might be considered property in the same way a name 
might be – for example a ruling in the United States of America (USA) stated
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that “it is difficult to understand why the peculiar cast of one’s features is not 
also one’s property, and why its pecuniary value, if it has one, does not belong 
to its owner, rather than to the person seeking to make an unauthorized use of 
it” (in Mcleod, 2006, p. 652). A later case, again in the USA, further 
concretised the attachment of individual to image, and the assumption of the 
exploitable value of both in the USA and elsewhere. In a case where a 
baseball card manufacturer was claiming the right to print a players image, 
regardless that the player in question had licensed their image to a different 
card company, provided for the notion of exclusivity, and also expanded the 
definition of “likeness” to include the “name, picture, likeness, or personality” 
(Mcleod, 2006, p. 653). Further expansions of this definition have included 
individual distinctive features of the body, personality, or paraphernalia 
associated with a celebrity, and protections from imitation (2006, p.654).
Mcleod argues that these legal interventions, and particularly the “right to 
publicity” (2006, p.653) centralises the individual celebrity as the controlling 
force not just in terms of how their image is used but also in terms of how it is 
made meaningful. For Mcleod, the legal system, which links the individual to 
a reproduced image or likeness through determining it as property, puts 
individual celebrities at the top of a hierarchy of meaning, whereby they are 
able to manipulate which parts of their image are central to the cultural 
meaning of their celebrity (2006, p.653).
The following case study of Amanda Bynes exemplifies that this is not always 
the result. While Bynes certainly gained a heightened level of fame from her 
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Twitter feed, she is not reported to have made money from the attention that 
her Twitter account received, and because she had retired from acting, had no 
recent completed projects to otherwise benefit financially from the attention. 
If anything the attention seems likely to have negative ramifications for her 
credibility if she were to return to the entertainment industry, and certainly for 
future employment outside of the entertainment industry. In this case, profit 
was made, but it was media outlets reporting and commenting on the Twitter 
feed and her behaviour publicly at the time, who are the most likely to have 
directly benefitted. 
Figure 16: Amanda Bynes Approved of this Image of Herself, Putting it on her Twitter Feed
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Beyond strict definitions of financial value, celebrities who are framed 
through the discourse of Toxic Celebrity highlight issues of gendered power 
differences in terms of the value of visibility within culture. In the case of 
Bynes, this was articulated on her Twitter account, with the feed often 
expressing anger that paparazzi took unflattering pictures. One of the tweets 
reads: “If u post awful photos of me on ur blog then ask me to follow you on 
Twitter – I’ll post awful photos of you and then block u forever” (6 April, 
2013). Here, Bynes’ visibility appears to be the inverse to control and power 
for the former actress, whose threats to “post awful photos of you”, highlight 
the relative invisibility enjoyed by other players.
The relation of Hilton’s brand to 1 Night is another example of this. As 
discussed earlier, it is rarely taken seriously that Hilton strongly objected to 
the release of 1 Night in Paris. And her continued public visibility as a 
celebrity, especially where that visibility involves behaviours or styles which 
are taken to be sexual, is treated as though it functions to prove that she 
secretly did consent, but wanted plausible deniability at the same time. 
Hilton’s non-consent is treated as an unsurprising social nicety, but not strictly 
relevant in the face of assumptions that consent can nevertheless be read on 
the female body, particularly if that body is imagined at any point to have 
gained financially or socially from being associated with sex or the sexual.
For Theresa Senft, the economy of the celebrity is less about the meaning of 
visibility and attention, and more about the organisation of attention. Senft 
argues that,
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stars don’t accumulate capital because they get attention; 
they accumulate capital because they have managed to turn 
themselves into corporations, vis-à-vis the proprietary 
organisation of the attention of others (2013, p.351). 
Senft continues and notes that in the contemporary West, the ability to 
corporatise the self is culturally read as a form of agency because media 
appear only to pay attention to those who have successfully turned attention 
into a way to gain capital, and for those (children, teens) who already feel a 
lack of agency, this can begin to look like self-determination. Senft points out 
that this is not only a phenomena of celebrity posed against a wannabe
celebrity public but also elsewhere in public life (2013, p.351) Senft quotes 
Alice Marwick (2010), who argues that increasingly workplace dynamics 
demand a similar commitment to developing a sense of branded self, a self 
which is formed on positive self-development and entrepreneurialism (2013, 
p.351). This is cast against the idea of workers viewing their work as labour, 
which is increasingly viewed as morally suspect, as not being a “team player” 
(2013, p.351). This type of branded self is also iterated through the use of 
social media sites like LinkedIn and Twitter, where workers are increasingly 
expected to self-brand an online self. One which is tailored to demonstrate 
aptitude, motivation, self-development and adherence to team player moral 
codes.
Senft calls this the “attention economy” (2013, p.351), and argues that 
celebrities play a role in this economy by demonstrating a successful example 
of the branded self (2013, p.351). This argument is not necessarily refuted by 
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the discourse of Toxic Celebrity, which makes visible the denigration of 
celebrity, and the ways their careers and self-development are more often than 
not seen as poorly judged or inappropriate. This is still success, at least in 
terms of volume of attention, if not quality or favourability of attention: 
however, the examples of Hilton and Bynes’ involvement with their most
successful commodities demonstrates that the realisation of profitable
organisation and privatisation of attention is not assured for all, even in the 
case of celebrities. If it is the case that attention is, as Senft argues, the “most 
valuable resource of all” (2013, p.350), it operates in ways that enable value 
to detach from the self, to become a resource for others instead.
Through Toxic Celebrity, the visible self becomes the focus of intense 
scrutiny. This scrutiny is based on an assured sense that the self that is 
expressed is the private intimate celebrity, which has erupted from the 
confines of media management through the immediacy and access provided 
by the leaky barriers between the public and the private that has been 
seemingly created by media and sites such as Twitter. Interpretation of the 
self in question thereby assumes the authority of truth and the gritty texture of 
an unauthorised picture of celebrity life. The self is constructed by mediated 
texts even, or especially, where it materialises as private and intimate. As 
Marshall writes, this is moderated in specific ways in the case of celebrities, 
whose careers are dependent on their ability to translate such embodiments
into cultural commodities (2010, p.39). Toxic Celebrity provides an example 
of the ways that private self is offered for consumption, particularly online, 
through what Marshall calls transgressive intimacy: the self “motivated by 
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temporary emotion”, which moves virally online and back to representation in 
media (2010, p.45). The transgressive intimate self is, as Marshall argues, 
usually moderated to some extent by the potential to create and maintain new 
markets for the celebrity, by constructing an apparent intensified connection, 
and by the need to contain and manage exposure (2010, p.44). 
The transgressive intimate self moves with speed, but, where Toxic Celebrity
is involved, it is not an unfiltered movement. As this self moves it becomes 
part of what Senft calls “strange familiarity”, which she defines as “the
familiarity that arises from exchanging private information with people from 
whom we are otherwise remote” (2013, p.352). Senft goes on to point out that 
strange familiarity puts an emphasis on the power of the perceiver of identity 
rather than the bearer of identity (2013, p.352). Senft also points out that, 
historically, much of the (non-Western) world has had to live with this power 
disparity, but on the Internet “those who perceive have historically 
unprecedented opportunities to establish whose identities, communities and 
stories will matter to the rest of the world” (2015, p.353).
Senft describes the figure of the “micro celebrity” (2015, p.353), a user who 
may (potentially without their willing involvement) become strangely familiar 
through their Internet presence. As Senft describes it, micro celebrities have
little control over how they are perceived, unlike celebrities who have and 
largely continue to have access to powerful tools to control and mediate their 
images (2015, p.353). In addition, even the tools available to more privileged
and putatively more legitimate celebrities are not always effective against the 
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appeal of effects like strange familiarity, or able to salvage changes in the way 
a celebrity is perceived, particularly when it comes to the presumption of
misdeeds. The figure of the Toxic Celebrity bridges a gap between the 
intimacy and the sense of uncontrolled access created by celebrity scandals,
and the strange familiarity that ordinary users of the Internet could find 
themselves the subject of. The value of the Toxic Celebrity, then, may be 
partly in acting as cautionary tales about the forms the self may take and still 
be considered appropriate and worthy of value, and which will be interpreted 
as shameful and unworthy of visibility.
Sara Ahmed argues that negatively valued figures become important to 
culture because they are referents which establish what is positively valued, in 
ways that displace the perceiver’s role in determining value. Figures of hate 
circulate and accumulate “affective value” (2004, p.123), which accrues even 
as the hate is transferred onto a new body. In this way, Ahmed argues, 
figures of hate circulate, and indeed accumulate affective 
value, precisely because they do not have a fixed referent… 
The impossibility of reducing hate to  a particular body 
allows hate to circulate in an economic sense, working to 
differentiate some others from other others, a differentiation
that is never “over”, as it awaits for others who have not yet 
arrived (2004, p.123).
Ahmed uses the example of the figure of the bogus asylum seeker, and shows 
how the words used in relation to asylum seeking create effects and 
impressions. The imagined figure of the bogus asylum seeker, which in turn 
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evokes the idea of the bogeyman, is imagined as at once a frightening spectre, 
and a threat which invades the safety of home. The bogus asylum seeker, as a 
figure of hate, creates the sense of the nation as home, as an inside under 
threat from those outside. It aligns the asylum seeker with threat and 
criminality and characterises the entry of asylum seekers as intrusive and 
risky, while characterising the nation as generous by allowing for the 
possibility of genuine asylum seekers amongst the bogus. 
Because the figure of the bogus asylum seeker is not permanently attached to 
any one asylum seeker or group of asylum seekers the threat is imagined to 
potentially come from anywhere (2004, p.122). That is, an anywhere 
imagined to be the outside. As Douglas argues in Purity and Danger (1966)
the boundaries and margins that define cultures include the evocation of 
outsiders in order to produce a sense of community, defining corresponding 
insiders, and forming a boundary which separates them (1966, p.141). The 
example of the bogus asylum seeker demonstrates that imagined threats to 
external boundaries are part of the way that contemporary Western cultures 
are constituted. But cultures are also formed by imagining internal threats to 
the system. There is also the threat of transgressing internal lines of the 
system, as well as threats from the margins of the lines, and threats from 
internal contradictions of the system (1966, p.152). 
The development and circulation of 1 Night in Paris is an example of how the 
figure of the Toxic Celebrity is a figure of hate used to point to imagined 
threats of pornification, producing a margin which is imagined to separate an 
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authentic, healthy, feminist experience of heterosexual sex from a false, 
dysfunctional, patriarchal form. The circulation and reaction to the Twitter
feed of Amanda Bynes similarly imagines and creates a margin separating the 
healthy, worthy expression of productive team player selfhood, from a 
transgressive and dysfunctional expression of selfhood. The following 
chapters explore in greater detail how Toxic Celebrities are imagined to 
constitute the threat of transgression to internal boundaries through their 
embodiment of class and race and gender transgressions, and through 
excessive expressions of selfhood.
The effect of 1 Night in Paris on the Paris Hilton brand identity exemplifies 
how Toxic Celebrities, regardless of the context, come to be imagined in 
terms of what is framed as the willful sexualisation of their bodies: they are 
considered, if not as pornographic bodies, then as always existing in relation 
to porn media objects. Even if those objects don’t exist, they are always 
imagined to be about to materialise. Similarly, as is discussed in more detail 
in the forthcoming chapter, Toxic Celebrity is consistently imagined in 
contrast to normative constructions of the body and mind, in opposition to 
reason, health, and wellbeing, as has been exemplified in this chapter by the 
circulation of the Twitter feed of Amanda Bynes. 
Both 1 Night in  Paris, and the Twitter feed of Amanda Bynes circulate and 
have value culturally precisely so that fears about value and the circulation of 
culture can be raised. Through these mediated objects, Toxic Celebrity
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materialises fears in relation to the cultural mores their images are attached to, 
as well as the textual spaces they appear in. Toxic Celebrity consumes space 
and attention in media precisely because the idea they should take up space in 
it is taken to be incredible, noteworthy, and alarming. Earlier in this chapter I
noted that 1 Night was frequently alluded to rather than shown or named as 
porn. The framing of 1 Night as a sex tape or sex scandal rather than porn is 
an example of how the labour that these objects represent is undercut. In 
particular, the affective labour that the figure of the Toxic Celebrity is made to 
perform is framed as the inevitable result of how these celebrities are, and 
what they have done. What is obscured here is the function they perform 
within cultural narratives, particularly those relating to cultural fears around 
shifts in gendered power relations. In this chapter I have argued that the 
cultural objects which produce Toxic Celebrity are anticipated and 
constructed to fulfill this role at multiple levels of circulation, even as they are 
imagined to already exist in their roles. 
For many critics and popular commentators, the Toxic Celebrity works as a 
figure which illustrates backwards steps in terms of gendered power relations, 
and may even be a driving force behind them, as well as new cultural trends 
which emphasise tawdry glitz and self-promotion at the expense of knowledge 
and self-fulfillment. Such analysis does not account for the ways that Toxic
Celebrity works in excess of normative gender embodiments, and what this 
does in terms of exposing gender as performative. Toxic Celebrity also enacts 
the branded self in ways that reveal attention economies as playing out on an 
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uneven field of power, where the self does not necessarily make the gains that 
are promised in such neoliberal discourses of the self.
The following chapters draw on the media analysis and methodology set out 
in this chapter and the previous chapter, building from them by focusing more 
closely on the discourses which Toxic Celebrity intersects with, and drawing 
on significant theoretical frameworks to analyse these in depth. The next
chapter will further examine the uses of the figure of the Toxic Celebrity in
contemporary media culture, focusing on their employment in mediating 
anxieties about the reproduction of cultural values. This neoliberal discourse
expresses anxieties about potential changes in technology and public life. In
narratives which draw on this discourse, the figure of the Toxic Celebrity is
posed as a warning sign or an imagined role model. She is posed as the 
ultimate so-called millennial or representative of the so-called narcissism 
generation. In this chapter the meaning of time itself haunts discourse, with 
the figure of the Toxic Celebrity working as a symbolic impediment to 
temporally fixated notions of advancement and cultural reproduction.
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4. 
Toxic Celebrity and Discourses of Cultural Reproduction
The discourse of Toxic Celebrity imagines the celebrity as perpetually 
suspended in a public and embarrassing spectacle of excess, and the disgrace 
of this spectacle is relived, repeated, or remembered again and again. The 
figure of the Toxic Celebrity is imagined through this abjection as an 
embodied train-wreck. She is an unwholesome spectacle which halts media
traffic, demanding attention even as she reviles the spectator. The figure of the 
Toxic Celebrity is imagined to willfully explode and deplete media space. The
Toxic Celebrity is imagined to spread everywhere, unsolicited, exhausting 
every screen, page, and audio stream, while corroding and obstructing their 
ability to tell us anything worthwhile or important. This deployment of Toxic
Celebrity authorises particular kinds of ideas about how media space should 
work - allocated according to predetermined hierarchies of value - while
allowing the media to skirt blame for avoiding difficult subjects and ignoring 
dissenting voices. An embodied form of crisis, the Toxic Celebrity is
imagined to be a toxin spreading outward and expanding everywhere.
The toxifying of media by female celebrity is imagined through spatial 
relations, as an expanding, obstructive force, but the Toxic Celebrity is also 
constructed to illustrate particular kinds of investments in time. Toxic
Celebrity works to express anxieties about the reproduction of cultural mores
over time, both in news media and elsewhere, and the figure of the Toxic
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Celebrity is frequently constructed as having a defining role in the continuity 
of culture, an image of selfhood at the point of cultural change or crisis. 
Although this self is frequently imagined as indicative of times to come, it is 
also imagined as an impediment to the future, particularly through the
embodiment of narcissism and vanity. It is this use of Toxic Celebrity in
relation to the reproduction of cultural mores that is the focus of this chapter.
The figure of the Toxic Celebrity is imagined in the scenarios presented as a 
threat to the future, either as a disruption of cultural continuity, which upends 
order and threatens to derail cultural advancement, or a symptom of cultural 
disease.
The portrayal of the Toxic Celebrity as a temporal threat is perhaps most 
explicit in contemporary opinion and so-called thinkpiece column journalism, 
which forms what, may be called the opinion genre of contemporary media.
Texts in the opinion genre work to construct the figure of the Toxic Celebrity
to illustrate times to come, either as a representative of coming generations 
(most recently this discourse uses the terms “millennials” and “the selfie 
generation”), or as a key figure in producing the cultural landscape which 
future generations will be influenced by. This chapter examines some
examples of these texts, as well as contextualising them as both belonging to a 
wider discourse of Toxic Celebrity, and, as a form of writing with an openly 
authoritative and persuasive form of address and a remit to be seen to 
articulate contemporary public debates, while at the same time, offering 
insightful and timely perspectives.
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To some extent, the construction of Toxic Celebrity as wielding a determining 
influence in opinion genre texts simply fits in with general contemporary 
celebrity discourses, which frame celebrity as ascendant in terms of their 
cultural importance, and view this influence as a troubling portent of a less 
critical and more easily duped public. Female celebrities, however, are
consistently pulled into contemporary debates along such lines, and they are 
persistently read through a discourse of Toxic Celebrity which frames them as 
axiomatic evidence of an unhealthy or waning culture. Toxic Celebrity is
produced through a preoccupation with the possibility of cultural decline, 
usually effected by technological and cultural shifts, and the possibility that 
these purported changes in Western culture will disturb established hierarchies 
of value and, in doing so, threaten to halt or reverse cultural advancements. 
Opinion genre texts draw on and construct a particular way of imagining 
Western culture in relation to time, one that is dominated by teleological 
thinking.
At this point it is useful to go into a little depth and explore Western 
conceptions of temporality, and in particular teleological thinking, because it 
underlies much of even the more tongue in cheek and ironic descriptions of 
Toxic Celebrity in media. Teleology is the philosophy that things have a final 
cause (a telos), and Western accounts of history are frequently teleological: 
positing an end point for history and humanity which will resolve and uncover
their purpose (Hughes, 2011, p. 1). The prominence of this thinking is 
partially because of the influence of Christian thought, where the end point of 
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the world is the Apocalypse described in The Revelation of St. John, the last 
book of the New Testament. There the Disciple/Apostle John describes his 
vision of the end times – a period of both destruction of the world (the 
Apocalypse) and the triumph of God over evil. 
In more recent times Apocalypse has come to define narratives and imagery 
of global disaster, ones that are not necessarily associated with the Divine, but
which imagine total interspecies death and often environmental chaos. There
is, according to Kirsten Moana Thompson, a pervasive sense of dread 
accompanying the notion of apocalypse, which she terms “apocalyptic dread”
and defines as “fear and anxiety about the future and about the anticipated end 
of the world” (2007, p. 3). Thompson argues that contemporary apocalyptic 
dread has its own specific sources, and quotes Charles Strozier who argued 
that:
our historical moment is fraught with a new kind of dread, for we live 
with the real scientific possibility that, either through nuclear warfare, 
or choking pollution, or vastly increased rates of disease, especially 
cancer, we could actually end human existence (2007, p. 5).
Although the idea is pervasive that humanity is moving forward through 
cultural and technological advancements toward an end which will either 
reveal or destroy, as Chris Hughes points out there are other temporally based
theories for explaining the workings of human history (2011, para 5). Cyclical 
thinking was used by both Aristotle and Niccolò Machiavelli to argue against 
teleological theories of human history. Huges notes that separately they each
argued that “no social/political system is stable and humans, therefore, cycle 
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between regimes” (2011, para 4), which suggests that history is more or less 
circular, in the manner of the Möbius strip.
Hughes argues that Jean Baudrillard's conception of history as recycling
events develops from these theories. Baudrillard contends that it is not that 
history cycles through political regimes, but that old ideas and values 
eventually return (Hughes 2011, p. 6). Hughes characterises this as a:
less structured and organised theory of time than cyclical theories of 
history produce because events and the repetition of values is more 
random. Thus, history, rather than passing through cycles, is 
something which is loopy and fragmented, unstructured and 
punctuated by returns (2011, p. 6).
Baudrillard, however, didn’t conceive of this type of recycling as a resolution 
to the limitations of linear and cyclical ways of thinking, in fact, he
considered it a failure, a result of a loss of ability to imagine the future. For 
Baudrillard, history has “wretched itself free from cyclical time into the order 
of the recyclable” (1994, p. 7), indicating that it once behaved in the ordered 
manner described by the likes of Aristotle. 
Now, however, history has come to a kind of end without an end, a constant 
recycling which holds back the true ending, which Baudrillard argues would –
were it able to take place – finally bring a sense of meaning to history, a 
confirmation “that something indeed happened” (1998, p. 3). For Baudrillard, 
it is not so much that humanity is recycling old ideas to develop them, indeed 
development is no longer imaginable. The times we now live in are in excess 
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of history. As Baudrillard puts it “when the future is deep frozen ... we see all 
the excrement come up from the past” (Baudrillard, 1994, p. 26).
The writing of Baudrillard exemplifies the continued influence of teleological 
thinking in Western thought, and indicates its influence in the popular 
imaginary. Teleological thinking informs contemporary Western 
preoccupation with progress and advancement, as well as being a source of 
anxiety about how well current systems are able to generate the right kinds of 
movement, and anxiety, or dread, about the ends it might achieve.
Teleological accounts of culture require attention and critique, because they 
are derived from and dictate to capitalist patriarchal hegemony. Émile
Durkheim theorised that time can be made sense of in this regard as a 
collective representation, and he argued that “a calendar expresses the rhythm 
of the collective activities, while at the same time its function is to reassure 
their regularity” (quoted in Gell, 1992, p. 3). Time is a collective 
representation that, as Alfred Gell argues, is “both derived from society and 
dictate[s] to society [emphasis in original]” (1992, p. 4). One of the effects of 
this approach to time, as Jana Funke and Ben Davies argue, is that identities 
that are constructed as marginal are often seen as an impediment approaching 
(or requiring) extinction, and this is often experienced as being “out of time” 
(Funke & Davies, 2011, p. 3). Conceptions of the future are important,
because according to Arjun Appadurai, they have a profound effect, not only 
on who has access to the good life, but also on what the good life is imagined
to be (2013, p. 288). Furthermore aspiration and anticipation towards a future 
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should be thought of as “cultural facts” because they inform and structure
contemporary life as well as collective imaginations (Appadurai, 2013, p. 
288).
Toxic Celebrity presupposes the kinds of teleological thinking that dominate 
Western capitalist frames of viewing, and one of the most clearly articulated 
instances of this can be found in opinion genre texts, where the figure of the 
Toxic Celebrity is posed as a theoretical impediment to the efforts of Western 
capitalism towards an imagined end where meaning, and/or the good life, will 
be manifest. The figure of the Toxic Celebrity is also posed as a kind of 
warning sign that development has already ceased to be imaginable. They are
imagined as embodiments of the excesses and debased tastes of a culture that 
is picking over the detritus of better times. In both visions the figure of the 
Toxic Celebrity is imagined to be produced by and productive of a wider 
contemporary failure to reproduce cultural mores. The Toxic Celebrity is 
produced as a kind of agent within a teleology of the social, one which 
indicates the kind of trashing of history and failure to develop that is in line 
with Baudrillard’s argument.
The Celebration of Narcissism
One of the key ways that narcissism is manifested is through a diagnosis of
culture, and in particular through the diagnosis of contemporary culture as 
narcissistic. For instance, in an opinion piece for The Guardian on 14 August 
2014 titled “Kim Kardashian: why we love her and the psychology of 
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celebrity worship” Tomas Chamorro-Premuzic argues that “Kim Kardashian 
is a symptom of a narcissistic social media culture that fosters the growth of 
brands”. Chamorro-Premuzic argues that, “in a logical world Kim Kardashian 
would be a peripheral citizen rather than a modern cultural icon”, and that her 
celebrity only makes sense as a symptom of a combination of “postmodernist 
confusion and cultural decline” and the “collective acceptance of narcissism 
as a desirable trait and value”. Kardashian’s fame is double evidence of this
acceptance because, he argues, not only are we narcissistically worshipping 
her celebrity, but we are “worshiping narcissistic celebrities” (2014).
The article does not explain what makes Kardashian a narcissist: The
familiarity of association established between Kardashian and the toxic side of 
fame is taken as self-evident explanation. Kardashian is used as a shorthand 
for narcissism, a stand-in for an explanation of what it means. Her 
categorisation, and the categorisation of her audience, as narcissistic, also 
stands in for an explanation of why narcissism is a cultural evil. Kardashian is 
not the only possible celebrity for whom this mutually confirming correlation 
might become coherent with such conciseness although not any celebrity 
would do. The discourse of Toxic Celebrity which the writer both draws on 
and also produces within the piece allows this correlation to make sense and 
to have meaning, and links it to contemporary gendered discourses of taste, 
class, status, and health. 
Media repreations which equate Kardashian and other female celebrities with 
narcissism draw on a cultural history of associating femininity with 
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narcissism. As Claire Tanner, JaneMaree Maher and Suzanne Fraser point out 
in their book, Vanity: 21st Century Selves (2013), in the turn of the 20th
Century, industrialisation and changes to public culture were marked by a 
proliferation popular images of female narcissists gazing into their own 
reflections. These images were used to represent of the dangers of consumer 
culture, relying on and confirming already entrenched gendered ideas about 
vanity as a source and symptom of feminine weakness and corruption (34). As 
Tanner et. al. argue, the “preoccupation with women’s presence and conduct
in public commercial spaces had everything to do with the private domestic 
spaces and roles they were seen to leave unattended by moving into the public 
realm” (35). Women’s increased access to the public sphere was constituted 
as a threat in such representations, which were part of more general anxieties 
about potential changes to the private sphere.
Contemporary ideas about narcissism continue to view it as as a cultural 
concern, as an indicator of the dangers in changes to the way that the public 
sphere is constituted. This is a theme that continues, particularly in
contemporary representations of social media technologies. For instance,
writing opinion for The Telegraph, Anna Hart asks, “Has posing, pouting and 
posting turned us all into narcissists?” (2014). Kardashian is again cited as an 
example of celebrity, and especially of the reality star, as being “one step 
ahead” (2014) of a narcissistic cultural trend, modeling the apparent obsession 
with selfies and exemplifying the logic that selfie photography produces 
narcissism (Hart, 2014). 
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Similarly, Diane Falzone’s “A message from a member of the ‘generation
deluded narcissists’” opinion piece for Fox News uses the word “millennials”
and positions herself as a generational insider, arguing that Kardashian, 
amongst others, demonstrate “Generation Desperately Seeking Attention”: 
Lindsay Lohan, Courtney Stodden, the Kardashian sisters are famous 
millennials who Tweet like it’s their job. Each of the aforementioned 
celebrities are prime examples of how my generation equates attention 
with success (2013).
Conversely, Brooke Lea Foster, in “The Persistent Myth of the Narcissistic 
Millennial” for The Atlantic, also using the term millennials, argues that, “The
idea that Millennials – the generation that came of age with selfies and 
Facebook and the Kardashians – are the most self-absorbed generation of all” 
is a “tired argument” (2014).
To explain what this might mean, it is firstly necessary to say something about 
contemporary discourse on narcissism, and the form that it takes in mediated 
contexts. The clinical diagnosis called Narcissistic Personality Disorder 
(NPD) is sometimes present in the explication of a cultural turn towards 
narcissism, as in the case of a Huffington Post opinion piece “The Narcissism 
Epidemic: Do You Know the Warning Signs?” (2014) by Tina Swithin. 
Swithin begins with a cultural diagnosis of narcissism, and corrals various 
celebrity examples of it as evidence, but quickly shifts towards a detailed 
overview of current clinical definitions of NPD as an individualised disorder, 
before offering a personal autobiographical narrative (about a relationship she 
had with a person who she feels fits into this clinical diagnosis) as evidence. 
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However, appeals to a narcissism epidemic more usually rely, at least to some 
extent, on an assumption of a shared cultural knowledge of narcissism as a 
personal trait, as a quality of extreme vanity, selfishness, and materialism. As 
Tanner et. al. point out, narcissism and vanity are often defined together or 
synonymously, and are imbricated through discourses of health (p. 5).
An example of this wider discourse on narcissism as a personality trait on the 
ascent can be found in the work of Australian journalist Anne Manne. In 
promotion of her bestseller The Life of I, Manne cites contemporary female 
celebrities, and Kim Kardashian in particular, as indicative of what she calls 
the “Narcissism epidemic” (2014). Manne analyses the reality TV show 
Keeping Up with the Kardashians, which Kim stars in, and finds her to be a 
self-regarding exhibitionist, obsessed with displaying her nude, sexualised 
body for the world. Manne also cites the choice to publish a “selfie book” as 
inherently narcissistic, and this is given as evidence that narcissism is on the 
rise across Western capitalism (Manne 2014). Manne’s work is influenced by 
Jean Twenge and Keith Campbell’s bestselling The Narcissism Epidemic 
(2009) which argues that there has been an “underlying shift in the American 
psychology: the relentless rise of narcissism in our culture” (2009, p. 1) (in 
Tanner et al.). Manne’s work applies the phrase “Narcissism epidemic” more
broadly to a globalised epidemic of narcissism.
Another writer of wide influence, and, in fact, many of the opinion pieces 
cited in this chapter reference his work, is Christopher Lasch, who in his
bestselling Culture of Narcissism expresses a similar view, identifies
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narcissism as an outcome of the logic of individualism. Lasch opined that 
narcissism is a sign of a culture in death throes because, as he explains it, “To
live for the moment is the prevailing passion – to live for yourself, not for 
your predecessors or posterity” (in Tanner et al., 2013, p. 178). Tanner et al. 
argue that Lasch’s work exemplifies the contemporary view of narcissism and 
vanity as personality traits and as cultural “epidemic”. Vanity and narcissism, 
in their apparent selfish disregard for the future are assumed to signify “more 
than just an excessive sense of self-worth, or a tendency to self-absorption”,
but also “the complete exclusion of the other.” (Tanner et al., 2013, p. 178).
Contemporary discourses on vanity pose the idea of the vain self as extracted 
from culture, as deriving a sense of self hermetically sealed from its dictates. 
At the same time, however, practices associated with vanity and narcissism 
are ones which are undeniably about communication and expression of self
(Tanner et al., 2013, p. 179).
In this regard, the opinion pieces which draw on Toxic Celebrity are part of 
wider discourses on how technologies impact on the social. In “The Specular 
Economy”, P. David Marshall argues that, because of technological shifts 
which allow for increased interaction and exchange we may be entering a 
specular economy, where “the self is reconstituted through screens of 
engagement”, making for a kind of mirror effect where the one is encouraged 
to think of one’s mediated construction, and reflect on its presentation, across 
multiple levels of public, private, and intimate selves (2010, p. 499). Marshall,
however, argues that these “newish layers of interaction” ultimately add to the 
society of surveillance, through a more pervasive construction of public 
identities made constantly accessible (2010, p. 502). Celebrities provide a 
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“continuity of discourse” (Marshall 2010, p. 36) in the management of the 
self, and they are “at the forefront of the expansion and use of social media 
and networks for reputation management” (2010, p. 500). The use of the 
discourse of Toxic Celebrity by Manne and others in relation to these 
emerging changes expresses ambivalence about the ways that identity is 
produced and managed contemporarily, and the apparent democracy of 
visibility it produces. But, by making the figure of the Toxic Celebrity the
cornerstone of criticism of these emerging economies, such writers reinforce
rather than undermine the discourses which work to produce neoliberal 
subjects.
The figure of the Toxic Celebrity is posed in works such as Manne’s as a 
vision of the sort of selfhood which is increasingly celebrated. By drawing on 
the gendered discourse of Toxic Celebrity, Manne and others claim to reveal 
this emerging self as a result of a culture which values status over meaning, as 
evidenced by their shallow, tasteless, and wayward embodiments. The 
meaning making of the Toxic Celebrity discourse is obscured in this 
argument. At the same time, the meanings that it produces are taken as 
evidence of a devaluation of meaning globally. The Toxic Celebrity’s
apparent production outside of, and at odds with, traditionally valued markers 
of status, is posed as revealing of the ways contemporary social practices 
hollow out meaning. This framing imagines meaning as the sole province of 
received hierarchies of value.
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The figure of the Toxic Celebrity is posed as succeeding because she is
apparently more willing to produce and manage palatable branded identities, 
gaining status in spite of all their apparent shortcomings. The Toxic Celebrity
is framed by Manne and others as an expert in self-promotion, confirmed by 
her apparent vanity. At the same time, neoliberal practices encourage the 
imagining of the self as a constant project of becoming, and the vanity of the 
Toxic Celebrity is imagined as at odds with this project. The figure of the 
Toxic Celebrity would thus appear to promote a more reflexive, self-
conscious self, while at the same time blocking the reproduction of flexible, 
aspiring selves.
This contradictory relationship between celebrity and neoliberal discourses of 
the self is expressed elsewhere, as Brenda R. Weber argues in Makeover TV: 
Selfhood, Citizenship and Celebrity (2009). Weber, writing on the uses of 
celebrity in makeover texts, points out that makeover texts are derided for 
encouraging and forming part of what Lasch argued is a culture of narcissism, 
through appeals to audiences and participants to release their “inner star” 
(2009, p. 216). Weber points out that makeover texts exemplify the ways in 
which celebrity is also negatively associated with narcissism, and thus 
potentially making for a revealing clash with the self-help discourses at play 
in makeover texts (2009, p.232). Makeover texts side-step this by depicting 
their participants as not actively or calculatingly seeking fame, but as
hopefully working towards an association with fame and its benefits. As 
Weber puts it, “the difference is one between metaphor (I am a star) and 
simile (I am like a star)” (2009, p. 232). The danger that the association with 
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celebrity poses to the discourses of self-help is that values and practices that 
are positively associated with the ideal of an aspirational DIY self, such as
self-esteem, reflexivity, and self-determination, as Tanner et al. point out, are
difficult to distinguish from negatively coded traits of narcissism (2013, p. 2).
The emergence of self-help discourses “promote a focus on the self open to 
confusion with that often denigrated in accounts of vanity and narcissism”,
which has become a source of cultural anxiety (2013, p. 2).
Weber’s work on makeover TV shows how contemporary forms of self-help
instruction manage this problem. Weber argues that it is not a narcissistic self 
that these texts work to produce, but a self that constantly works to make itself 
coherent and appealing through judicious consumption, forming a “coherent 
gender identity that can be gazed at in appreciation” (2009, p. 228). Weber 
finds that in this process subjects engage critically with celebrity but are also 
encouraged to take up the “work of being looked at” (2009, p. 229) that
celebrity models. The labours and technologies that work to produce images 
of beauty and privileged selfhood that fame promises are revealed rather than 
concealed, and “sites of labor thereby become sightings of labor” (2009, p. 
229).
Narcissism is intrinsic to the construction of Toxic Celebrity, and while it 
does not follow that narcissism is celebrated in Western culture, it does follow 
that celebrities like Kim Kardashian are constructed through Toxic Celebrity
as noted narcissists. Many of the opinion pieces drawn from in this chapter 
assume that audiences and consumers are drawn to images of Kardashian 
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because these audiences are somehow unaware of the dangers of being 
counted as part of the so-called narcissism epidemic, or the selfie generation.
This seems unlikely. The characterisation by media of Kim Kardashian as a 
toxically charged self-obsessed materialist is commonplace, and thus an 
image that is likely to be very familiar for even the most casual consumer of 
her celebrity. Representations of her form part of a mediated dialogue about 
what it means to be selfish, self-loving, materialistic, and attention-obsessed
in contemporary culture. This dialogue is also about who gets to decide when 
terms like selfie generation are relevant, and why they are considered sources 
of shame. 
Figure 17: Kim Kardashian Makeup Selfie Demonstrates the Work of Being Looked at
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This thesis argues that the mediated construction of Toxic Celebrity is far 
from universally celebratory. Even so, it is important to acknowledge that
many uses of Toxic Celebrity may nonetheless be more or less celebratory. It 
is also important then to make room for the possibility that these uses do not
necessarily equate to narcissistic worship. To assume that this is the only way 
to account for their circulation and apparent celebrated status of celebrities 
like Kardashian is to concede that audiences are not able to make critical use 
of celebrity, in this instance, because audiences are predetermined to be 
pathologically vain. Audiences may not necessarily be disengaged from the
construction of particular celebrities and celebrity behaviours as narcissistic, 
but this does not necessarily reflect identification through narcissism, or a 
cultural worship of narcissism per se. 
Articulations of the narcissism epidemic theory studied in this chapter attempt 
to reveal a culture made unhealthy by selfishness, but these accounts also
reveal a fear of a loss of autonomy if empathy is not properly reigned in. 
Narcissism is constructed as a threat to group coherence and individual 
autonomy, but collective identity and empathy are also constructed as a threat.
Groups of young fans who use social media to accord status to a famous 
person are a demonstration of the “narcissistic generation” because they fail to 
make proper value judgments in the process of according status. It is implied 
that status should not be accorded by audiences in the first place but by the 
established arbiters of taste and value :the media itself. In these accounts, 
collective identity is threatened not by individuality, but by a breakdown in 
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the maintenance of hierarchical ordering of collectives, and by a self that is 
not properly contained within it.
The discourse of Toxic Celebrity guarantees that changes in this order must 
logically be dangerous. The Toxic Celebrity is constructed in relation to self-
help discourses, as the negative image of healthy selfhood. As Weber argues, 
self-help discourses espouse traits like self-reliance, self-care, achievement of 
goals, as well as prosperity and wealth. The opinion genre articles identify a 
culture centred on individualism, acquisition, and parasocial interaction, but 
ultimately return to these constraints as necessary and vital.
The Selfie Generation and Feminism
The figure of the Toxic Celebrity is also frequently constructed as an agent 
within a teleology of feminism. In these cases, Toxic Celebrity is constructed 
to illustrate potential steps backward for feminism, or to provide evidence of 
feminism’s failures, even its potential imminent extinction. The Toxic
Celebrity is imagined to interrupt the linear development of feminism, forcing 
it backwards, or into a dead-end.
The opinion pieces that follow the release of a Paper Magazine cover
featuring a naked Kim Kardashian demonstrate this. In an opinion piece for 
International Business Times, Lydia Smith argues that,
Kardashian has been lucky enough to be able to build her 
empire on her fortune in the genetic lottery. Her currency lies 
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in her figure, her hips, her face, and she has flaunted her
capital to no end, to position herself as one of the most 
desired women in the world. Such blatant sexual 
objectification is something almost all feminists – regardless
of wave or agenda – have strived to eradicate. (2014)
Smith’s analysis of Kardashian’s fame as the result of both narcissism and 
exploitation promotes a generational view of feminism where the goals and 
practices of feminism are required to stay consistent, moving forward towards
a predetermined goal, in this case the end of sexual objectification.
Figure 18: Paper Magazine: Break the Internet Kim Kardashian
The figure of the Toxic Celebrity has, however, at times been re-read or 
defended in this light in popular media, including opinion pieces. These texts 
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criticise the assumption that the behaviours, attitudes, or actions that Toxic 
Celebrities and their fans are seen to embody should preclude feminist 
engagement. The terms under which some bodies are read as complicit with 
patriarchal capitalism and others are not are often central to these debates, as 
in the following example of a piece for The Guardian by Jennifer Gerson 
Uffalussy. Uffalussy argues that, contemporarily, the objectification of 
women tends to be read as such only under certain conditions, specifically 
where women are seen to directly benefit from it: “When women reveal their 
naked bodies to the public, we celebrate … but only under the right 
circumstances. They have to do it for art or politics, but never be so crass as to 
do it for commerce” (2014).
Monica Tan makes similar arguments to those of Uffalussy in another 
Guardian piece, which is perhaps not strictly an opinion piece because she 
draws from interviews with young Kardashian fans. Tan attempts to make 
sense of the appeal of Kardashian, and notes that,
The women call her “flawless”, a word that has come to be associated 
with a modern era of diva culture. Where once “diva” was used to 
denigrate women that were considered out of line – bold ladies of 
spectacle and ambition – it has since been reclaimed by modern pop
feminists (2014).
Neither pieces argue strongly for Kardashian to be considered a feminist, or 
argue that images of her override or undo the dynamics of objectification, but 
they do point to other ways in which women are trained to discipline their 
bodies and limit their ambitions. 
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The use of the term flawless also points to the ways that narcissism tends to 
be seen in the actions of black and non-white music celebrities, even when 
they are otherwise interpreted by media as in control and top of their game, as 
in the case of Beyoncé, whose 2014 single ***Flawless includes the lines “we 
should all be feminists” (Knowles et al., 2014), who was criticised by 
Guardian columnist Hadley Freeman for posing near nude, an act of 
“attention-seeking nonsense” which, for the writer, entirely undoes Beyoncé’s 
claims of being a feminist (2013). As Ayesha Siddiqi argues in relation to
such critiques of popular musicians as narcissists,
The word “narcissist” gets a bad rap. To be a female narcissist is an 
act of political defiance comparable to not being humble as a person 
of color. It’s about preserving your dignity in a world where you're 
constantly told you aren’t shit and are expected to act accordingly.
(Siddiqi et al., 2013)
It can be argued then, that there is an emerging popular critique of cultural 
norms around narcissism and vanity, which makes important points about 
how accusations of narcissism often cover for the policing of the visibility of 
bodies, particularly when the bodies concerned belong to women of colour.
To return to Smith’s criticism of Kardashian as offering her body for 
objectification: while Smith argues that Kardashian benefits from a fortune in 
the genetic lottery, she is at least equally the subject of scorn and derision, all 
the more so for being overexposed. Her body is the subject of racialised 
abjection, particularly directed at the size of her “butt”, as in the case of a Time
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Magazine opinion piece “Kim Kardashian’s Butt is an Empty Promise”, which 
characterises her body as both disembodied and excessive, and compares her 
butt to a piece of food: “The celebutante's exaggerated behind on the cover of a 
magazine offers no truth or insight. It only makes us think about how it looks 
like a glazed Krispy Kreme donut” (Bryan Moylan, 2014).
Kardashian is also often the subject of accusations of inauthenticity, because 
of her unabashed use of makeup and cosmetic surgery. If, however, fans who 
choose to celebrate rather than denigrate Kardashian are not undoing
normative beauty ideals, it is also plainly not a case of wholeheartedly 
affirming them by cheering on a lucky winner in a “genetic lottery” (Smith
2014) who exemplifies contemporary ideals of natural unenhanced feminine 
beauty.
The appeal of celebrating embodiments that are seen to flaunt and crassly cash 
in on the beauty system may be, as Siddiqi et al. suggest, a way to contravene
demands for the coherent production of pleasing feminine embodiments. It 
can be thought of as a way to take back from the inequalities of contemporary 
Western capitalism which produces these demands. This tactical narcissism
can be thought of as a kind of making visible of self-love in counteraction to 
imperatives to discipline and police the self. Such embodiments may 
ultimately do little to undo the gender inequalities which produce normative 
feminine beauty. But it may be more about a strategic attempt to reduce the 
violence it enacts through shame, by claiming the bodies of denigrated, 
publicly disgraced and overexposed women as flawless.
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The following two textual examples provide evidence of this tactical form of 
narcissism in use, and also highlight some of the ways which celebrities 
whose images have been established as Toxic reflexively play into this image, 
and provide embodied fantasies that challenge the framing of vanity and self-
love as a cultural dead-end. The first example is the TV show Keeping Up 
With the Kardashians, which offers a fantasy of escape from the kinds of 
linear time which cultural reproduction is predicated on. The second example 
is the advertisement “#KimsDataStash”, which offers a critique of the framing 
of celebrities as ideally working to demonstrate consumer citizenship.
Time Crisis and Narcissistic Fantasy
To further explore the potential ways that Toxic Celebrity may utilised as a 
meaningful, if not altogether radical, embodiment, I first want to briefly 
engage with some of the feminist work on temporality, and particularly on the 
ways that time is experienced in the everyday of contemporary Western 
capitalism. I have so far reflected on the construction of time as it is thought 
to encompass and make meaning of human achievement, but this is not the 
only way that time is constructed culturally.
Valerie Bryson observes that perceptions of the everyday passage of time may 
change according to multiple factors, including the importance placed on 
specific moments or segments of time, and to what degree these moments are 
anticipated or remembered (2009, p.9). But Bryson also notes that the 
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perception of time is socially and culturally produced, so that time may be 
perceived through similar processes which measure importance (weddings, 
births, ceremonies) and also the ways we measure its passing (through 
clockwatching and the passage of seasons), as well as on the way we perceive 
ourselves in relation to time (2009, p.29). Bryson exemplifies this by 
comparing the perception of one’s own death as the end of our life, compared 
to thinking of death as the beginning of eternal life (2009, p. 9). These
differing ways of thinking may dramatically affect the individual’s perception 
of time at any one moment. As argued earlier in this chapter, Durkheim 
contends that time is a kind of institution, which is socially created within any 
given culture to meet its needs. Time links individuals to the collective 
through a shared agreement about the way that time passes and what it 
signifies (in Gell, 1992, p. 4). Bryson also points out, however, that cultures 
don’t necessarily subscribe to a single uniform sense of time. A key instance
of this (although by no means the only one) is the notion of gendered time.
Diane Negra, for instance, argues that contemporary Western representations 
of women are organised around “life stage paradigms” and gives as examples, 
tweenhood, marriage, pregnancy, and midlife crisis of value (2009, p.47). She
also notes that women who do not fit into these paradigms of gendered time 
“generally lose representability” (2009, p. 48). Furthermore Negra argues that 
women are popularly understood as particularly vulnerable to time crisis; they 
are over-burdened by the demands of work scheduling and the maintenance of 
normative of femininity, particularly when mixed with motherhood roles 
(2009, p. 54). Negra uses the phrase “feminized time crisis” (2009, p. 55) to
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explain this phenomenon and argues that popular texts frequently engage with 
this sense of time as a common source of crisis for women. Popular 
representations of time crisis tend to express a desire for the loosening of the 
self from fixed temporality, and a fear of losing time (2009, p. 47). Negra 
argues that in popular media this type of temporality is particularly well 
expressed in a sub-sub-genre of so-called chick flicks, which are organised 
around themes of cheating or escaping time. Most often, the solution such 
films offer is some form of scaling back in terms of professional ambition and 
responsibilities, and renewed attention to feminine milestones such as 
marriage and motherhood to relieve feminised time crisis.
Karen Davies conceptualises the everyday way that women experience time 
and time crisis as being often bound up with what she terms “other’s time”:
time which is regulated by the demands of others (1990, p. 45). Women are 
still involved in the majority of domestic and child-care work, and, as Dorothy 
Moss argues, many women still enter the job market through peripheral or 
care based labour forces (2006, p. 50). For theorists discussed above,
contemporary Western popular texts express the temporality of a woman’s life 
as both fixed, whereby it is locked into a normalised set of life milestones, and 
also contingent, whereby it is dependent on the needs and expectations of 
others. As pressured as this model of temporality is, it is complicated further 
by the fact that the experience of time within contemporary Western culture is 
unlikely to actually be consistently felt in this linear and socially cohesive 
way. Richard Sennet argues that capital dominates temporal order and 
patterning within the increasingly corporatised work and life flow of 
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contemporary Western society. The value of swiftness and short-term
deadlines places a premium on immediacy and flexibility, while contemporary 
notions of the work ethic paradoxically require constant attention to timeliness 
and the strict adherence to schedules (2006, p. 183). Negra draws on Sennet’s
work and argues that “in the broad conversion from stability to fleetness time 
is recognised as something which is seldom linear or sustained and which is 
broadly categorised as a threat” (2009, p. 47). What this adds up to is a 
tension between the expectation of a linear and narrativisable temporality, and 
the intrusion of fractured or non-linear time which is just as constricting. 
Negra emphasises the ways that contemporary films offer solutions to time 
crisis through fantasies of escape or evasion, and narratives which suggest that 
women should step away from the competitive corporate workspaces that 
demand temporal contradiction (2009, p60).
Ien Ang makes a similar argument in her analysis of melodramatic TV genres.
For Ang, popular media such as TV offer an outlet for fantasies of gendered
identities, including normative identities of past times. These identities may
include ones which might seem intolerable to live out, but ones that are 
liberating to fantasise or role play. Ang argues that such fantasies fill the gaps
between the subjectivities we form in response to the “the structural
constraints of everyday living” (2008, p. 241), including temporal constraints 
and pressures, and the dilemmas and conflicts we experience. Ang argues that 
these dilemmas and contradictions demand more than any one subject position 
can integrate, and mediated fantasies offer not just ways to evade them, but 
also ways to work through them. This is not to argue that the ordinary lived 
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subjectivities of viewers are any one moment entirely fixed or coherent, or
even that they are singular, but rather that the kind of fantasies Ang describes 
offer imagined scenes and alternative scenarios. This allows the subject to 
identify with subject positions such as the tragic self-sacrificing heroine, 
which would likely prove intolerable, or at least socially unacceptable, outside
of fantasy. Fantasies can then provide “safe spaces of excess in the interstices 
of ordered social life where one has to keep oneself strategically under 
control” (2008, p. 243).
Joanne Hollows argues that one of the constraints that TV melodrama
fantasies often address is that of time scarcity and time crisis (2008, p.161). In 
her analysis of the TV shows of Nigella Lawson, Hollows argues that such 
popular texts often offer a fantasy of domesticity in which the viewer can take
up the subject position of the domestic goddess (2008, p.161). Hollows points
out that this subjectivity is not just about taking on an otherwise socially 
unacceptable gender role, but also about fantasies of time abundance:
unpressured time in which to care for oneself and loved ones. Popular texts 
such as these work to negotiate temporal tensions through fantasies of 
alternate subjectivities (2008, p. 163).
With analyses of popular texts such as those discussed above in mind, it is 
possible to consider the figure of the Toxic Celebrity as potentially offering 
more than a source of criticism by media pundits. The figure of the Toxic 
Celebrity potentially invites a fantasy of self-satisfaction and selfishness 
which is explicitly socially unacceptable, as evidenced by the derision often 
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directed at this figure in the media. Such a fantasy may provide a sense of 
relief from time crisis because the figure of the Toxic Celebrity is self-
centred, and for this reason she is a socially unacceptable representation of 
selfhood. In theory, the figure of Toxic Celebrity does not live according to
the demands of others’ time. But others – including the media – organise
themselves around her. Whether they like it or not.
This perhaps explains some of the appeal of a show like Keeping Up with the 
Kardashians (2007), which stars Kim Kardashian and her family. The
“Keeping Up” part of the title of the show doesn’t immediately suggest the
kind of temporal break that Hollows analyses, and that is not quite what it 
offers. Instead the show often emphasises the hectic nature of celebrity life. 
Keeping Up with the Kardashians is different from some other reality shows 
in that it does not entirely conceal the celebrity of its stars. The Kardashians
strays from the format of contemporaneous reality shows like The Hills which
have tended to construct drama only through personal conflict between the 
stars of the show, and shows like Here Comes Honey Boo-Boo (2012), which
constructs comedy from familial relationships. Both shows generally avoided 
acknowledging that the participants had become major celebrities, and tended 
to conceal the everyday intrusions by paparazzi and the duties of self-
promotion that this would entail. As Alice Leppert and Julie Wilson point out, 
this is part of reality TV’s general tendency to “highlight the ‘ordinariness’ of 
its stars to the extreme, evacuating ‘extraordinariness’ from its 
representational landscape” (2011, p. 264).
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While The Kardashians is constructed through narratives that are concerned 
mainly with familial conflicts and resolutions, it also contextualises these 
conflicts as happening against a backdrop of celebrity, and characterises the 
family as bonded through a shared celebrity. The use of the phrase “Keeping 
Up” in the title of the show serves multiple purposes – reminding viewers of
the alliterative use of Ks in the names of most of the family members (e.g. 
Khloé Kardashian, Kourtney Kardashian, and Kris Kardashian), again 
suggesting a shared celebrity. But it also works to convey that the viewer is 
invited to bear witness, or “keep up” with the “rise” of the Kardashians as 
celebrities, and to get a fleeting glimpse of the swiftness and flexibility of 
movement that contemporary celebrity affords. 
The show provides a fantasy which makes use of Kim Kardashian’s reputation 
as a narcissistic exhibitionist, but in unexpected ways. The show’s 
exhibitionism – if it can be called that – comes largely from the playing out, 
and replaying, of fairly banal personal problems and conflicts. The show is 
structured through repetition, in that teasers of events are played throughout 
the show, so that arguments, run-ins with paparazzi, and other major conflicts, 
resolutions, and admissions that make up the show are already partially 
viewed. This is a fairly common practice in contemporary reality TV, and it 
works both to ramp up and also to relieve tension: we know something 
important is coming, but also that it will work out okay by the end of the 
show.
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Where The Kardashians varies from many other shows in terms of the 
structuring of events is in the level of fame of the stars, and the 
acknowledgement of this fame. The show airs just a few weeks after the
events in the Kardashian’s lives have been filmed, meaning there is minimal
time lag. For the eager follower of all things Kardashian, events are mediated 
first from the outside, by paparazzi and other media, and then they are aired 
on the show, from the inside, where the perspective on events is constructed 
to inform narratives of domestic drama. The show is thus able to offer a 
perspective on the pitfalls as well as the benefits of celebrity, its personal tolls 
and triumphs. In this respect the Kardashian lifestyle offers a fantasy that is
hectic but glamorous. It offers a fantasy self, one that is freed from time crisis, 
not through a return to domesticity but through an ultra-celebrified, sped up 
lifestyle, where events can be repeated, remediated, or replayed, to bring them 
into a more favourable narrativisation of life. The show plays up to rather than 
against the idea of accelerated time, with celebrity epitomising the notion of 
mobile selves who have special kinds of access, including access to the
temporal arrangement of events.
Performed Narcissism
Elsewhere however, Toxic Celebrity is more commonly constructed through
moments of embarrassing public spectacle, the moral dimensions of which are 
framed as a threat to temporal order. In the opinion genre texts discussed 
earlier in this chapter, the Toxic Celebrity embodies what must be removed 
for temporal order to reassert itself, for the telos of Western culture to become 
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manifest. But, this spectacle, and its apparent halting of order, allows for an 
excavation of this moment, and also permits us to ask questions about the 
framing of the act that is apparently caught in the moment.
Figure 19: Kim Kardashian Takes a Selfie in #KimsDatastash
An example of this in action can be seen in the “#KimsDataStash” advertising 
campaign (2015). The advertisement, for T-Mobile, is organised around the 
image of Kim Kardashian as a self-regarding, noted narcissist, taking selfies
for her viewers and for her own gratification, and using the mobile network to
post them online. The image of Kardashian taking a selfie is repeated as we
are taken back to the moment of self-reflection when she photographs herself, 
in near identical poses, throughout the advertisement. This repetition is 
mirrored again in her voiceover as Kardashian informs the viewer that the 
data they buy on T-Mobile “could be used to see my makeup, my backhand, 
my outfits, my vacations. And my outfits” (2015). The public spectacle of 
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narcissism that Kardashian reenacts over and over in these scenes anchors it 
as a (comic) statement.
To properly make sense of this, it is first necessary to analyse the 
contemporary trends in celebrity mediation that the “#KimsDataStash”
campaign draws on and gains its humour from. The campaign mimics the tone
and language of the typical Public Service Announcements (PSA), which, in 
the USA, are a familiar form of broadcast on TV (and there are similar forms 
in other countries usually aired during advertising time). Historically in the 
USA, PSAs were produced by government agencies, and more recently by 
charitable and non-profit organisations. The clear intention is to convince 
populations to accept particular practices or ways of seeing, in the name of 
what is proposed to be the public good. Contemporary PSAs frequently
employ celebrities, as themselves, in a mutually beneficial relationship where 
the government or organisation creating the campaign can make use of public 
investment in the celebrity to gain interest and legitimacy, and the celebrity 
can align themselves with particular messages, and more generally work to 
substantiate themselves as celebrities. As Jo Littler points out, for
contemporary celebrities, being seen to be sympathetic and caring is “part of 
the contemporary celebrity job description and a hallmark of the established 
star” (2008, p. 238).
Being seen to participate in practices which purport to facilitate community 
betterment, such as appearing on a PSA, work as a double whammy for 
celebrities. It confirms the ordinariness of the celebrity in their apparent 
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sympathy and groundedness, and it also confirms their extraordinariness in 
being able to appeal to a wider public. As Michael K. Goodman and Christine
Barnes point out, the presence of the celebrity in these types of public appeal 
position celebrities in relation to audiences as examples of an individualised
response to social problems. Their presence within these campaigns promises 
that if celebrities, as extra-ordinary individuals can do something ordinary, 
then we as ordinary individuals can do something extra-ordinary by helping to 
deal with and solve the problem, crisis, or catastrophe that they are talking 
about (2011, p. 72).
Figure 20: Kim Kardashian: Famous Person, in #KimsDataStash 
Contemporarily, many PSAs interpolate audiences into globalised 
development politics, part of what Goodman and Barnes argue is a trend of 
“celebritisation of development” (2011, p. 71). The celebritisation of 
development has worked to turn the concept of development as a wider global
project into one that is individualised, volunteer-ised, privatised and, 
ultimately, responsibilised onto audiences, consumers and citizens (mainly of 
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the Northern Hemisphere) as more celebrities take to roles as endorsers of 
campaigns and causes (2011, p. 71-72).
Clearly, the imitation of the contemporary style of the PSA, for comic effect, 
positions Kardashian as decidedly outside of this celebrity practice. The 
opening shot where Kardashian introduces herself makes this clear by 
introducing her in the in text caption as “Kim Kardashian: Famous Person”
(2015), referencing the familiar framing of her as famous for being famous. 
This is a pointed difference from the way that celebrities position themselves 
as ordinary concerned citizens in seemingly similar scenarios. The 
advertisement pitches the idea of Kardashian as self-reflexively engaging with 
and participating in the production of her celebrity as narcissistic, and of this 
image as clashing with the contemporary celebrity practice of participating in 
PSAs.  
It also positions her as an outsider to the kinds of cultural projects that PSAs 
are produced to promote. In these texts, the celebrity’s role is to model 
individual caring by performing an impassioned response to crisis, and to 
direct the viewer to try to solve the crisis through charity, and the 
consumption of the right products. The “#KimsDataStash” advertisement 
instead centres on Kardashian’s image as self-regarding, as a model of apathy 
and disenchantment rather than as a model of sympathy. Instead of 
performing a familiar script expressing selfless care and encouraging the 
audience to follow her extraordinary example, the advertisement twists the 
script to have Kardashian advocate for a mock crisis based on the mundane 
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details around the billing of mobile data, and positioning her as a model of 
selfishness.
Kardashian implores the viewer to solve this crisis by buying into a specific 
mobile telephone product. She asks the viewer to consider unused data as 
waste, informing us that “Each month millions of gigs of unused data are 
taken back by wireless companies. Tragic” (2015). This mirrors the 
responsibilisation of consumption in PSAs, where the waste produced by 
capitalism is framed as a personal responsibility which can be unloaded 
through charitable giving. But rather than unloading, Kardashian’s mock-
concern directs the viewer to consume with redoubled self-interest, claiming 
back the lost data because it is “data you paid for” (2015). The viewer is 
instructed on how to use this data, but rather than directing us toward
charitable or civic uses, Kardashian implores us to view more of her selfies.
Kardashian’s status as a noted narcissist is reflexively referenced, the 
advertisement frames Kardashian as heroically self-absorbed and concerned 
only with reflecting on her own image, and showing off her own excessive 
consumption and leisured lifestyle. The advertisement uses Kardashian’s
image as a narcissist to stage a critique of the type of celebrity defined by 
Goodman and Barnes as “development celebrity” (2011, p. 71), exposing the 
practice by replacing the spectacle of impassioned care with the repetition of a 
spectacle of narcissism and apathy, revealing the latter as a performance 
which works to obscure the ways it flatters both the performer and the viewer.
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It is, of course, important to remember that this is an advertising campaign, 
and Kardashian’s reflexive image in the advertisement is an example of how 
contemporary advertising courts hot-button debates and controversies. Doing 
so works to gain an image of edgy knowingness, and keeps the discourse
focused on the level of mediation and consumption. The campaign is an 
example of how capitalist interests work to insert themselves into public 
debate and direct its flow to meet with and further their objectives. 
The mediation of Toxic Celebrity in opinion genre texts posits the cultural 
reproduction of ethnicity, heteronormativity, and gender as endangered, and 
this works to privilege these categories of identity as vital and necessarily 
unchanging. Contemporary performances of narcissism have the potential to 
function as an embodied resistance to, or critique of cultural reproduction, and 
also to operate as a tactic which highlights and resists the privileging of 
patriarchal hierarchies of value. But the texts I have studied in this chapter, 
which work to frame Toxic Celebrity in this way, tend to work to disassociate 
the performance of narcissism from a radical political agenda, and instead
relocate its meaning either to the level of psychology, through fantasies of 
escape, or at the level of identity, through personal consumption. In the “save 
the data” advertisement, narcissism is an identity that a consumer can choose 
to take on, and manifest through consumption practices. In The Kardashians,
viewers can imagine that the contortions that time crisis living forces on 
contemporary life could be made revisable with the right kind of celebrity 
privilege. This is, however, a criticism of texts which are produced to profit 
from performances of narcissism, and the more strategic and on-the-go uses of 
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narcissism by audiences may yet have the potential to deviate from, and 
contest, these meanings.
Such contestations may be used to critique the ways that contemporary media 
diagnose culture, and the assumptions about cultural reproduction it makes. 
The discourse of Toxic Celebrity is used in contemporary accounts as a 
vehicle to interrogate the telos of Western Capitalism. The opinion genre 
pieces analysed in this chapter often attempt to ask important questions that 
criticise the ways that Western capitalism idealises the individual, and rewards 
expressions of individual achievement. But the construction of Toxic
Celebrity in these arguments draws on gendered denigration to mark these 
doubts. Gendered hierarchies of value are thereby reaffirmed, and the solution 
to possible crisis is imagined to be the re-establishment of morals, and 
renewed focus on personal achievement measured through extrinsic value 
judgments.
Calls to a return to linearity and status quo not only favour the reproduction of 
ways of being and thinking, they also rule out possibilities which are not yet 
thinkable. And although the use of embodiments of narcissism as a strategic 
device may yet have limited value as a form of empowerment, it can be 
thought of as a form of reaching out to an unknowable future. It may yet be 
impossible to imagine how prescriptive gender norms will be more than 
temporarily undermined, or what that future will look like, but it can be 
presumed that the anxiety and shame gendered identities produce would 
dissipate. Forms of contrived and strategically performed, celebrated, or 
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imagined enactments of narcissism may be a way to imagine what this would 
feel like, even if it is a limited and temporary fix, and even if it is hard to see 
it as part of developments that might bringing about that future. 
The next chapter examines in greater depth the ways that feelings are 
produced as gendered, by analysing the mediation of feminised crisis as a 
personal, psychological, burden. Taken together, the next two chapters 
analyse the ways that the discourse of Toxic Celebrity expresses anxieties 
about the reproduction of gendered, raced and classed identities, by figuring 
the body of the Toxic Celebrity as a site of disease, abjection, and fascination.
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5. 
Toxic Celebrity and Discourses of Mental Health and Self-Help
Toxic Celebrity imagines female celebrities to be overly emotional in the 
midst of, or on the verge of, mental breakdown. Tabloid and popular 
journalism regularly record and dissect representations of celebrity in 
emotional crisis, examining their appearance and actions for signs that they 
may have lost control of their mental health. The figure of the Toxic Celebrity
is frequently imagined through the discourse of mental illness, which 
constructs her as an embodiment of the madness side of the reason/madness 
nexus of Foucauldian thought (1961). Toxic Celebrity is mediated by 
strategies which attempt to contain and rationalise madness as a stable 
discourse which structures reality. Contemporary critics, whose analysis
focuses on young female celebrities, who themselves are represented in ways 
that construct their behaviour as signs of mental illness, have argued that one 
of these strategies is the use of meritocratic discourses of mental illness which 
work to police and discipline “bad girl” behaviours (Bell, 2008, p.57). Others
argue that popular representations of female celebrity frame mental illness as 
tragic, while obscuring the power relations which produce understandings of 
mental illness (Harper, 2011, p.318). This chapter explores these insights, but 
it also argues that the discourse of Toxic Celebrity can at times produce 
ambivalences about the meaning and place of gendered conceptions of mental 
illness in contemporary Western culture.
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Toxic Celebrity emerges in the context of an increased production and interest 
in images and stories relating to celebrity “meltdowns” (Gorin & Dubied, 
2011, p.613). While this heightened level of interest in images of celebrities in 
the throes of mental distress appears to be relatively new, the themes and 
concerns that they express originate in wider discourses relating to gender and 
mental illness. Foucault argues that mental illness has historically served a 
social and economic function in the Western imaginary, and feminists such as 
Elaine Showalter argue that women are particularly subject to being conflated 
with madness (1987, p.4). Emma Bell relates this specifically to young female 
celebrities, arguing that the contemporary framing of “bad girl” female 
celebrities as mentally ill works to police the boundaries of normative 
femininity (2008, p.57).
In this chapter I argue that the Toxic Celebrity complicates contemporary 
conceptions of mental health and femininity. One of the ways that it does this 
is through its development within the media phenomena of the flashpoint. 
Within the context of the flashpoint, the image of the Toxic Celebrity as
emotional, as suffering from the effects of mental illness, becomes an image 
of excess, and works to evade narratives of illness and the work of 
containment and rationalisation that they do. Earlier chapters have pointed to 
the ways that the figure of the Toxic Celebrity often works in excess of the 
cultural mores they are ostensibly illustrating, which is why they are often 
best made sense of using the melodramatic mode of expression used by many
women’s magazines, and why they are so often used to illustrate a sense of 
crisis around the practices of the neoliberal self. This chapter focuses more 
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directly on the notion of excess, using Judith Butler’s theories of psychic 
excess (1997). This chapter argues that the Toxic Celebrity acts as an 
embodied representation of psychic excess: the aspect of the subject that is in 
excess of the logic which forms it. Psychic excess expresses ambivalence 
about the dominant power relations which work to form and maintain 
coherent – and mentally healthy – subjectivities (1997, p. 17-18).
Case Studies: Amy Winehouse and Lindsay Lohan
The case studies explored in this chapter are Amy Winehouse and Lindsay 
Lohan. It is important here to first note that it is not possible, nor prudent, to 
make an argument about whether these celebrities suffer from a diagnosable 
form of mental illness, and this chapter does not set out to do that. Rather, it 
aims to explore critically case studies of celebrities who are represented in 
ways that discursively link them to mental illness. The case studies used here 
have been chosen because they were linked particularly emphatically with 
mental illness: Amy Winehouse’s sudden death cemented the image of her as 
a mentally ill addict in popular media. Her death, apparently from possible 
alcohol poisoning, meant she had, as The Guardian put it, “become myth”
(Gold, 2011). Furthermore, Winehouse and Lohan were both rumoured on at 
least one occasion to be on their way to involuntarily being committed to a 
mental health institution (TMZ, 2010), a space which, according to Simon 
Cross, continues to exist in the popular imagination as a provocative 
evocation of the separation of mental health from mental illness (2010, p.11) . 
To further analyse this, it is first necessary to explore what is at stake with the 
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construction of particular celebrities as mentally ill, which I will begin by 
charting the construction of mental health as a discourse which has shaped 
Western culture.
Mental Illness in the Western Cultural Imaginary
I am using the term mental illness as a catch-all for the various terms and 
definitions used within discourses of mental illness. Mental illness has not 
always been seen in Western culture as a mental condition, and even then the 
meaning of mental and illness have modified and shifted over time. The figure 
of the mentally ill person in Western culture has, as Andrew Scull observes,
been given “changing physical form… [and] mutable moral valence” (2004, 
p.419). Scull also observes that mental illness has had changing functions and 
symbolic significance for psychiatrists, psychologists, law makers, and 
sociologists as well as for artists, media, and other cultural producers (2004, 
p.419). Medical, psychiatric, psychological, and, sociological, and legal 
frameworks which concern themselves with mental health all have historically 
had difficulty maintaining a sense of mental illness as a stable, coherent 
construct: As Anne Rogers and David Pilgrim argue, definitions of mental 
illness are affected by the social context in which they appear, and these
definitions are value laden and reflective of the social norms of the given 
context (2010, p.11).
There is no universally accepted definition of mental illness, and 
contemporary authorative texts conceive of it vaguely as involving,
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“disturbances of thought, experience, and emotion serious enough to cause 
functional impairment in people, making it more difficult for them to sustain 
interpersonal relationships and carry on their jobs, and sometimes leading to 
self-destructive behavior and even suicide” (Stanford Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy 2012). Here, mental illness may involve various “disturbances” of 
thought, action, and emotion, but what is more clear in this definition is which 
social functions are seen as key within contemporary Western culture, with
the foregrounding of the ability to “carry on” with roles within capitalist 
labour production being notable. 
Mental health is similarly not universally defined. Rogers and Pilgrim argue 
that the contemporary Western concept of mental health emerges both within 
contemporary government health policies, and as a theme taken up by policy 
makers and the wider public, as an ideal for individuals and the general 
public. Rogers and Pilgrim argue that the promotion of mental health indicate 
that the concept of mental health tends to include recurring strands: happiness, 
the right to freedom and productivity, the absence of mental illness, and the 
fulfillment of an individual’s emotional, intellectual and spiritual potential 
(Rogers and Pilgrim, 2010, p.262).
These strands define the popular understanding of mental health, and have an 
effect on policy, even though, as Rogers and Pilgrim point out, in the case of 
happiness at least, it is probably far from an attainable norm. Happiness is 
even clinically considered to be arguably a form of mental abnormality: 
Rogers and Pilgrim quote Bentall who says happiness is “statistically 
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abnormal, consists of a discrete cluster of symptoms, is associated with a 
range of cognitive abnormalities, and probably reflects the abnormal
functioning of the central nervous system” (1992, p.94). Nevertheless, Rogers 
and Pilgrim note that the definitions of mental health which relate to public 
policy and popular understanding of mental health rely on this or similar 
assumptions of an idealised state of mental wellbeing which includes but is 
not limited to the absence of mental illness.
These socially produced ideas of mental illness incorporate (to a varying 
degree within any given context) the imperatives of each of these frameworks, 
as well as the history of mental illness as a designation. For instance, as 
cultural historian Sander Gilman notes, mental illness was referred to as 
melancholia by the ancient Greeks (approx. 8thC BC - 600AD) and through 
to the Renaissance (14th-17th century), and was thought to be a bodily disorder, 
caused by a dominance of black bile throughout the body (Gilman, 1985, p.
219). Whereas by the late 19th century it was thought by many medical 
practitioners to be a disease of the brain, a view which was then challenged by 
practitioner/theorists like Freud, who, according to Gilman focused on the 
emotions as the centre of mental illness (1985, 225).
Beliefs about causation have an effect on attitudes towards mental illness. For 
instance, the development of psychological perspectives included the 
evaluations of theorists like Freud, who argued that we are all subject to 
mental illness, to varying degrees. In contrast, the Frankfurt School theorists 
in the 1930s and 1940s like Erich Fromm, argued that social norms were 
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increasingly life-negating, and that the designation of mental illness was part 
of a “pathology of normalcy” (cited in Rogers and Pilgrim, 2010, p.14). What
is clear from examining construction of mental illness is that the figure of the 
mentally ill person is highly contested, and subject to often contradicting 
interests and ideological frameworks. This is particularly significant because,
as is argued by Scull, historically, much of the focus on the mentally ill has 
framed them as agents of social and moral chaos, or at least as requiring 
containment in order to care for them (2004, pp.417-8).
Michel Foucault, in his archeological analysis of madness, argued that the 
mentally ill are separated not just physically from society, but also by a break 
in language that occurred over the course of the shift to confine and define the 
mentally ill. Foucault calls this the “reason-madness nexus” and it is, for 
Foucault, part of what makes Western culture original (1967, p.xiii). This 
began to develop at the end of the middle ages, when the establishments that 
contained lepers closed down, but the meaning and social importance of the 
dangerous outcast from society that they represented remained. Madness took 
over the symbolic meaning of the leper within the imaginary of European 
societies (1967, p.4). The unreason of the madman was signaled through their 
exclusion. The mad became part of a number of ritual exiles, starting with the 
ad-hoc requisitioning of “ships of fools” (1967, p.4). Sending the mad off on 
these ships organised them, symbolically and literally into a liminal position: 
The mad were kept confined in the cultural imaginary to the threshold, to the 
point of passage (1967, pp. 8-9). The exclusion and fear of the figure of the 
madman persisted because, Foucault argues, their unreason and menace stood 
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in for the ambiguity and “dizzying unreason” (1967, pp. 8-9) of the changing 
world.
Later, in the Renaissance era, madness supplanted pride in the cultural 
imaginary as the root of man’s vices, and the mad were seen as leading the 
“joyous throng of human weakness” (Foucault, 1967, p. 21). Foucault argues 
that this was because of the relation that madness had attained to knowledge: 
madness as a form of knowledge presents an esoteric and closed off reality. 
The madman’s separation from society and reason means the mad man knows 
a reality that is inaccessible to outsiders (1967, pp.18-19). This knowledge 
served a symbolic function, because in the Renaissance, contrary to the way it 
is contemporarily imagined as a time of enlightenment and reason, positioned 
knowledge as sinful and absurd. Knowledge was false learning, and in 
satirical works from this era madness is the punishment of the ignorant 
presumption of knowledge acquisition (1967, pp.22-23).
The meaning and significance of madness has shifted over time but traces of 
this lineage persist, and madness has consistently been culturally important in 
the West. Foucault argues that these cultural shifts have worked to gradually 
cement the exclusion of the mad, which eventually involved confinement to 
mental institutions and the inauguration of the fields of psychiatry and 
psychology (1967, p.4). Foucault argues that the cultural importance of 
madness is in its opposition to reason and order. It communicates with the 
world as a universalised opposition to normative thinking and behaviour, and 
is expressed through the language of disease. Madness can no longer speak
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back to reason, because its separation is so complete that it can only be made 
sense of through the abstraction of disease. There is no common language 
between madness and not-madness: In the contemporary West there is only 
medical language to account for what is now called mental illness, and this 
cannot facilitate communication, because it is not a language of madness but a 
“monologue by reason about madness” [emphasis mine] (Fouacault, 1967, p. 
xii).
The contemporary function of madness also relates to Foucault’s theories of 
the control system. The opposition of reason and unreason, of mental health 
and mental illness functions to regulate the minds and bodies of citizen 
subjects because it is one of the ways that we are prevailed upon to self-
monitor and self-discipline. In capitalist Western societies, control is not 
ordinarily exacted from without by an external force. Instead control is
exacted by the promotion norms, and naturalisation of these norms, so that the 
individual will be compelled to conform in order to avoid censure and to gain 
acceptance and success (Bartky 1997, p.132). Madness is outside of the norm, 
and so must be guarded against by self-observation and an awareness of the 
signs of disease.
What Foucault doesn’t address is the ways in which mental illness is gendered 
within the cultural imaginary. Feminist philosophers such as Elaine Showalter 
and Mary Russo argue that the dualistic nature of Western linguistics and 
thought draw women into a binary which aligns femininity with madness, and 
men with rationality (Russo, 1995, p.2) (Showalter, 1985, p.3). The feminine 
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is positioned on the madness side of the reason/madness nexus. This binary is 
thoroughly naturalised within language and other recognised representational 
forms, and intimately entwined with their basic structure. 
This gendered imbalance is also present in contemporary medical discourses. 
Rogers and Pilgrim point out that women are over-represented in mental 
illness statistics, in spite of being under-represented in terms of the types of 
acute illnesses that require tertiary or secondary care, meaning that they are 
largely over-represented in the kinds of mental illness that are not normally 
referred to specialist services. These include some specifically gendered 
diagnoses such as postpartum depression, but also significantly from an over-
representation in diagnoses such as anxiety, depression, and Post Traumatic 
Stress Disorder (PTSD) (Rogers and Pilgrim 2005, p.63).
Ruth Bankey argues that the historical and contemporary diagnosis of these 
disorders to women is very much linked to the cultural image of the woman as 
irrational and pathological. She argues that they affect and contribute to each 
other, forming an “intertwined genealogy” (2001, p.37). Elaine Showalter 
explains that, while it is possible to argue that the high rate of diagnosis of 
certain types of mental illness is because of the stresses of their social 
situation, and misogyny within the psychiatric profession, the cultural 
tradition that represents women as madness adds to and motivates these 
factors (2001, p.37). 
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Within the Dualistic nature of Western languages and cultural imaginary, 
women are represented on the side of irrationality, mutability, nature, and the 
body, whereas men are on the side of reason, intelligence, culture, and the 
mind. Ruth Bankey argues that the yoking of femininity to irrationality means 
that,
[t]he feminine, and consequentially women, have been pathologised as 
unstable, deceitful, naturally inferior and irrational. This is a recurring 
theme within traditional Western medical culture and practice. And 
while twentieth- century medical practice has attempted to dispel itself 
of this patriarchal legacy, traces and ghosts of this pathology remain 
and are reinscribed onto contemporary subjectivities, identities and 
bodies. (2001, pp. 37-38)
Bankey argues that one of the outcomes of the construction of femininity as 
pathological is that many disorders attributed to women have historically also 
been conflated with femininity. The prime example of this is hysteria, the 
diagnosis of which, Bankey argues, used a characteristically circular logic, 
diagnosing women as hysterical by defining hysteria as feminine. 
In her analysis of the diagnosis Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia (PDA), 
Bankey argues that the reinscription of femininity as pathological onto the 
contemporary subjectivities and identities of women translates into a fear of 
being seen to be hysterical, or hyperfeminine, or losing control publicly 
(2001, p.38). The emergence of disorders such as PDA is also in agreement 
with Bordo’s contention that within the construction of disorders ascribed to 
women, “we find the body of the sufferer deeply inscribed with an ideological 
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construction of femininity emblematic of the period in question” (Bordo 1993, 
p.168). Bordo argues that the psychopathologies within a given culture are 
“characteristic expressions” (1993, p.141) of that culture. They are less an 
extreme expression of personal character than an overdetermined symptom of 
the concerns of their culture (1993, p.141). The example of PDA can be seen 
here as a reaction to and reiteration of the image of irrational femininity, an 
example of how the inscription of the irrational feminine works to “further 
rewrite and reproduce these bodies as sites of struggle” (Bankey 2001, p. 38).
Mental Illness and Contemporary Popular Journalism
Although popular journalism doesn’t tend to concern itself with mental illness 
per-se, it does increasingly make use of self-help discourses (Blackman, 2010,
p.20). These discourses presuppose the citizen subject that is produced by the 
reason-madness nexus. Drawing on the work of Nikolas Rose, Lisa Blackman 
argues that self-help is a particular kind of cultural logic, and one which 
permeates almost all forms of public life. Rose argues that self-help operates 
by a “fiction of autonomous self-hood” (cited in Blackman, 2010, p.20) which 
assumes and requires that people are individually responsible for their mental 
health. This logic is an iteration of the system of rewards and punishments of 
the control system that Foucault describes: the projected rewards are 
happiness, professional success, and satisfaction in intimate personal 
relationships (1979, p.180). Blackman argues that stories of women who 
cannot or will not achieve this type of success are marked out as pathological, 
and the most significant pattern in these texts is one in which women are 
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“faced with the necessity of self-transformation and psychological reinvention 
to achieve success” (2010, p. 23).
The discourse of Toxic Celebrity is imbricated with the discourses of mental 
health and the cultural logic of self-help. Bell’s analysis of ladette and power
girl celebrity figures in UK in the late 1990s and early 2000s is instructive for 
conceptualising how this plays out in more recent, times. Constructions of 
ladette and power girl celebrities were characterised slightly differently than 
Toxic Celebrity, in that while Toxic Celebrity imagines female celebrities as 
idle and famous for nothing, ladette and power girl celebrity figures were self-
proclaimed (or framed as self-proclaimed) postfeminists, actively promoting a 
version of femininity “marked by assertiveness, provocation, and 
success”(2011, p.199). Additionally, where the discourse of Toxic Celebrity is
applied to a range of (other Western, capitalist) contexts, “ladette” and “girl 
power” celebrities were strongly associated with British pop culture in the late 
1990s and early 2000s. While critics such as Rosalind Coward argued that 
these identities were a “declawed and market driven caricature of the more 
earnestly feminist and political Riot Grrrl movement” (cited in Bell, 2011, 
p.200), they did present a popular form of identity that was at least in some 
way unfeminine in its affirmation of unabashed enthusiasm for professional 
and recreational satisfactions including alcohol, drugs, and sex (2011, p. 200).
Despite these differences in the way that the lifestyles and attitudes of ladette 
and power girl celebrity figures were conceived, the discursive strategies used 
to make sense of them, as analysed by Bell, highlights how transgressions of 
femininity are linked to madness in contemporary accounts of female 
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celebrities.
Bell argues that, in contemporary constructions of female celebrities, 
“apparent transgressions of ‘acceptable’ femininity that are represented as 
‘bad girl’ excesses are increasingly being reframed as symptoms of ‘mad girl’ 
mental distress” (Bell 2011, p.199). While laddettes and power girls were 
expected to embody a bolder and more independent version of femininity, this 
was also framed as a necessarily failed identity, and many of the former 
power girls and ladettes have since distanced themselves from this label. The 
bad girl trope that these identities embody is constructed in hindsight not as a 
hero who transgresses constrictive gender norms, but as a tragic casualty of an 
unstable identity (2011, p.201). Their transgressions are re-framed as 
expressions of pathology, and, for the female celebrities who formerly self-
identified as ladettes and power girls, trying to distance themselves from this 
construction necessarily means pathologising feminism and expressing 
alienation from feminist discourses (2011, p.220). And as Valerie Walkerdine 
argues, the expectation to be self-directed and in complete control of mental 
health in contemporary culture continues to sit alongside sexist, racist, 
classist, and homophobic discourses which pathologise women (1996, p.145).
In the previous chapter I touched on feminist responses to self-help discourses 
in magazines. Lisa Blackman’s 2010 study focuses quite specifically on 
psychological discourses, and looks at a wider range of magazines. Blackman 
argues that in these texts women are asked to distance themselves from 
discourses of the feminine which align women with emotional neediness and 
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dependence on romantic relationships with men, as a way of affirming 
themselves as self-directed in terms of their mental and emotional health. Yet 
this labour of self-directed transformation is also given as the means by which 
women will actually gain greater success and satisfaction in these very areas 
(2010, p. 24). Blackman argues that these popular texts, in playing out the 
dilemmas that women face, use presentational strategies which conceptualise 
the different and competing discourses of contemporary femininity by 
directing women to solve these tensions and conflicts through self-
transformation (2010, p. 24).
The discourse of Toxic Celebrity constructs a conception of femininity in 
crisis, including crises of mental health and well-being. The Toxic Celebrity is
an embodiment of the potential failures that the successful woman of 
postfeminist discourse might fall into. Their excesses, which include 
professional failures, tears, intoxication, breakdowns, and relationship 
meltdowns, are highly visible in the contemporary media landscape. These 
displays signal a loss of control, a lack of direction, and an unwillingness or 
inability to keep up, or stay on track, with the demands of contemporary 
femininity. Toxic celebrities are constructed to present an inverse image of the 
contemporary “fiction of autonomous self-hood” (Blackman, 2010, p.20).
The mediation of Lindsay Lohan’s celebrity image, provides a good example 
of how this plays out. Media attention continues, as of the time of writing this 
thesis, to focus on diagnosing Lohan with failures to overcome personal 
struggles, and with pointing to ways these problems have stalled her career.
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Lohan is frequently cast as attempting to avoid psychological intervention for 
these problems, and with refusing to take seriously the self-transformations
that media texts prescribe. Lohan began her career as the star of a number of 
family friendly films, including Disney produced comedies such as Parent
Trap (1998), Freaky Friday (2002), and Herbie: Fully Loaded (2005). By 
2006 Lohan seemed to be making the transition from child star to more adult 
roles, but by 2007 she was reported to have been arrested twice for Driving
Under the Influence (DUI) charges, and had stints in rehab. The contrast of 
this with her former image as a wholesome Disney star began to attract 
attention (Leopold, 2010). In more recent years, drug related probation 
violations and theft charges have meant that Lohan was apparently “too 
difficult to insure” (Kaufman 2010), and her career as an actress, at the time
of writing, has more or less stalled.
Lohan is frequently framed as being irresponsible in terms of her mental 
health. For instance, when a story that TMZ had reported in 2010, which 
quoted a source at the Los Angeles Police Department that claimed that they
had considered a 5150 hold on Lohan, New York Daily News argued that such 
a hold was necessary because “the actress refuses to take ownership of her 
substance abuse problems.” (Roberts, 2010). In the same month, When Lohan 
was caught falling over by paparazzi, and explained in a Tweet that she had 
been “pushed into a large, sharp plant by crazy paparazzi!!!” (TMZ 2010), 
TMZ concluded that she was “making excuses for her erratic behavior and 
refusing to acknowledge her problem.” (TMZ 2010). The Hollywood Gossip
reported that Lohan was working on a fashion venture, called 6126 and argued 
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that “instead of 6126, they should rename it 5150, as in the code for 
involuntary psychiatric holds placed on hospital patients (a la Britney Spears),
’cause she needs it.” (2010).
Such goading and sensationalist portrayals of what is simultaneously framed 
as a serious health issue is an example of what Kirsty Fairclough calls “bitch 
culture” (2008, p.1). Bitch culture, according to Kirsty Fairclough, is a 
contemporary mode of address in popular media, typified by a “cynical 
awareness of the production of celebrity culture [which] encourage[s] us to 
question the mechanisms through which we are positioned as consumers” 
(2008, p.1). The gossip blog Crushable provides another example, reporting 
on a defamation lawsuit Lohan had started against a company called E-Trade,
who had suggested that the “crazy lawsuit” had come about because Lohan
was no longer receiving the protection of the high power publicist she had 
recently dropped, and E-Trade continued to then suggest that a powerful 
publicist was able to make their clients “seem less crazy than when left to 
their own devices” (2010). 
Fairclough argues that this mode of address allows the writer to take on a 
bitchy persona, a celebratory reclamation of the term taken to mean 
confidence, self-assurance, and focus (Fairclough 2008, p.10). According to 
Fairclough, this mode of address, rather than celebrating other so-called
bitches, tends to rely on its being directed at female celebrities that are seen as 
failing to conform to normative femininity. The above example from 
Crushable does this. In exposing the publicity machine, which keeps 
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apparently unstable celebrities in the spotlight, the bitchy persona requires the 
writer to pathologise Lohan, and in doing so police her actions as those of a 
crazy person who is a danger to herself. Fairclough argues that criticism of the 
celebrity industry, and of celebrities as aspirational models in bitch culture, is
limited to the denigration of celebrities who do not “rigidly conform to [a] 
limited range of representational tropes” (2008, p.19).
Bitch culture finds its most complete expression in gossip blogs, but the 
rhetoric of bitch culture also has considerable influence on how celebrity is 
engaged with in other formats (2008, p.1). Fairclough argues that train-wreck
celebrities, in their capacity as non-aspirational figures, function within media 
as objects of derision and judgment, and their physical and psychological state 
is policed in minute detail (2008, p.5). Using the example of the “baby bump 
watch” phenomenon, Fairclough argues that a bitch culture, instigated by 
gossip blogging, produces discourses of dissection and judgment which act as 
“a reminder to all women that, while we may look up to celebrities, we must 
consume correctly and become obsessive about our own bodies” [emphasis in 
original] (2008, p.6).
The discourse of Toxic Celebrity is perhaps most visible in the textual
strategies of bitch culture, where celebrities are openly castigated for being 
crazy, and femininity is conceived of as a kind of minefield, where possible 
miss-steps are graphically signposted by images of celebrities, with their open 
wounds exposed, as warnings. The discourse of Toxic Celebrity also
structures less overt forms of disciplining. Mediated discourse also uses less 
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obviously disparaging strategies, which often position the figure of the Toxic
Celebrity as a tragic and unstable figure, one who should be pitied rather than 
belittled. But also as a warning of what pitfalls should be avoided. 
According to Stephen Harper, this comparative tendency amounts to an 
“elaboration of meritocratic discourse” (2011, p.318). Contemporary Western 
notions of meritocracy have come to be applied directly to mental illness. The 
notion of mental health is conceived of as a personal battle, a battle that must 
be won, which means that there are winners and losers. This fits within the 
contemporary culture of self-help which Lisa Blackman discusses. She argues 
that “[t]he desire to empower oneself … becomes a key process through 
which the democratic citizen is produced, maintained, and encouraged. (2010, 
p.20). Women in particular are drawn in to this discourse of self-help, and are 
encouraged to see the set of practices and beliefs espoused by self-help texts 
as a cure-all for winning the various battles of life, including mental health 
(2010, p.21). Harper argues that texts marketed at women often engage with
mental illness using a melodramatic mode of expression, focusing on the 
embattled celebrity as a loser, or potential loser, of the mental health war:
often directing sympathy towards these losers rather than scorn and derision 
(2011, p.318). Harper notes that accounts of mental illness across media are 
common because narratives of mental illness are easily digestible. They fit (or 
are shaped to fit) into recognisable and comforting narrative structures. In 
these accounts, normal mental health is given as equilibrium, the development 
of mental illness is framed as disequilibrium, and finally recovery is presented 
as the new equilibrium of the completed story. (Harper, 2011, p.103)
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Figure 21: Amy Winehouse Performing Live
Amy Winehouse’s celebrity is frequently drawn into such narratives. 
Winehouse was a pop singer whose first major international hit, Rehab
(2006), reportedly chronicled events in her life, where she was asked to enter
drug rehabilitation by her record company (Jeffery, 2007; Reuters, 2008).
Winehouse was imagined through mental health discourses from the 
beginning of her international fame. The song, and its apparent connection to 
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her mental health crossed the boundaries of public and private, and reception 
of her celebrity image located both her work and her celebrity within the 
realms of the emotionally out-of-control celebrity. Winehouse was already a 
professional success, and her music was already critically acclaimed within 
the UK, with Mercury Prize nominated debut album behind her, but it wasn’t 
until Rehab entered the charts that Winehouse reached a wide audience, and 
simultaneously became tabloid fodder. The album became a best seller, and 
the blues-soul sound and lyrical content of the album became inextricably
linked with her image as a heart-broken woman whose abuse of drugs and 
alcohol was effecting her mental health and jeopardizing her career.
Following the release of the album, Winehouse’s health was cited as the 
reason she cancelled tour dates in 2007, and she then also admitted to mental 
health issues in interviews (Eliscu, 2007). Early in 2008 she entered rehab 
(Times, 2008). Later that year, her manager and her father reportedly 
attempted to have her involuntarily committed to a psychiatric facility 
(Goody, 2012). Two years of relative silence followed, until 2011 when, after 
a failed attempt to revive her career by taking on live performances, 
Winehouse died in her home from what was thought to be alcohol poisoning 
(Goody, 2012).
In interviews, Winehouse initially repudiated the alignment of her image with 
addiction, stating that her problem was not drugs and alcohol but that she was 
“love sick” (Rollings 2007), a jarring insistence on a more traditionally 
feminine form of mental distress. This claim is in agreement with the content 
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of her hit album Back to Black (2006), which frequently linked love to 
addiction. Winehouse’s assertions of love sickness can thus be seen as a way 
to try to control the narratives of mental illness that surrounded her, and turn 
them into creative (and financial) wins. The songs on Back to Black are
confessional in style, and work to create the image of the singer as in the 
midst of self-destructive love with the wrong men.
Figure 22: Amy Winehouse Performs at the Grammys in 2008
Back to Black frames love as emotional dependency – the song Tears Dry on 
Their Own (2006), for example, is a narrative of submission told by an 
unhappy mistress, with the narrator telling herself that she knows she should 
have more self-esteem, but instead she “fuck[s] [herself] in the head with 
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stupid men”. The popular conflation of her music with her image was not lost 
on the writer for Reuters who described her music as “provid[ing] an 
unfortunate soundtrack to the very public decline of a promising talent”
(2008), even as the album won her awards at the Grammys.
Perhaps because of the particularly strong sense of autobiography in 
Winehouse’s music, and its emotional affect, some media texts aligned her 
with mental illness in ways that framed it as a mitigating factor: mental 
distress and addiction were responsible for her problems, and only recovery 
from that could change her course. For instance, a People article in 2009 uses 
the pretense of an unnamed and unsubstantiated “friend” to declare that, “She 
has had to cope with some huge problems, including her marriage of course,” 
(Perry, 2009). And, in the tabloid magazine Famous the same technique is 
used to frame Winehouse as suffering through a codependent relationship, 
saying that “Amy was moaning to pals about how it was a nightmare trying to 
concentrate… because Blake was always on her mind”. This is then linked to 
a purported failure to self-manage her life and her career. According to the so-
called source:
[s]he is now banned from heavy nights out and is obliged to work in 
the studio for a certain number of hours a day. She'll also have to 
follow a strict daily routine and be monitored to make sure she is 
sleeping and eating well (Famous, 2009).
Here it is indicated that failure to cope means a loss of autonomy, indicating 
the dangers of being designated as mentally ill. The language used here 
emphasises control and discipline – Winehouse is required to follow a strict 
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daily routine, to be monitored. These techniques are not overtly criticised, but 
they are given as obligation, suggesting that the control exerted on those 
labeled mentally ill can be oppressive and disempowering.
Within self-help narratives, the figure of the Toxic Celebrity can function as a 
tragic figure, if one who is at times portrayed sympathetically. In the example 
above, this sympathy extends to an implied criticism of the oppressive 
management of the body of the celebrity. But, this criticism is problematic. As 
Harper argues, even representations of mental illness which are ostensibly 
sympathetic rely on an understanding of mental illness that remain within a 
firmly middle class framework, defined by calls to individualistic personal 
battles and “impl[y] that the problems of life – and the causes of mental 
distress – are attributable to thwarted romantic and career objectives” (2006,
p.318). In the case of Winehouse, her tumultuous marriage and performance 
failures, are seen as directly feeding into one another – Winehouse “can’t 
concentrate” because her husband is “always on her mind”, and this is given 
as the cause for mental distress and a loss of autonomy.
In expressing the idea of mental anguish, these texts also frequently refer to 
the celebrity’s career successes in the past tense. For instance, tabloid 
magazine NW reported on a badly received comeback in 2011, but rather than 
focusing on the reception of her music, which is described briefly as a 
“disastrous drunken performance”, the article focuses on the spectacle of 
Winehouse weeping onstage, offering paparazzi images and video, and stating 
that she was “in the headlines for all the wrong reasons” (NW, 2011).
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Depictions like the above are sympathetic, but, are ultimately disempowering. 
According to Harper, the depiction of the mentally ill as disempowered and
tragic trivialises the experiences of non-celebrities with mental illness. He 
also argues that these representations are highly raced and classed. Such 
narratives deal largely with moneyed white women who have access to a level 
of voluntary care, such as private rehab clinics and expensive therapies, which 
is not within the reach of most of those who culture interprets through the 
reason-madness nexus (2006, p.323). Moreover, texts which attempt to 
present celebrities as having diminished responsibility, by framing them as 
disempowered, reduce them to being the object of mental health discourses 
rather than to their being an active speaking subject, much the same as bitch
culture interpretations do. The figure of the mentally ill celebrity is therefore 
placed firmly on the madness side of the reason-madness nexus and is, like 
the early incarnations of madness which Foucault anaylses, imagined at the 
point of passage in terms of her ability to access and be understood in 
discourse.
So far I have described two seemingly competing but actually complementary 
strategies media employ to describe female celebrities and frame them as 
toxic in relation to mental health. One strategy casts the figure of the Toxic
Celebrity as irresponsible, as abandoning or as not striving hard enough to
achieve the work of self-directed mental transformation. The other strategy
frames the celebrity as a tragic or romantic figure, one whose loss in the battle
for mental health should be viewed with sympathy. Both views place mental 
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health in a meritocratic landscape, in which health is conceived as a personal, 
individual struggle. This is significant, because, as theorists such as Dana 
Cloud and Wendy Brown argue, the representation of mental illness as an 
affliction which extends only as far as personal, individual struggle, obscures 
wider issues of power (Brown, 1995, p.390; Cloud, 1998, p.xi). 
The discourse of Toxic Celebrity articulates the contradictions of 
contemporary idealised femininity, and this includes the modes of address 
within popular texts described above, which ask women to resolve the 
ambivalences and contradictions created by the tensions between competing 
expectations through their own labour (Blackman 2010, p.24). It is tempting 
to dismiss the potential of representations of toxic celebrities to challenge 
popular understandings of either mental illness or the institutions that shape 
the figure of the over-emotional or mad woman. The Toxic Celebrity seems to 
be so frequently trapped under the weight of layers of moral judgment, 
absorbed into expressions of the mentally ill as hopeless and helpless, or 
narratives that cast them as cautionary figures. The public struggles of these 
celebrities also highlight the problematic nature of the mental health 
discourses which promote mental illness as discrete and private, rather than 
widespread and the result of material inequalities and social pressures.
As imbricated within self-help and mental illness as the discourse of Toxic
Celebrity is, it also constructs a compelling figure, and one which is used at 
times in ways that enable expressions of ambivalence and protest. In these 
instances, the figure of the Toxic Celebrity framed in ways that imagine her as 
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part of a tradition of representation, in which the figure of the mad woman
acts as a form of dissent. Literary critics such as Gilbert and Gubar have 
argued that madness, as a literary device for writers as varied as Charlotte
Bronte, Emily Dickinson, and Sylvia Plath, has allowed these authors to 
protest the physical and psychological oppression enacted on women, and 
express the effects of the subjugation of women by patriarchal power 
structures (1979, p.xi). 
An early example of the figure of the mad woman as ambivalent comes from 
Mary Wollstonecraft’s Maria: or, The Wrongs of Woman (1797), in which the 
narrator is institutionalised by her husband so that he can control her and her 
fortune. Elaine Showalter argues that the narrator comes to see the asylum she 
is trapped in - a mansion of despair- as symbolic of all the patriarchal 
institutions that police the behaviour of women, making the mental asylum 
indistinguishable from the “vast prison” of the world (1987, p.1). Annette 
Schlichter argues that an archeology of feminism and madness in 
representation reveals a tendency toward seeing mad women as victims and 
rebels of patriarchal power. She argues that the figure of the mad woman is a 
site of cultural critique within the patriarchal representational order (2003, 
p.309).
Showalter cautions however that there is a danger in turning these figures into
rebellious heroes. Shoshanna Felman states that madness is “quite the 
opposite of rebellion. Madness is the impasse confronting those whom 
cultural conditioning has deprived the very means of protest or self-
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affirmation” (Felman 1984, p. 2). And Carmino-Santangelo argues that the 
idea of madness as a kind of “unconscious protest” that speaks where women 
are otherwise voiceless, only offers the “illusion of power”, arguing that the 
critiques available within this mode of speech are ultimately silenced or made 
impotent so that the dominant ideology can be reaffirmed. Schlichter
disagrees that the madwoman merely represents powerlessness, arguing that, 
while the madwoman “represents the restrictions of feminist theory by 
dominant discourse”, the elaboration of these restrictions means that the 
madwoman can work as a figure of denaturalisation. 
Schlichter argues that while the representations of madness are never 
extricable from the master narratives of patriarchy from which they emerge, 
this means that the madwoman can be used as a metacritical figure around 
which the problematic nature of feminism’s situatedness within patriarchal
discourse can be examined (Schlicter 2003, p.311). Texts which engage 
critically with the figure of the madwoman form a “discourse of critical 
madness”, which enables feminism to express and to try to answer the 
question of how to critique hegemonic structures. 
The discourse of critical madness can be extended to include the figure of the 
Toxic Celebrity as a construction of discourse. The Toxic Celebrity here
appears as a madwoman figure both within gossip and tabloid media, as well 
as being a producer and actor in texts relating to madness which rely on the 
embodiment of madness for their appeal. The conflation of the role and the
player is part of the appeal of celebrities, and in this case that appeal is tied to 
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the notion of the irrational feminine. One of the key questions posed within 
critical madness is the problem of, “How does a critique, which aims at 
questioning the foundational structures of dominant systems of thought, 
manage its own implication in and constitution through these same 
structures?” (Schlicter 2003, p.311).
The positioning of women as irrational, as being on the madness side of the 
reason-madness nexus, means that that the feminist critic is restricted in terms 
of enunciation. Feminism is restricted in terms of how critiques are expressed 
because it is forced into either taking up the position of reason and rationality, 
which has the effect of silencing and pathologising that which it frames as 
irrational, or taking up the side of madness and risking becoming subject to 
the same censure and silencing. Schlichter argues that the feminist novelists 
who engage critically with the figure of the madwoman are able to use it as a 
“textual strategy [that] projects and enacts the feminist theorist’s impossible 
speaking position” (2003, p.316).
The pervasiveness of bitch culture as a way to engage with mental illness as a 
part of the construction of the Toxic Celebrity can be explained in this way:
taking up the side of common-sense rational presentational strategies dressed 
up as cynicism means that these texts can be seen to maintain a sense of 
distance and appear to be critiquing the crass excesses of celebrity. The 
sympathetic mode which, as discussed earlier, works in apparent contrast to 
bitch culture also makes such appeals to rationality, and pathologises the 
figure of the Toxic Celebrity as a suffering victim to get across the gravity and 
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pathos of its message. The figure of the Toxic Celebrity can, however, at 
times, displace the position of rationality in these presentational strategies, 
and, as with feminist textual strategies in the novel, “projec[t] and enac[t] the 
feminist theorist’s impossible speaking position” (2003, p.316). The discourse 
of Toxic Celebrity foregrounds immediacy, intimacy, and excessiveness, 
which together create a backdrop against which such enactments may take
place within the contemporary media landscape and across various media 
texts and formats. One of the reasons the discourse of Toxic Celebrity is able 
to function across platforms is because it is used within media flashpoints.
Media flashpoints are media events, but where media events are typically 
planned in advance and carefully executed for maximum visibility and profit, 
media flashpoints are (or at least appear to be) “unpredictable, eruptive 
events” (Turner, Bonner, Marshall, 2000, p.4). Media flashpoints occur in 
relation to celebrity when “a particular celebrity completely dominates media 
coverage, producing an excessively focused global public” (2000, p.3), and 
are uncontainable within any one media genre or style. Flashpoints are 
produced through various modes of entertainment, myth, narrative, and 
gossip. The flashpoint also transverses forms of media: they appear in both 
low tabloid forms as well as high, hard, and quality forms like newspapers, 
and everything between (2000, p.3). Importantly for this chapter, they operate 
on an emotional register, often undercutting the pretense of objectivity that 
“hard” forms and genres normally work to maintain (2000, p.3). Media 
flashpoints are also excessive nature. As Turner et al. argue,
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Most analysis of these flashpoint events would describe them as 
extraordinary and it would be hard to disagree. That is their point. It is 
their disproportionate nature that makes them so important: The scale 
of their visibility, their overwhelmingly excessive demonstration of 
the power of the relationship between mass-mediated celebrities and 
the consumers of popular culture (2000, pp.3-4)
This analysis of media flashpoints as wildly disproportionate, and as having a 
revelatory function in terms of the operations of power which structure media 
discourse, is an analysis which could equally be applied to many iterations of 
Toxic Celebrity. The flashpoint exerts a particular kind of pressure on the
discourse of Toxic Celebrity, framing the celebrity through strategies which 
position them as excessive and transgressive. Media flashpoints have the 
potential to expose otherwise carefully obscured power relationships, and they 
gain much of their appeal from the celebrity at their centre.
The Toxic Celebrity frequently, and disproportionately, meets the world 
through the flashpoint and, when the celebrity’s image involves out-of-control
emotional states it appears as an immediate and present image of an 
incoherent self. The figure of the Toxic Celebrity appears as a temporal 
eruption, an expression of unreason, which is made sense of in mediated texts 
by discourses which place them on the madness side of the reason-madness
nexus. Isolation and social sanction are the logical reactions within this 
framework, and so it is unsurprising when this management of the image of 
the incoherent self includes reports of (or calls for) their detention.
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The Toxic Celebrity media flashpoint offers the sudden eruptive image of 
apparent pain and vulnerability, which appears to have broken free from the 
usual glamorous representations of celebrities produced by the public 
relations industries. Harper highlights the appeal of such images in his critique 
of Jeremy Gilbert’s “Small Faces: The Tyranny of Celebrity in Post-Oedipal
Culture”. Gilbert proposes that the public’s interest in celebrities derives from 
their image as apparently gifted with access to a high level of public agency, 
autonomy, and self-completion (2004, p.91, cited in Harper, p.311). Harper 
argues that while celebrities may appear “smooth edged” in some contexts, 
celebrity narratives involving mental illness offer a more “grimy” reality, 
which can be just as appealing and exploitable as the image of a stable and 
complete self (2011, pp.311-312).
The “grimy reality” offered by images of apparent celebrity breakdowns also 
matches the aesthetic that has been developing in paparazzi photography. As 
Kim McNamara argues, there is a growing demand for paparazzi images that 
appear as intimate as possible, and as disruptive of the stable smooth edged 
image of the celebrity as possible (2011, p.523). This is achieved partially 
through tabloid style photography that is deliberately, “grainy, out of focus, 
poorly lit and poorly composed” (Mendelson 2007, p.170) but also through 
the content of the images. It is not possible to say to what extent such images 
are actually carefully composed, and carefully posed for. As sudden and 
explosive as these events may be, they rely on the meanings offered by 
celebrity which are built up over time and through much more mundane and 
managed iterations of celebrity. They are also made sense of through textual 
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mediation, and through existing forms and functions of media. 
The increasing demand for such images is in part due to changes in the way 
that the publicity and paparazzi industries have adjusted to shifts in online
publishing. McNamara argues that while traditional news outlets will 
occasionally pay for images and stories of celebrities, these are rare, and 
usually need to be hard-to-get exclusives. Online media, in contrast, makes 
use of more mundane and non-exclusive images, meaning that the 
paparazzo’s potential to produce a high turnover of images is utilised, and 
encouraged (2011, p.516). The scarcity of an image dictates its salability and 
impact, as well as its timeliness. McNamara gives the example of Britney 
Spears and compares the impact and salability of an image of her on the red 
carpet at an event, compared to images of her shaving her own hair in a salon. 
The salon images helped to sell the idea of Spears as mentally unstable, and 
so generated content beyond the image itself. This also required the near 
immediacy of the transmission of the images to consumers, which would have 
had less interest if they not been so promptly published (2011, p.519). As 
McNamara puts it, “their pictures meet a market demand for images which 
capture [celebrities] in ‘ordinary’ poses, off guard” (2011, p.522). The image 
which can be framed as a potential emotional outburst or evidence of 
instability demonstrates this instantaneity by virtue of it being itself 
(ostensibly at least) an uncontrolled, spontaneous, and fleeting happening.
The qualification that Toxic Celebrities are ostensibly in the midst of 
breakdown comes partially from the mediated nature of the images. It is 
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impossible to know for certain the sentiment that rests behind a contorted 
face, or the events surrounding a celebrity’s tears, but media framing and 
interpretation works to suggest meanings. Added to this, as McNamara
argues, the existence of such images are potentially partly a result of the ways 
that the celebrity industry as a whole has been transformed by changes in the 
ways that the paparazzi work. While paparazzi are often accused of harassing 
celebrities and invading their space, even being aggressive in order to provoke 
celebrities, publicists work with paparazzi because they recognise their power 
to circulate and maintain their clients’ celebrity (2011, p.522).
According to Chris Rojek, the celebrity industry works to create an image of 
spontaneity and accessibility, despite celebrity being the antithesis of 
spontaneity (2001, p.10). The aesthetic and immediacy of paparazzi images 
work well to convey such a sense of proximity. This thesis, with its emphasis 
on discourse analysis, doesn’t seek to answer the question of the “reality” 
behind the generation of these images, but it is clear that images which are 
framed as conveying mental distress and wretchedness, whether planned or 
not, contribute to the patterns of repetition and difference which shape the 
discourse of Toxic Celebrity.
The characterisation of female celebrities in conflict with the mental health 
apparatus is one aspect of the way such mediated events construct. The figure 
of the Toxic Celebrity is routinely framed as refusing, or otherwise evading,
social isolation in rehab facilities. Escapes, early exits, and reports of 
disobedience of the constraints of these facilities are common. YouTube 
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footage of Amy Winehouse drinking a miniature bottle of vodka on the way 
to rehab is an example of this (The Sun, 2011).
The economy of images of toxic celebrities in the throes of emotional 
breakdown is touched on by Gorin and Dubied, who argue that such apparent
meltdowns are a newly emerging but constitute a major trend in celebrity 
news. They argue that the trend of celebrity meltdowns is culturally important 
because they are:
a good example of the reaffirmation of the merits of temperance and the 
dangers of over-consumption and errant ways, even though elsewhere 
these can, in practice, insistently be commended. This… shows a 
syncretism of values by which the most contradictory attributes coexist 
in celebrity figures, while erasing the subversive aspect of this
inconsistency…Their power to subvert is therefore limited, since 
temporary troubles are credited (or debited) to the individual and so 
explained away. Nevertheless, this extensive negotiation of values is 
surely a harbinger of change and re-evaluation, and therefore worthy of 
study (Gorin and Dubied 2011, p.616).
What Gorin and Dubied don’t explore is the gendered element of this trend. 
Holmes and Negra argue that the coverage of female celebrities in these 
contexts “contrasts forcibly with the journalistic restraint often exhibited in 
relation to male stars” (2008, p.1), in that audiences are often asked to “root 
against” (2008, p.1) female celebrities.
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Figure 23: Shrine to Amy Winehouse in Camden Following Her Death
The media coverage of Amy Winehouse’s death is an example of both the 
cultural imperative to “root against” toxic female celebrities, and also an
example of the Toxic Celebrity as media flashpoint. In contrast, many 
reactions by fans to her sudden death, as with many other celebrity deaths, 
included shrine like floral tributes, in this case outside and nearby her 
Camden flat. 
Notably these included not just the usual flowers, candles, and written 
messages and portraits, but also alcohol, wine glasses and cigarettes,
sometimes with messages written on the bottles. In one case a tabloid paper 
was laid down with a post-it note criticising the coverage of her death: “Amy 
Winehouse was a musical genius. She was not a ‘flawed and weak 
individual’, the media need to clean up their act” (Anon, in Satherley, 2011).
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Figure 24: Fan Comments on Media Coverage of Amy Winehouse’s Death in Note Left at 
Shrine
Graffiti tributes were also common, with fans writing messages or simply 
inscribing her name on road signs, walls, trees, and the footpaths of the nearby 
area around her home and former local haunts. Fan tributes also took the form 
of YouTube slideshows and covers, original songs, video diaries, even 
satirically repurposing popular films to express their reactions to her death. 
Media reactions read this, and particularly the inclusion of alcohol, to be 
undignified and even cynical (Harris, 2011; Boyd, 2011). The Guardian
quoted resident’s descriptions of the fans’ behaviour, saying that, “People
were sitting around on the pavement like at the end of a house party when 
something's gone horribly wrong”, and that eventually an atmosphere 
developed that was, “more peaceful”, with one resident, describing it as “a 
love-in, really” (Kinsley, 2011). Fans Drank, cried, and danced on the streets: 
The Mail described the behaviour as “bizarre”, and reported that police 
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eventually interceded (Good and Nathan, 2011).
It is my contention that these tributes suggest complex and ambivalent 
relationships both to Winehouse as a celebrity construction, and also to the
rationalised system of thinking permeating the mediated discourses which 
pathologised her. The slippage between madness and genius is 
(problematically) critiqued in examples like the post-it note message quoted 
above, and in the synthesis of public and private emotion, which was
embraced in an irrational celebration of the habits and public spaces that 
Winehouse inhabited. The very bars she was photographed emerging from 
drunk and emotional and physically exhibiting the signs of mental distress are 
adorned with flowers and candles and cigarettes and half-empty wine glasses, 
not to mention fans themselves, engaging in some of these same behaviours.
These fans were re-enacting and refiguring the irrational as a form of dissent, 
a refusal to “root against” Winehouse as an embodiment of wayward 
femininity even in death. Winehouse’s celebrity image was particularly well
suited to such a response. She was an example of how Toxic Celebrity works
to construct excess at another level: that of the subject. Here I turn to 
philosopher, Judith Butler, whose concerns include whether it is possible to 
undermine the structures of power which produce and maintain dominant 
discourses such as those relating to femininity and mental health. In The
Psychic Life of Power: Theories in Subjection (1997), Butler argues that,
The desire to persist in one’s own being requires submitting to a world 
of others that is fundamentally not one’s own (a submission that does 
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not take place at a later date but which frames and makes possible the 
desire to be). (1997, p.28)
In this passage Butler argues that mere social existence of any description 
requires a kind of painful submission to the conditions of the social world, 
conditions which are not universal nor natural. Butler describes process of 
submitting to these conditions as subjugation. And, as Butler points out, 
submission to these conditions is not something that is gradually given in to. 
Rather, submission is something which happens alongside our desires, 
because the desire to exist, the desire to be, to persist in one’s own being, 
requires us to recognise ourselves in the social world, which in turn requires 
that we submit to the conditions of the social world. We are compelled to 
repeat the norms which allow us to be brought into existence through this 
process (1997, p.28). Subjugation requires the submission to the conditions of 
power in order for the self to simply exist in the social world. 
Butler extends this analysis by exploring the problem of attempting to 
distinguish between the power that creates or enacts a subject, and the power 
enacted by the subject. Butler asks “Is it a power prior to the subject or that of 
the subject itself?” (1997, p.15). For Butler, this question is difficult to answer 
because, at some point in the process, there is a reversal and concealment, so 
that power appears to belong intrinsically to the subject, obfuscating the 
operation of power that brought it into being (1997, p.15). 
In the process of interpellation, efforts to oppose the subordination imposed 
by the operations of power that enact the subject inevitably presuppose its 
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power, and work to reinstate it as the condition of existence. Butler does
however argue that there is a “temporally based vulnerability” (1997, p.12), 
between the presupposed power and the power reinstated. Butler argues that 
there is therefore a discontinuity between the power that initiates the subject, 
and “the power that is the subject’s agency” (1997, p.12). She goes on to 
argue for the possibility that the discontinuity between these two powers
might sometimes mean that the power appropriated may work against that 
power that brought it into being (1997, p.12). 
This appropriated power is limited because it is always anchored to the 
conditions of the power that brought it into being, but this relationship can be 
an ambivalent one (1997, p.14). As Butler puts it, “If the subject is neither 
fully determined by power nor fully determining of power (but significantly 
and partially both), the subject exceeds the logic of noncontradiction, is an
excrescence of logic, as it were (1997, p.17). Here it is important to note that 
exceeding the operations of power which enact the subject are not equivalent 
to escape, for exceeding is made possible only when there is power to exceed 
(1997, p.17). The figure of the Toxic Celebrity can, in some circumstances, 
visibly embody this excrescence of logic, disrupting or disturbing the 
discourses of celebrity and mental health and exposing them as an unstable 
construction. The Toxic Celebrity is an embodied image of Butler’s assertion 
that “the psyche is precisely what exceeds the imprisoning effects of the 
discursive demand to inhabit a coherent identity, to become a coherent 
subject” (1997, p. 86). It also requires the power that it disrupts: The 
mechanics of the celebrity industry give the figure of the Toxic Celebrity its
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representational power. It not only provides the background from which we 
know and understand the celebrity, but more importantly the eruptive force of 
the flashpoint requires the carefully managed and mediated rigidity of the 
publicity machine in order to have something from which to apparently break 
free from and then towards, which as Harper argues, gives it a context to 
disturb and disrupt (2006, p.4). Similarly, mental health discourses are used to 
codify and interpret celebrity behaviour, and the instances where celebrities 
exceed this logic are not breaks from it, but rearticulations of this logic. Yet,
this rearticulation also forms the “reiterated ambivalence at the heart of 
agency” (Butler, 1997, p.18).
The psyche is regulated by social norms because the desire to persist, to be 
recognised by the social world requires submitting to it, regulating that which 
is not recognised as logical. Butler asks if it is possible that the subject can
risk going beyond “mere social existence” (1997, pp.28-29), whether the 
subject can transform the conditions of social existence, when any even 
accidental failure to reproduce the norms which produce the subject 
establishes a “domain of risk”, (1997, p.29) risking death, which exposes the 
subject to social sanctions. This is the conundrum that is revealed by 
flashpoints centring on denigrated female celebrities. They express Butler’s 
description of the excesses of the psyche as “painful, dynamic, and 
promising” (1997, p.18). This leads to Butler’s tentative answer to the 
question of whether the subject can go beyond mere social existence, which is 
that these repetitions which risk death, are also risking the death of the current 
organisation, allowing us to imagine the contingent nature of the status quo, 
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and opening up the possibility of performatively reconfiguring them (1997, 
pp.28-29).
Fan responses to Amy Winehouse’s death arguably took such risks, and they 
were certainly interpreted as irrational responses to her death. In so doing they 
expressed ambivalence over the reading of Winehouse as a tragic or failed 
figure. As previously discussed, connecting to the nonrational as a form of 
protesting patriarchal systems of thought comes with the risk of public 
censure, and in this case this included media dismissal of these grieving 
protests as unseemly. For instance, as the writer for the Telegraph related, 
The Internet, even for this avid Twitter user, was a pretty repellent 
sight on Saturday night. It was, for a moment, overtaken by Twitter 
ghouls carrying out the online equivalent of slowing down to look at a 
traffic accident. Rubber-necking (Gordon, 2011).
The unacceptable “rubber-necking” referred to included dismay at her death, 
and speculation over its cause. This pattern of blame and denigration between 
different media outlets and users is not entirely dissimilar to the patterns 
which Catharine Lumby describes in her exploration of the death of Princess 
Diana. Lumby argues that in the days following her death, Diana became a 
contested figure to such an extent that much of the media attention was 
focused back on to the media itself, in ways that meant that media sources 
often relied on re-drawing a line between good news and bad news reportage 
to avoid self-criticism (1999, pp.69-70). In Winehouse’s case much of this 
anxiety was laid at the door of fans, and on the use of social media platforms 
which were framed as creating the space for unseemly excesses of emotional 
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reaction to flourish.
The example of Winehouse’s death, and the ways in which her fans emulated 
her is suggestive of the contradictions she embodied, and the domain of risk 
which her celebrity articulated. The behaviours which Winehouse faced social 
sanctions over, particularly the bad girl consumption of alcohol and cigarettes, 
as well as the publicly over-emotional mad girl behaviours and sentiments 
that were linked to them were both addressed and emulated by her fans, in 
ways that media reports struggled to make sense of. These behaviours are of 
course highly problematic for any reading of them as transgressive and, 
moreover, the shrine to Winehouse was a transitory incident soon forgotten 
and subsumed by other more conventional tributes. This was an example, 
then, of the inability of the Toxic Celebrity to enact radical breaks from the 
social conditions which produce them but, rather, exist as embodiments of the 
“reiterated ambivalence at the heart of agency” (Butler, 1997, p.18).
Part of the reason that fan reactions were derided was because they didn’t get 
behind the logic of repudiating Winehouse as a Toxic Celebrity to be 
disparaged or treated as a loser of the mental health battle. Another reason is 
the uneasy way that the image of the wayward woman fits within the mythos 
of music celebrity. As Sheila Whiteley argues, music celebrities attract 
mythological status through death, because music celebrities are venerated for 
their excesses, particularly those relating to sex and drugs, which is bound to 
popular music through the commonly known phrase sex, drugs, and rock ‘n’ 
roll. And death is “the ultimate form of excess” (2012, p.330). Whiteley 
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argues that from her analysis, the only female musician to gain mythological 
status was Janis Joplin, and even then her death was used as a way to criticise 
the hedonism of the age. This criticism was not merely because she was a 
woman, but because she was a woman who transgressed in terms of the 
gender norms of the time by being aggressive, outspoken, and hard living 
(2012, p.334). Winehouse’s death was used as a way to critique a perceived 
overemphasis on celebrities in contemporary media culture, even as the media 
intensely focused on her death, and particularly the focus on wayward female 
celebrities like Winehouse.
Another important reason that the music celebrity industry, and the celebrity 
industry in general, tends to frame the excesses of denigrated female 
celebrities through discourses of mental health rather than alternate 
explanations or ways of seeing them is because of the ways that image 
making are gendered. A key way this becomes apparent is through the 
corralling of the beauty industry with mental health discourse in the
construction of Toxic Celebrity. According to Liz Frost, in Western culture 
women’s engagement with the construction of their looks, or “doing looks” as 
Frost puts it (1999, p.117), is associated with a contradictory set of (largely
negative) meanings. These meanings include those generated by Christian 
traditions which define this construction of looks as sinful vanity, and the 
patholagising of preoccupation with looks in mental health discourse. 
Complicating this is the line of reasoning in many feminist critiques of beauty 
culture which point to it as proof of a consciousness colonised by the male 
gaze (Frost 1999, p.117). 
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In contrast to the negative meaning of actively self-constructing looks, the 
state of being beautiful, that is, appearing to effortlessly exhibit looks and 
traits that are idealised in Western culture, is highly valued. Crucially, as Frost 
argues, being beautiful is defined culturally as a passive state (1999, p.117).
This is the case even when, as with contemporary femininity, that state is 
virtually impossible to attain without actively engaging in beautifying 
activities such as hair removal, “natural” looking makeup, hair styling, 
skincare, cosmetic dentistry, dieting, and the careful choice of clothing. The
artificial naturalisation of this state also presupposes femininity as a natural 
and discrete category, and assumes whiteness, as well as youth and 
slenderness, as the universalised ideal of beauty.
The existence of conflicting imperatives of beauty puts women in a double-
bind, where the ideal is to be in the state of being beautiful, while 
simultaneously effacing the evidence of the necessary work that is required to 
attain this state of beauty. The state of passively being beautiful is then a 
naturalised concept, and the contradictions inherent within it are obscured by 
the process of creating it. As Frost points out, being seen to actively engage in 
constructing looks often leads to women being criticised on multiple levels. 
Frost argues that, for many women, this may mean that they are made to feel 
“at best a profound ambivalence, at worst shame” over the self-construction of 
their looks (1999, p.117).
Michelle Lazar argues that beauty practices can nonetheless be reclaimed as 
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“enjoyable, self-chosen and skilled feminine pursuits” (2011, p.37). Lazar 
cautions however that, while women may choose beauty practices for reasons 
other than strategically complying with normative femininity, this is 
frequently appropriated, particularly by advertising, in ways that work to link 
them to neoliberal discourses of emancipation. Lazar argues that advertising 
presents the consumption of beauty products as both the expression of self-
determination and the route to self-determined freedoms and choices, and 
presents restrictions in terms of the way women present themselves as self-
restrictions (2011, p.38). Women are thus encouraged to be self-reflexive
about their looks, in certain sanctioned situations. In particular, the genre of 
the makeover articulates a mythos of consumption which is summed up by 
Katherine Sender as an “overarching assumption of progress towards a better 
version of the self, achieved largely through more adequate consumption” 
(2012, p.78). Sender argues that these shows work towards a self-surveilling
citizen by encouraging viewers to reform themselves using guidelines and 
lessons set out in makeover texts. Pre-makeover subjects are set against the
after subjects who are adept at self-surveillance and appropriate consumption 
(2011, p.48). Lazar argues that these discourses reframe the feminist 
reclamation of beauty practices away from links to feminist conceptions of the 
social and the collective, and towards capitalist consumerist imperatives 
(2011, p.49).
The triviality and shallowness often ascribed to the act of “doing looks” (Frost 
1999, p.117) belies the serious impact that getting one’s visual identity right 
can have. Although in contemporary Western capitalist culture women are 
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assumed to ideally embody the misnomer of natural beauty, women who are 
seen to have let this facade go, or failed to appropriately tailor their 
appearance for the occasion or environment, often face questions – directly or 
indirectly– about their competency and even their mental health. As Frost 
argues, a certain degree of engagement with contemporary normative beauty 
ideals “are the correct attributes of the sane woman, the necessary tools to 
create a sane identity” (1999, p.118).
To successfully create for herself a sane identity a woman must submit to the 
double bind of being beautiful while effacing the work of doing beauty. 
Contradictorily, and equally paradoxically, looking sane involves being seen 
to “make an effort”, yet too much effort is also dangerous (1999, pp.118-119).
In the contemporary West, makeup that is too visible, clashing, or in colours
that are too bright, clothing that is interpreted as too sexy or too revealing, or 
too feminine, may be interpreted as a symptom of mania or, where the doing 
of the looks is overly involved, of clinical obsession (1999, pp.118-119). In
creating and maintaining a sane identity, women are urged to be seen to 
engage in beauty culture but that engagement must be done with the aim to 
project an image of femininity that is natural and simply requires a little effort 
to reveal. Being seen to let yourself go, or to be doing too much both expose 
the constructed nature of femininity, and of sanity.
The discourse of Toxic Celebrity articulates the dangers of both letting 
yourself go and doing too much. Amy Winehouse’s beehive, made with a 
visible tangle of hair extensions, her exaggerated cat’s eyes, and particularly 
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her appearance in paparazzi images, where her look appeared to show signs of 
disarray, proved to be powerful defining characteristics, especially after her 
death. As The Guardian’s dissection of her look indicates, this was taken as a 
signal of inner distress, as well as evidence of drug and alcohol addiction. 
Here, the public airing of these images is imagined as happening in less
highbrow, or lower class media texts, but the conclusion that Winehouse’s 
failure to either tone down her look, or to maintain it consistently is read as 
signs of mental health failures. As Guardian writer Alexandra Topping puts it,
Winehouse’s addictions – whether to drink, or the harder drugs that 
seemed to control her life for years – have been played out in the 
public arena. The photographic documentation of her demons appear 
even more ghoulish now: Winehouse with her trademark black 
eyeliner swoops smeared across her face, her pink ballerinas caked in
blood and dirt and her then husband Blake Fielder-Civil's face 
covered in scratches in 2007; barefaced, distressed and wearing only a 
bra and jeans the same year (2011).
Much of the commentary following Winehouse’s death was relatively 
sympathetic, and tended to put her in the category of tragic loser of the mental 
health battle. Her visual excesses were framed in ways, such as above, that 
pose them as warning signs, while chastising other media outlets for 
ghoulishly capturing the images in graphic detail.
The looks of denigrated female celebrities are often made to have meaning in
ways that pathologise the celebrity as well as those fans who follow their 
enactment of “doing looks” (Frost, 1999, p.117), casting them as not only 
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superficial but also as narcissists and dangerously out of control. One of 
Lindsay Lohan’s many trial looks came under such scrutiny and gained 
noteworthy status because one of the images showed a manicure which had 
the words “fuck u” written across her middle fingernail (People, 2010). The 
image became the focus of a media flashpoint, and was used to illustrate 
discussions about Lohan’s ability and willingness to submit to rehabilitation, 
both in the sense of the court mandated system of mandatory rehab classes 
and the rehabilitation of her image as a former Disney star with a career as an 
adult actor in sight. 
Figure 25: Lindsay Lohan’s Manicure, Interpreted as Indicative of Her State of Mind
Most of the discussions on Lohan’s manicure concluded that the look must
either be a statement directed at the court, or evidence that Lohan was 
disorganised in assembling an appropriate courtroom look. The Inquisitor was
typical, in comparing apologetic statements Lohan made in court to the 
apparent statement her manicure made, arguing that “[t]he troubled actress 
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was sporting a manicured message that seemed to contraindicate her
contrition” (2010). Huffington Post also situated the manicure as part of an 
inconsistent image, adding it to behaviours which included “bursting into 
tears, [and] cover[ing] her face at one point with the paper she took notes on”, 
notes they describe as a “list of excuses and explanations” (Huffington Post 
2010). Lohan’s manicure alone is given as evidence of an incoherent 
emotional state, as well as an inability or unwillingness to reform. People
even quoted a self-described courtroom expert who advised that her outfit,
including the “tightness of the attire and shortness of dresses she’s had, and … 
her little nail faux pas when she had F-you on her nails… demonstrated no 
remorse and no respect for the court” (Breuer and Hammel, 2011).
The obvious potential target of the manicure that these dissections miss is the 
press itself. Lohan’s manicure can also be seen as a form of nonrational 
enunciation, drawing on a negation of visibly confirming a sane identity. 
Lohan’s overdone excessive look literally speaks in a situation where the 
production of appearance is meant to express supplication to authority and 
conformity to social norms. An extreme of demureness is called for, as the 
article points out in its explanation that skirt suits are preferred over pant suits. 
An appropriate embodiment of femininity, according to contemporary norms,
is articulated here, one which does not speak critically back to the conception 
of normative femininity by drawing attention to its construction. While this 
incident is perhaps minor, the risks, and the benefits, of bucking these 
conventions is also articulated. The amount of press attention to this look may 
be seen as evidence of the frivolity of contemporary journalism, but for a 
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short time in 2010 it revealed the doing of looks as powerful, in a culture 
where even such minor effects of power relations as the gendering of court 
attire is ritually obscured.
The widespread circulation of such displays through media flashpoints can at 
times make visible ambivalences about the ways in which discourses of 
mental illness and self-help work to pathologise certain behaviours and 
produce disciplined, practiced minds, and bodies. The figure of the Toxic
Celebrity articulates the contradictions at the heart of the logic of the 
discourses of mental health and self-help in these cases. Yet these acts are 
frequently reinscribed into this power by being interpreted as pathological 
acts. This shores up the notion that those who fail or refuse to compete in the 
battleground of mental health are disempowered, indolent, or tragic cases to 
be learned from: However, these celebrities, in visibly losing the battle, serve 
to highlight that the rules of the battleground are arbitrary and fraught with 
contradictions.
Fan behaviours following Amy Winehouse’s death indicate that, for these 
audiences at least, her legacy was bound up with her construction in and 
through texts which framed her persona through discourses of mental health. 
These fans appeared to reinterpret this in similar ways to the interpretation of 
literary mad women as dissenting voices, an embodiment they appropriated
through participation in acts of emotion, and by speaking back to the powerful 
media voices which attempted to contain and pathologise Winehouse’s image
following her death. Such expressions of ambivalence are always subject to 
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negation by the power that brings them into being, and nonrational 
enunciation is subject to the censure of common sense rationality which 
works to silence and undermine it. The example of Lindsay Lohan’s infamous 
manicure demonstrates this, by the sheer amount of words spent (including by 
those positioning themselves as experts) to reason out the foolishness of the 
display.
The imbrication of Toxic Celebrity with discourses of mental health and self-
help enables the reiteration of power which works to contain and control what
is considered acceptable and viable expressions of selfhood in the public 
sphere. The discourse of Toxic Celebrity works to construct figures who are 
made to bear the weight of cultural anxieties about value leaden concepts such 
as achievement, talent and worthiness. The neoliberal cultural logic at work 
here extends to the psyches of denigrated female celebrities, drawing on the 
logic of self-help to frame these celebrities as, at best, losers in a battle of
mental health. But in this articulation of female celebrities as losers and 
willful outsiders, their momentary eruptions of anger, dissent, distress, and 
refusals to be rehabilitated are made visible as refusals to rehabilitate into the 
social order. The importance of these moments of rupture remains, and is not 
completely overwritten by their rearticulation in discourse as the incoherent 
actions of the mad.
In this chapter I have touched on the ways that the pathologisation of women 
in the Toxic Celebrity discourse is tied in with discourses of class and race, so 
that culturally produced notions of mental illness are often entangled with 
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racist and classist presumptions. The next chapter will develop further on this 
assertion, focusing on the ways that the figure of the Toxic Celebrity is 
employed to give form to racist and classist stereotypes. It also builds from 
previous chapters in working to outline ways in which the figure of the Toxic
Celebrity troubles culturally held assumptions, such as conceptions of purity 
and authenticity, which support the construction of race and class as
naturalised designations in contemporary culture.
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6. 
Class and Race in the Construction of Toxic Celebrity
The successful woman of postfeminist discourse is imagined to “have it all”
(Allen 2011, p.151), subscribing to an identity centred on neoliberal 
subjectivity and social mobility, self-reflexivity, and internalisatioin of the 
punitive surveillance of the body (Allen 2011, p.151). The discourse of Toxic
Celebrity frames this “have it all” femininity (Allen 2011, p.151) as troubled 
by an inverse figure, a figure of waste it all femininity, characterised by failed 
or willfully corrupted embodiments of the neoliberal self. The previous 
chapter analysed Toxic Celebrity in relation to discourses of self-help and
mental health, and explored this with attention to the way that mental health 
and illness are conceptualised within it. This chapter explores the ways in
which that denigrated female celebrities are made to embody contemporary 
anxieties around the construction of class and race as natural and meaningful 
designations.
The gendered discourses of self-help and mental health remain present in 
mediated discourse. As Milly Williamson points out, often the denigration of 
the unkempt celebrity is grounded in the discourses of class prejudice, 
particularly in cases where the celebrity’s fame is seen to be attributed rather 
than gained through talent (2010, p.119). Holmes and Negra argue that these 
class roots are “presented as explanatory of their ‘misbehavior’ and ‘excess.’” 
(2008, p.4).
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The figure of the Toxic Celebrity is constructed through racist and classist 
discourses, for instance by using descriptive terms such as trash, chav, and 
ratchet, each of which are terms used in specific contexts and with specific 
histories, but they are united in their use to articulate classed and raced 
denigrations, which are particularly targeted at women. Anthropologist John 
Hartigan Jr. defines white trash (or simply trash) as ill-fitting white bodies, a 
definition which also describes the term chav (2005, p.114). The word ratchet 
is increasingly coalescing into a term used in relation to African American 
femininity, a re-working, or renaming, of a particular set of stereotypes which 
imagine black femininity as embodying promiscuity, welfare dependency, and 
being uncivilised (Lewis, 2013). These descriptions outline some of the ways 
in which denigrated female celebrities are imagined as undeserving and 
illegitimate celebrities, fitting uncomfortably in the limelight. 
The use of classist and racist discourses to make sense of these celebrities also 
has the potential to rematerialise celebrity as classed and raced: in these cases 
this rematerialisation exposes celebrity as a discursive construction. 
Contemporary female celebrity is exposed as both producing and productive 
of the regulatory ideal of normative middle-class whiteness. This 
rematerialisation is one which causes a good deal of anxiety. At stake is the 
stability of white femininity as an unexamined universal within the cultural 
imaginary, and its role in the simultaneous production of whiteness as 
unconditionally human. The figure of the Toxic Celebrity is often the target of 
gendered denigration which works to resolve these anxieties by framing her 
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through the cultural logic of disgust and abjection, externalising the problem 
as one of visceral and embodied repulsiveness.
These stereotypes have come into being and gained significance within 
specific cultural contexts, and in this chapter I pay particular attention to the 
location of them within their local climate, while also exploring the ways in 
which they reach and are influenced by a globalised media. One way in which
these classifications are linked is that they are perceived to be lacking in taste 
(Williamson, 2010, p.119). As Gareth Palmer has pointed out in his study of 
reality TV lifestyle shows, the current understanding of taste is bound up with 
imperatives of self-surveillance, self-containment, and order (2004, p.183). 
The norm against which taste is measured in popular media is typically a body 
which exhibits the markers of being middle class (G. Palmer, 2004, p.183). 
Imperatives of self-surveillance are particularly visible in relation to the 
celebrities studied in this chapter. Palmer’s analysis cites Susan Bordo’s work 
on embodiment in his analysis of this. Bordo argues that: “ultimately, the 
body (besides being evaluated for its success or failure at getting itself in 
order) is seen as demonstrating correct or incorrect attitudes towards the 
demands of normalisation itself” (2003, p.203). Expressions of revulsion and 
abhorrence are often used to describe the figure of the Toxic Celebrity. The 
trashy, chav, or ratchet body of poor taste is framed as failing to correctly 
embody social norms, particularly those that relate to self-control and 
restraint. Displays of poor taste represent a failure to display “correct attitudes 
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to the demands of normalisation” (Bordo, 2003, p.203), through the 
proliferation of representations of the body as tacky and excessive. 
Case Studies
Britney Spears
Britney Spears has persistently been viewed through the lens of trashiness and 
her treatment in the media often reductively presents her blue-collar Southern 
origins as an explanation of her misdeeds, especially in relation to 
motherhood. As Shelley Cobb points out, the rise from working class roots to 
wealth and fame cements this white trash status, because celebrities like 
Spears are seen as not having the “innate cultural tastes and decorum that 
wealthy white people should have” (para 6, 2008). Spears’ failures are framed 
through an inexorable trashy origin and imagined as inevitable, as the logical 
outcome of a degenerate heritage. This reduction of her image to class scripts
clashes with her image as a former Disney star, who was once famous for her 
claims to virginity.
Paris Hilton
Paris Hilton has also persistently been viewed through the lens of trashiness. 
Her image is persistently linked to trash stereotypes in spite of her strong
associations with wealth and an heiress status, a framing Hilton promotes, for 
instance in the title of her book Confessions of an Heiress: A Tongue in Cheek 
Peek Behind the Pose (Hilton & Ginsberg, 2004) . Her celebrity is constructed 
through an apparent mismatch between the ascribed status of socialite, and the 
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perception of her as an attributed celebrity with an extremely lowbrow claim 
to fame, through porn, as discussed earlier.
Kerry Katona
The third case study is Kerry Katona, described as a “celebrity chav” (Tyler &
Bennet, 2010, p.375), and who emerges from the more traditionally visibly 
stratified class system of the UK. Anita Biressi and Heather Nunn argue that
while the designation of chav is relatively new, it is drawn from the category 
of the underclass, which has persisted within cultural discourses in the UK, in 
spite of the fact that, since Thatcherism, the articulation of social distinctions 
such as working class have otherwise been eroded or covered up (2008, 
p.111). Imogen Tyler and Bruce Bennett describe the use of this term as a 
trend which is based in the “oppressive foregrounding of class, whereby 
selected celebrities are understood to be ineluctably anchored to an essential 
class identity” (2010, p.375). Katona’s celebrity is also an instructive case 
study because it centers on what Biressi and Nunn (2010, p.49) would deem 
to be “celebrity emotion work”: After early success with a girl group, 
Katona’s continued celebrity has largely been visible through texts which 
work to give the impression of intimacy and authenticity with her personal 
struggles and inner life.
Rihanna
The final case study focuses on Rihanna, whose popularity as a music star is 
often made sense of in ways that frame her image as aggressive, sexualised,
and as a bad role model to her young fans, a framing which Rihanna often 
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explicitly affirms while reframing it intertextually through her music, 
interviews and Instagram profile as rebellion and willful outspokenness. 
Rihanna’s music career has been varied in terms of style and look, but often, 
in more recent incarnations, her aesthetic involves the use of fashion and 
music styles associated with the emerging term ratchet, in ways that speak 
back to the politics of black respectability (Cooper, 2012). This work to 
mould her image into that of an assertive, powerful woman of style is often 
seen as being undercut or undone by her past controversial relationship with 
musician Chris Brown, and a well publicised domestic violence incident in 
2009, which ended with the circulation of images of Rihanna with visible 
facial bruises (uncredited, TMZ, 2009). The coverage of this, according to 
Sarah Projanski, added to and compounded the already disproportionate 
circulation of images depicting violence against women of colour in media in 
the USA, which contributes to the “long-standing visual normalization of 
violence against women of color” (2010, p.72). The repeated reduction of 
Rihanna’s image to that of victim positions her as an object of paternal 
concern that ignores the ways that Rihanna incorporates and complicates the 
experience of gendered violence into her work, as Nicole R. Fleetwood argues
(2012, p.420).
Class and Race in Western Capitalism
The discourse of Toxic Celebrity works to frame female celebrities through 
classed and racialised discourses that reduce them to a narrow set of images 
which are interpreted in contemporary media through bodily abjection, 
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disgust, and fascination. In these contexts, the minds and bodies of celebrities 
are imagined acting out class and race origins, which in turn are imagined as 
degenerate. The gendered nature of this treatment is unmistakably 
misogynistic. The treatment of these celebrities in media contributes to 
discourses that, as Vivyan Adair argues, in the contemporary West, sees the 
bodies of poor women as “both the product and the producer of a culture of 
disease and disorder” (2002, p.200).
To explore this further, it is first necessary to form a description of the ways 
that class and race have historically been constructed as embodied in Western 
capitalism. Here I limit myself to the three categorisations I have introduced 
(chav, trash, ratchet), but I am mindful that this is a pragmatic move, and that 
there is much in terms of getting to the complexity of the ways that class and 
race are made to mean in contemporary mediated culture, including on the 
bodies of celebrities, and that element is only minimally covered here.
The term white trash is usually credited as originating in the mid-1800s, as a 
derogatory term used by black slaves to refer to poor white servants (Newitz 
& Wray, 1997, pp.1-2). Annalee Newitz and Matt Wray argue that this
stereotype took on more significance when eugenics studies in the late 1800s 
and early 1900s attempted to scientifically prove that “large numbers of rural 
poor whites were ‘genetic defectives’”, and, thus, were ultimately responsible 
for their own economic and social position (Newitz & Wray, 1997, p.2). This 
conveniently explained why some whites could be poor and in spite of the 
supposed superiority of the white race. Tellingly, often the proof of genetic 
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defect was imagined to be traced back to ancestors with mixed blood (Newitz
& Wray, 1997, p.2). The image of defective, degenerate trash as at least a 
social category has long outlasted eugenics (Newitz & Wray, 1997, p.3). 
Writers such as John Hartigan Jnr. see it as part of an increase in apparently 
nonracial discourses can be seen to obscure essentially racist sentiments 
(2005, p.5). 
The use of negative stereotypes of black and trash identities in contemporary 
American culture also obscures classist sentiments. As Stanley Aronowitz 
asserts, “the story of American exception to the European rule that classes 
constitute the bone and marrow of society is deeply embedded in our society”
(2003, p.15). Contradicting this image, as Adair argues, is the body that is 
seen as being marked by poverty, which is imagined through the lens of 
degeneracy in American culture. This body is overwhelmingly perceived as 
being reproduced through the bodies of poor women. Poor women are 
imagined as “both the product and the producer of a culture of disease and 
disorder” (Adair, 2002, p.200). The construction of poverty as genetic trait 
passed down by degenerate mothers obscures class relations and pathologises 
poor mothers. The construction of poverty as something both more and less 
than a social class – as arising from groups of naturally corrupt and 
disorganised people - allows for poverty to be blamed on the people it affects 
rather than on social inequalities. The myth of a meritocratic America where 
everyone has access to the necessary resources to succeed goes unchallenged 
by this grouping. 
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More recently, trash has been used to describe celebrities of colour like 
Rihanna, a reinscription of the classism and racism at the heart of trash as a 
denigration. For instance, in a 2013 International Business Times story,
Rihanna is positioned as a rival to the putatively more respectable music artist 
Beyoncé, with a “source” claiming that “Beyonce [sic] Is Upset With Rihanna
And Her 'Trashy' Antics” (Tate, 2013). Rihanna’s celebrity, and her use of the 
styles and music that are associated with ratchet are also creative interventions 
which disrupt the logic of degeneracy and cultural impoverishment in 
dominant contemporary constructions of trash, particularly in relation to 
women of colour. 
As Patricia Hill Collins argues in Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, 
Consciousness and the Politics of Empowerment (2000), stereotypes about 
black women function to objectify and manipulate ideas about black 
womanhood. Contemporary stereotypes, such as the hot mamma or the 
welfare recipient, operate by exploiting existing symbols, or creating new 
ones, to obscure the real social relations which oppress black women (Hill
Collins, 2000, p.69). Hill Collins argues that much of black feminist thought 
has been focused on theorising and overturning these images, and that this is 
precisely why powerful ideological justifications work to continue this 
oppression with such force in relation to black womanhood. Hill Collins 
quotes Cheryl Gilkes, who contends that,
Black women’s assertiveness and their use of every expression of 
racism to launch multiple assaults against the entire fabric of 
inequality have been a consistent, multifaceted threat to the status 
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quo. As punishment, black women have been assaulted with a variety 
of negative images (1993, p.294, cited in Hill Collins, p.69)
The building blocks for these images include the history of the oppression of 
black women in America through slavery; the figure of the enslaved black 
woman became the basis for defining a sense of the Other in America (2000,
p.70). Hill Collins uses the term “matrix of domination” [emphasis in original]
(2000, p. 227), to describe how oppression is maintained through institutional 
power, including intersections of black oppression and class oppression. The 
matrix of domination describes the “overall social organisation within which 
intersecting oppressions originate, develop, and are contained” (Hill Collins, 
2000, p.228), in historically specific forms. The celebrities studied in this 
chapter are constructed through discourses of race and class which are 
maintained by the matrix of domination, but attention must also be paid to the 
contexts and specific forms of oppression which their images are made to 
speak.
One such controlling image is that of the welfare mother. Constructions of the 
poor body in contemporary Capitalism imagines victims of poverty to be 
personally and genetically incapable, and often unwilling, of pulling 
themselves up from their miscreant roots (Adair, 2002, p.199), and poor 
people are imagined to be doomed by their own incompetence to forego 
upward mobility in favour of producing yet another generation of failure 
(Adair, 2002, pp.2-3). Through their construction as mothers, both Britney 
Spears and Kerry Katona have frequently been used to shore up the notion of
the poor woman as the overly prolific breeder and bad parent. Although their
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celebrity status presumes wealth, they are nonetheless framed through 
stereotypes that reduce them to roots which are imagined to be diseased. This
positions them as further reproducing branches of a family tree that is 
assumed to be irreparably corrupted.
To a certain extent, the intense focus on motherhood is a reflection of a 
general trend to closely surveil celebrity mothers. As Kirsty Fairclough points 
out, “Spears’s public downfall and perceived failure at motherhood attests to 
the fact that famous mothers—particularly when they are young— are under 
unprecedented surveillance by the media” (2008, para 14). Shelley Cobb’s
analysis of the representation of celebrity mothers (that is, the mothers of 
celebrities, such as Jamie Lynn Spears, mother to Britney Spears), is that they
are framed as white trash and this is used to sanction surveillance and 
judgement, based on the “conflation of white middle-class values with 
perceptions of femininity” (2008, para 20). Although Cobb’s analysis is 
focused on the archetypal image of “vampiric, aging, white-trash matriarchal 
femininity” (2008, para 25), playing out with these so-called stage door 
mothers, she also indicates the ways that both Spears’ are interpreted as bad 
mothers through classed roots, a logic which extends to narratives which 
position Britney’s potential transformation into good motherhood as 
necessarily coming from anywhere but the example of her own mother (2008, 
para 23). 
Spears’ 2007 single Piece of Me provides something of a response to such 
stereotypes. The song “typifies the extent to which the experience of actually 
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‘being famous’ is self-reflexively encoded into much contemporary celebrity 
coverage” (Holmes and Negra 2008, p.8), particularly in the lines “guess I 
can’t see the harm in working and being a mama, and with a kid on my arm 
I’m still an exceptional earner” (Winnberg and Åhlund, 2007). The song
reframes Spears as a working performer (rather than as a celebrity by 
attribution), and works to recast her through the lens of personal success. 
Figure 26: Still From Britney Spears Music Video for Piece of Me
The song argues that being a mother and being ambitious shouldn’t 
necessarily conflict, and it highlights how the popular imaginary conceives –
or, rather, fails to conceive – of women who are viewed through the lens of 
white trash stereotypes as appropriate in roles as mothers or workers. It also 
highlights another intersection of oppression, that of nation (Hill Collins, 
2000, p.228), being negotiated by appealing to American myths of 
meritocracy.
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Motherhood and work typically tend to appear instead as problematic or failed 
enactments. For example, following the birth of her first child in 2006, and 
while fleeing the paparazzi, Spears was photographed driving her car with her 
young son on her lap. A month later she was observed buckling her son into a 
car seat which was facing forward instead of backwards, and then days later 
she was caught tripping over with her son in one arm and a glass of water in 
the other (Li, 2006). Public scrutiny of these moments was intense. The first 
driving incident caused an “international uproar” according to Fox News (Li,
2006), and the follow-up incidents were taken to confirm further the image of 
Spears as at best a lax caregiver. The exhaustive coverage of every moment 
Spears was seen publicly with her child indicates that concern over her as a 
mother figure was already assumed. Lieve Gies argues that the images of 
Spears driving with her baby “became enmeshed with the systematic portrayal 
of Spears as a ‘troubled star’ whose mothering skills and mental fitness were 
seen as seriously deficient” (2011, p.350). Gies compares this coverage to 
media coverage of male sports stars, whose traffic related transgressions 
tended to be treated as hijinks, and whose images were relatively untarnished 
by similar incidents (2011, p.350).
Tyler argues that the figure of the chav mother, while it is a more recent 
stereotype, and one formed in the context of British media, derives from a 
similar history and set of anxieties about female reproduction, sexuality, and 
racial mixing. She argues that the figure of the chav mum is particularly 
effective for this reason (2008, p.26). Culture and politics increasingly 
function in an “affective economy” (Marshall, 2014, p. 247), where, as P.
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David Marshall notes “the private sphere is constructed as revelatory, the 
ultimate site of truth and meaning” (2014, p.247). Biressi and Nunn argue that 
celebrity functions within this type of economy through what they call 
“celebrity emotional labour”. Emotional labour works to “critically 
foreground the affective terrain which all individuals are forced to negotiate in 
the public realm in order to be regarded as socially successful.” (Biressi & 
Nunn, 2010, p.49). Biressi and Nunn argue that celebrity emotional labour 
emerges in texts such as “reality television, the ghosted autobiography and the 
one-to-one interview” (2010, p.50). Within this affective economy, the 
emotional labour that celebrities like Katona are yoked with is the 
performance or narration of life scripts which reveal personal miseries. These 
miseries are inevitably shown to have their ultimate source in impoverished 
and dysfunctional roots (Biressi & Nunn, 2010, p.50). As chav celebrities, 
they are expected to enact “performances which identify the complication or 
‘dysfunction’ immanent in the celebrity life story; that which prevents the 
individual from being successful, fulfilled, happy or intimate” (Biressi & 
Nunn, 2010, p.50).
Biressi and Nunn contend that celebrities are cast as workers of emotional 
labour because the successful performance of this sense of authenticity and 
intimacy generated by their classed images can be turned into a highly 
profitable product within contemporary media markets (2010, p.50). Katona 
herself makes this contract clear. While being interviewed reality TV show 
The Big Reunion (Byrne and Drake, 2013) Katona said,
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The OK magazines that I do, and the reality shows that I do, that’s 
work for me! I have to earn money to keep my head above water, to 
put food on the table, and to give my kids a great education (2013)
In these comments, Katona foregrounds the work of celebrity emotion work, 
and positions herself as active within an exchange. Spears positions herself as 
a worker, and reasons out the labour of emotion as a way to provide for her 
family. This can be seen as an example of how, although it is not usually put 
in such explicit terms, celebrity emotion work is a mutual contract between 
performers, audiences, and media markets (Biressi & Nunn, 2010, p.50). 
The celebrities studied in this chapter perform emotion work which often fails 
to fit socially sanctioned scripts which demonstrate their right of place in the 
celebrity pecking order. As Su Holmes argues, when celebrities such as
Katona, or Jade Goody in the example she discusses, have dramatically failed 
to fit the expectations of idealised femininity which their celebrity 
construction depends on, the signs which make up their image can be 
dramatically recontextualised, often to mean something totally opposite or 
different to their previous meaning (2009, para 31). This recontextualisation is 
part of a ritual of celebrity divestment of status, which must take place before 
the celebrity can be accepted again. The celebrity must first make visible 
socially coded performance of contrition in which the celebrity is seen to 
apologise, explain, but above all “relinquish the privileges of a celebrity 
identity” (Holmes, 2009, para 39). As Holmes also notes, celebrities in this
position are also often expected to appear to disappear for a time, retreating 
into other socially sanctioned roles, most prominently motherhood (2009, para 
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35-6). The case of Katona is evidence that this process, especially the making 
visible of initially failing or refusing show the required repentance is found 
both deeply troubling and deeply absorbing.
Figure 27: Kerry Katona on the TV Show Good Morning, Responding to Intervention Ambush
An example of this expectation occurred in 2008, when Katona appeared on 
the popular morning chat show This Morning (Gormley, 1988), a not unusual 
location for the kinds of work that depends on emotion in which she engages,
to promote her latest reality show. Presenter Phillip Schofield soon interrupted 
her to say that he couldn’t understand her speech and was concerned for her 
wellbeing. Allegations of drug abuse had long followed Katona and the 
interview quickly switched tone from promotion to intervention, with the 
show’s other presenter Fern Britton raising allegations that she had been 
hung-over on another show. Katona refused both during and after the 
interview to follow the script of admitting she had a problem, and instead 
explained it in terms that failed to be accepted, namely that she was on 
prescription drugs for bipolar disorder which had the effect of altering her 
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speech, particularly in the morning. This explanation failed to counter
adequately the impact of her appearance, and the implication that she was 
drunk or on illegal drugs on-air. The Guardian called it “A new TV low”, and, 
while it accused the show of being unethical by airing the interview, it did so 
under the presumption that the show was taking advantage of “a slowly 
disintegrating young woman” for spectacle value (Raeside, 2008).
Biressi and Nunn argue that celebrity emotion work is “above all connective” 
(2010, p.50). The emotional labour of the denigrated female celebrities
studied in this chapter is also connective – but its affective value is mediated 
through the logic of revulsion. Aversion to the Toxic, chav, ratchet, or trashy 
celebrity produces an embodied outside which the cultural imaginary can 
employ to express and police the cultural cohesion of the social body. 
Revulsion of this kind has a long history in Western culture. The philosopher 
Kristeva theorises about the process and meaning of the mundane and often 
unexamined ways in which such disgusted rejections operate in our daily lives 
in order to make ourselves and the world retain a sense of coherence.
Julia Kristeva calls this abjection, and theorises that it is that which is 
“radically excluded and draws me toward the place where meaning collapses.” 
(1982, p.2). The abject arises from the feelings and cultural associations 
provoked by certain things – primarily material wastes, such as excrement, 
urine, vomit; also sewage, open wounds, rotting food, and dead bodies. 
Abjection results from revulsion towards these wastes. They must be literally 
expelled from the body – and not just because they are unclean. Kristeva
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argues that the abject is disturbing and repulsive because it threatens to break 
down the distinction between subject and object positions – thereby collapsing 
meaning (1982, p.2). The abject is, “Not me. Not that. But not nothing, either.
A ‘something’ that I do not recognize as a thing. A weight of 
meaninglessness, about which there is nothing insignificant, and which 
crushes me” (Kristeva, 1982, p.2).
The abject is ambiguous and so, according to Kristeva, it exposes the frailty of 
identity, system, law, and order. It does this by disturbing and disrupting the 
boundaries and rules of these imperatives. Abjection is the response to such 
loss of meaning and wholeness. Barbara Creed also argues that historical 
notions of the abject have also included that which is framed as perverse, 
sexually immoral, and the female body (1993, p.9). Such notions of 
perversion are central to constructions of the monstrous feminine (Creed,
1993, p.9).
A cultural model of analysis of “that which is not me” (Kristeva, 1982, p.2), is 
offered by Mary Douglas, who argues that, culturally, the eradication of dirt 
cannot be ascribed to a sense of dread alone, or to a society’s ideas about 
disease control (1966, p.2). Instead, “dirt offends against order. Eliminating it 
is not a negative movement but a positive effort to organise the environment” 
(Douglas, 1966, p.2). In this light, Douglas contends that we can view the 
purification of bodies and spaces as an attempt to offer a sense of unity of 
experience within a given culture. As Douglas puts it:
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If we can abstract pathogenicity and hygiene from our notion of dirt, 
we are left with the old definition of dirt as matter out of place. This 
is a very suggestive approach. It implies two conditions: a set of 
ordered relations and a contravention of that order. Dirt then, is never 
a unique, isolated event. Where there is dirt there is a system. Dirt is 
the by-product of a systematic ordering and classification of matter, 
in so far as ordering involves rejecting inappropriate elements. (1966, 
p.35)
So, while Douglas views the decontamination and elimination of dirt as 
essentially positive, and rejects the explanation of the experience of marginal 
material as fundamentally linked to primal feelings of dread or revulsion 
(1966, p.121), she agrees with Kristeva that the existence and maintenance of 
a stable system is conceived of in culture as requiring the rejection of dirt – of
that which is seen to exist outside of the order of the system. 
Douglas’ analysis is useful for the study of abjection in relation to celebrity, 
because it allows for abjection to be explained as culturally and historically 
contingent. That is, the abject can be conceived as that which a given system 
of law rejects as inappropriate elements, even if that rejection is naturalised 
within the system to the extent that both personal and public interactions with 
these elements may take the form of expressions and sensations of deeply felt 
horror and loathing. The term trash, of course, offers an immediate and 
redolent link to notions of pollution and dirt, and to the abject: suggesting the 
horror and loathing of the rotten and decayed. It implies the appropriate 
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answer to the apparent problem: trash is what we call the detritus that is to be 
thrown away and forgotten. 
This view is also one which is often expressed through misogynist discourses 
which position the body as out-of-control (Williamson, 2010, p.119), and as 
sexually immature and immoral (Adair, 2003, p.199). Class loathing also 
often focuses on the figure of the female as the reproducer – biologically and 
socially – of the underclass. This explains why Katona and Spears are 
publically policed as mothers, and watched for signs of disordered or 
dysfunctional parenting. Adair also analyses the way that this framing of class 
encourages women’s bodies to be read in terms of pathology: their bodies are 
“imagined as an embodiment of decay and cultural dis-ease that threatens the 
health of our nation” (2003, p.199). This helps to explain why the more
implicitly (and sometimes explicitly) sexual images of female celebrities 
circulate alongside commentary which speculates about her genital hygiene 
and health.
The patholagising of class is represented in most unambiguously 
contemptuous terms when it appears in the form of sexually transmitted 
diseases (STD). For instance, in the wake of the reports that Rihanna had been 
the victim of intimate partner violence in her relationship with Chris Brown, 
MTV News headlines asked, “Did Rihanna Give Chris Brown an STD?” 
(Uncredited, 2009) and two years later blogger Perez Hilton asked if “Rihanna
Infected Chris Brown With Herpes In Tennessee?” (2009). Although Hilton 
pointed out the rumour arose from a bogus lawsuit, put forward by an 
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apparent Chris Brown impersonator, it continued to circulate and generate 
similarly misleading headlines. And, in 2013, when a woman sued MAC 
cosmetics after contracting herpes from a free lipstick sample promotion at a 
Rihanna concert, TMZ recalled the earlier herpes rumour in its headline 
“Rihanna Concert: Herpe Days are Here Again” (Uncredited, 2013). The New
York Daily News, which broke the story, used images, such as one of Rihanna 
kissing a giant model of a MAC lipstick, as if to suggest a more direct 
connection between the singer and the fan’s disease (Ross & Hutcherson, 
2013). The repeated insinuation that denigrated female celebrities transmit 
STDs is far from unusual, and is expressive of the affecting ways in which 
classist and racist designations are employed to signify cultural fears about the 
frailty of established systems of law: the trash, chav, or ratchet woman is the 
dirt - figured as a contagious disease - which threatens to infect the (social) 
body, and so should be expelled from it.
The figure of the Toxic Celebrity is often imagined in such ways, which fit 
what Susan Bordo identifies an archetype that she calls the “devouring, 
insatiable female” (2003, pp.160). This archetype imagines women as 
hungering, voracious, excessively needful, unrestrained, aggressive,
dangerous, and always wanting more emotional reassurance, sexual contact, 
and attention (Bordo, 2003, pp.160-161). She argues that the image of the 
devouring woman becomes more popular in times of social or environmental 
crisis (the example she gives is the Salem witch trials), as well as during times 
when women become more powerful and vocal. This archetype gives support 
to conceptions of women as needing to be controlled by more logical forces in 
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the form of the flipside of this binary, that is, patriarchal authorities. In 
contemporary times, this work to silence women through disgust includes 
imagery drawn from racist and classist myths about the body of the Other as 
vector of disease.
Rihanna’s image has been persistently constructed as a devouring woman, and 
her recent uses of what can be called a ratchet aesthetic both affirms and 
challenges this framing. Ratchet was first popularised in popular music by 
Hurricane Chris, in the album 51/50 Ratchet (Hurricane Chris, 2007; Lewis,
2013, para 2). Hurricane uses ratchet to suggest  wild behaviour, and partying 
hard (Lewis, 2013, para 2), and in the context of his lyrics, ratchet can be
viewed as part of a vocabulary (similar to terms like crunk and turnt) that 
describes a scene and a mood which frames itself as being in excess of 
repressive social conventions: ratchet is about getting out of control, being 
reckless, but it’s also in opposition to the identity politics which work to 
define who is worthy of social access and attention through normative ideas of 
civility.
By 2012 the term was increasingly associated with stereotypes of femininity 
in pop music, particularly related to women of colour (Lewis, 2013, para 2). 
Tyga’s song Ratchets (Tyga, 2012), for instance, includes lyrics which 
imagine ratchet women as hoping to trap a man by having a baby, and 
ratchetness is associated with drug taking and dealing, as so-called trap pussy. 
Ratchets (as a plural grouping of women) are described as accessories that 
symbolise success for a rapper, but aren’t important on their own terms. The 
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use of the term ratchet in cases like this, in reference to women, is about 
objectifying women, and sometimes explicitly about disrespecting them. The 
use of these stereotypes of black femininity is hardly new, as Heidi R. Lewis
points out. Lewis argues that ratchet, in relation to femininity, can be thought 
of as “a combination of Mammy, Sapphire, Jezebel, and the Welfare Queen—
every controlling image of black women Patricia Hill Collins taught you 
about all rolled into one. So, while the term itself may be relatively new, the 
construction isn’t” (2013, para 2).
Lewis argues that the term ratchet is drawn from a long history of stereotypes, 
as well as pointing to the history of black feminists working to demystify such 
stereotypes. She also points to the writing of Cooper, who argues that 
representations of ratchetness may nonetheless at times work to challenge the 
politics of respectability in meaningful ways (2013, para 2-3). Brittney
Cooper argues that the politics of respectability can be myopic, and can work 
to pathologise women who don’t fit the model (2013, para 2-3). Evelyn
Brooks Higginbotham identified respectability politics in her historical study 
Righteous Discontent: the Women’s Movement in the Black Baptist Church
1880-1920 (1993), as a local practice of ordinary people in Baptist women’s 
groups, who worked to counter stereotypes of black femininity and its 
negative effect on self-perceptions, by refiguring themselves through 
“resistant pronouncements against white public opinion” (1993, p.186). This 
work included refiguring an image of themselves as American subjects and as 
respectable Baptists. In doing this, Baptist women often insisted on 
“conformity to dominant society’s norms of manners and morals” 
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(Higginbotham, 1993, p.187), which saw them condemning what they saw as 
bad attitudes and behaviours among their own people (Higginbotham, 1993,
p.p.186).
Such conservative politics of assimilation continue, and fit with what Ta-
Nehisi Coates calls “black America’s own historic intellectual divide” (2008, 
para 22). Coates argues that the conservative tradition is on the rise in 
contemporary America, because of the results of continued institutionalised 
racism and failures by the state to deliver on promises of equality (2008, para 
31-33). In this context, mediated representations of people of colour, and 
particularly tabloid and reality TV forms, “frequently makes Black women the 
victims of persistent acts of disrespectability” (Cooper, 2013, para 30). 
Cooper argues that ratchet acts can be considered a kind of response to the 
demands that both respectability politics and as negotiations of contemporary 
patriarchy. While cautioning that romanticising such transgressions of 
dominant culture have limited power, Cooper expresses her own shocked 
response to it, and suggests its potential for rupture, saying that, for her,
“ratchetness gives me pause, every single time! It’s meant to. Ratchet acts are 
meant to be so over-the-top and outrageous that they catch your attention and 
exceed the bounds of acceptable saying” (2013, para 4).
Rihanna’s release of a promotional video (Rihanna, 2013) for her single Pour
it Up (Fenty & Williams et al., 2012) arrived at a time when the term ratchet 
had reached as mainstream an audience as the E! network, and the media
connected it to ratchet, and the perhaps even more chic term twerk, 
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enthusiastically declaring “Rihanna Gets Ratchet for ‘Pour It Up’ Music 
Video Here Is Every Time She Twerks, in GIFs” (Boone, 2013). Both ratchet
and twerking have been used as descriptors in relation to other celebrities, for 
instance Miley Cyrus’ infamous performance at the MTV Video Music Awards
(2013). Some writers argued that Cyrus’ dance style in the show, and the 
move to a more hip hop inflected sound in her music generally, was 
appropriation (e.g. “On Miley Cyrus, Ratchet Culture and Accessorizing With 
Black People”, Stewart, in Jezebel, 2013, and “Let’s Get Ratchet! Check Your 
Privilege at the Door”, Sesali B, in Feministing, 2013). 
Such criticism is reminiscent of bell hooks’ critique of Madonna’s image in
the 80s. Hooks argued that Madonna was an example of white women who 
made their interest in and appropriation of black culture apparent as a claim to 
“radical chic”. Bell hooks argued that, “intimacy with that ‘nasty’ blackness
good white girls stay away from is what they seek. To white and other 
nonblack consumers, this gives them a special flavor, an added spice” (2015,
p.238). Most media criticism, however, ignored the analysis of the
performance as appropriation of ratchet styles, instead interpreting the 
performance Cyrus as hypersexual and thus inauthentic in relation to the
earlier image of her as a Disney star. This is a criticism that works to confirm 
the inscription of “nastiness” (hooks, 2015, p.238) on the bodies of black 
women by confirming that good white girls are reduced or contaminated by 
association with black culture, while covering this cultural discomfort with 
the veil of controversy. For instance, CNN reported the apparent
disappointment of parents (disappointment that CNN courted by asking for 
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comment on their Facebook page), who thought that Cyrus was “making a 
vulgar joke out of her talents and her beauty”, and was choosing a path that 
was “wrong and dangerous” (Wallace, 2013). 
This type of cultural coding relates to the forms of cultural inscription that
Beverly Skeggs has argued have historically attached to culturally 
marginalised bodies, an inscription which becomes visible across various sites 
of popular culture. This inscription of class and race then “become[s]
detachable and can operate as a mobile resource” for some, while “being fixed 
and read onto some bodies as a limitation” (Skeggs 2004, p.1). Ratchet, as a 
shorthand for controlling stereotypes of black femininity, is frequently read as 
permanently attached to the bodies of black women in the eyes of much of 
contemporary culture, in an either-or scenario where one can be either ratchet 
or respectable. As Cooper asks, “are Black women not always already 
perceived as “ratchet” anyway? As over-the-top, excessive, doing the most 
and achieving the least, unable to be contained, except through wholly 
insufficient discourses, like ghetto, and hood, and ratchet. And respectability”
(Cooper, 2013, para 13). Cooper here suggests that respectability is just as 
tyrannical as ratchet as a cultural association for people of colour, because it 
doesn’t deliver on promises of citizenship or, indeed on respect.
The terms of citizenship are central to Rihanna’s use of ratchet in Pour it Up 
(Rihanna, 2013). The video works as a complex embodied negotiation of the 
meanings that both ratchet, and its association with stripping takes on, 
including normative ideas of respectability and taste, and gender 
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performativity. The video, set in what appears to be an otherworldly strip 
club, which is shrouded in smoke and partially submerged in water. In it,
Rihanna wears clothes that are often associated in the media with ratchet 
women: garish clashes, and an emphasis on big gold jewelry, along with 
revealing or tight, booty hugging clothes. 
Figure 28: Rihanna Wears Contrasting Styles in Pour It Up Music Video
Her fashion references are often about contrasting styles and levels of taste 
and expensiveness, but perhaps nowhere more so than in this video. For 
example, Rihanna wears Daisy Dukes style shorts, which are cut into a thong, 
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contrasted with Versace earrings, and with Lucite heels which are printed with 
dollar signs, referencing the strip club theme of the video. These style choices 
visually make it clear that Rihanna has the money and the knowledge to dress 
in a more conventionally classy or expensive way, but chooses not to. The 
outfits also reference different eras of style in hip hop fashion, as well as to
different eras of stripping, including pin-up models and burlesque.
Figure 29: Rihanna Throws Bills at the Viewer in Pour It Up Music Video
Another example of this negotiation of taste and gender performativity is 
summed up by Bubbles Burbujas, who describes the video for Pour it Up as
“a stripper-themed video 1) in which the spectator/participant line was very 
blurred and 2) there were no men.” (2013). For example, in one of the scenes 
intercut throughout the video, Rihanna sits on a throne and poses 
aggressively. She peels off bills and throws them, but the framing suggests
she is not throwing bills at the other dancers in the video, but at the viewers of 
the video. 
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The theme of money is central– as bills thrown in the air, as clothing, and, in 
the lyrics of the song, money is what “make the world go round” (Fenty & 
Williams et al., 2012). The commodification of the female body is made 
transparent, but it is also framed as a complex negotiation of power. For 
instance, the refrain “I still got my money” in the verses shifts the meaning of 
lines like “the look in your eyes, I know you want some” (Fenty & Williams 
et al., 2012), so that the “some” that is wanted is unclear. It may be about sex, 
or money, or both. This shifting, uncertain  meaning troubles the culturally 
coded border which positions authentic desire as being essentially separate
from the exchange of money. The song and the video, put together articulate
ratchet acts as working in the context of an uneven field of power, where the 
moneyed regularly treat bodies, especially the bodies of women, as 
commodified objects. It makes the commodification of bodies unavoidably 
visible, but it also reveals the bodies in question to be subjects, subjects with a 
complex relationship to power. In this context, ratchet works as an embodied 
performance in excess of the demands of contemporary femininity. In Pour it 
Up, such performances enable the negotiation of the terms of bodily 
objectification, in a culture where controlling gazes are a given.
Class Mobility and the Cultural Valuing of Toxic Celebrities
Bordo argues that in contemporary Western cultures the body is seen as 
representative of class mobility and the capacity for culturally valued work. 
Class “relates to the category of social mobility (or lack of it) rather than class 
location” (1993, p.195).  Associations between fatness and class for example 
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are “mediated by moral qualities – fat being perceived as indicative of 
laziness, lack of discipline, unwillingness to conform, and absence of all those 
‘managerial’ abilities that, according to dominant ideology, confer upward
mobility” (Bordo, 1993, p.195). In contrast, slenderness and the mastery of 
the body are given as signs of having the “right stuff” (Bordo, 1993, p.195).
The figure of the Toxic Celebrity, as well as being positioned as an 
undisciplined body, is derided for an apparent inability or unwillingness to do 
real work. The idea that such celebrities don’t work gets some of its meaning 
from classist and racist stereotypes which construct trashy stereotypes as 
incapable and unwilling to become socially mobile. The discourse of Toxic
Celebrity is imbricated with classist and racist stereotypes that are “produced
through disgust reactions” (Tyler, 2008, p.17). Earlier in this chapter the work 
of toxic chav and trash celebrities was discussed in terms of emotion work.
While such work is part of an affective economy, and involves a contract 
between producers, consumers, and media markets, in the discourse of Toxic
Celebrity, this work is also consistently disavowed as work. Their affective 
meaning offers an inverse of ideal citizenship, which is employed to express 
and police the cultural cohesion of the social body. The disavowal of the 
emotion work of these celebrities also obscures the affective function they 
perform, and its generative role in maintaining the cultural status quo. 
This contemporary disavowal of certain types of work results from a longer 
history of the connotations of dirt attaching themselves to poor women 
through the twin constructions of “dirty work” and “dirty women” (Palmer 
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1989, p.138). For instance, Phyllis Palmer, in her historical study of 
housewives and domestic servants from 1920-1945 argues that Western social 
norms offer the figure of the good middle class housewife as an opposition to 
the supposedly bad, sexually loose woman. The work carried out by the 
housewife is then made troubling, because housework is associated with dirt 
and decay. Palmer goes on to argue that, in Western thought at least since the 
1800s, dirt and decay are in turn associated with licentiousness, firmly linking 
“sex, dirt, housework, and badness” in the Western cultural imaginary 
(Palmer 1989, p.138). 
In this way, housework contaminated the image of the morally and sexually 
pure woman of the home in the early 20th Century. Palmer’s work suggests 
that middle class housewives during this era sought to avoid these 
associations by projecting an image of purity within the same domestic sphere 
which contained and codified them. In order to create the image of a 
housewife who remained unpolluted, middle class housewives needed to be 
able to maintain a pristine domestic space, while at the same time somehow 
renouncing the appearance of doing any of the dirty work associated with it. 
Domestic servants served as the ideal figure to take up this work and to take
on the associations with dirt and badness. This allowed the middle class 
housewife to disavow housework as part of her image, and to demonstrate her 
purity by her contrast to the domestic servant (Palmer 1989, p.138).
Palmer’s study of housework in this era exposes the ways that notions of 
purity and pollutedness have historically taken on both class and race based 
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dimensions, even in the most intimate spaces. Poor, often non-white, servants 
were made to bear the load of associations which tied women’s work to 
negative conceptions of dirt and sex – conceptions which linked both together 
in an imaginary which understood them as morally bad and shameful. These 
conceptions, argues Palmer, have persisted and continue to shape the attitudes 
which divide women along class and race lines, while devaluing the 
importance of the work that they do (1989, p.xxii).
Celebrities who are constructed through the discourse of Toxic Celebrity are
often in a rock and a hard place position in relation to work. They are 
imagined as attributed celebrities, whose fame does not come from work or 
talent, and the work they do is overwhelmingly not thought of as work. Yet at 
the same time, the work they do is enmeshed with negatively framed cultural 
conceptions of feminine labour. Toxic celebrities typically star in reality 
shows based on their home life and largely set within home spaces. They are 
also often seen in food commercials, which either frame them as sexual or as 
mothers, for example Katona’s ads for the food brand Iceland (Tom Reddy, 
2006), or caught in paparazzi shots of a similar nature, in ways that are 
imagined to fit uncomfortably with the sexualisation of these celebrities. Their 
work is perceived as relating to sex and the home in ways that frame it as dirty 
work.
Trash Media and Trash Media Audiences
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The figure of the Toxic Celebrity is imagined to emerge from equally 
denigrated parts of the popular media and culture –reality TV, tabloid 
journalism, and popular music, also often referred to as trashy. This is partly 
because, as Gies argues, tabloids do disproportionately focus on celebrities
who are framed as trashy women (2011, p.355). Such media forms are 
frequently the subject of discourses of media value, which position them as a 
blight polluting public culture, in contrast to media that is constructed through 
opposition as a better representation of the ideal operation of media and news. 
Catharine Lumby writes about such familiar assessments of journalism and 
popular media: In these assessments tabloids in particular, and the 
tabloidisation of the news and other media are constructed as a corrupting 
force which has invaded the public sphere with its nefarious influence. 
Tabloidisation is contrasted against an ideal of good news media, imagined as 
“a facilitator of rational public debate” (1997, p.128). 
Female consumers are generally the intended audience of much of the texts 
and text types which fall into this category, and it is a female (or feminised) 
audience who is imagined to enthusiastically buy, and buy into, tabloidised
media. Lumby argues that regardless of market targeting, it doesn’t 
necessarily follow that female audiences passively absorb misogynist 
discourses in popular media, or that it is a simple case of these texts being bad 
for contemporary culture (1997, p.128). Valerie Walkerdine is similarly 
concerned with the theorisation of audiences, and especially working class 
audiences as either actively resisting or passively conforming in response to 
media texts. She further argues that social theory has historically seen the 
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working class through a “seesaw of progressive and reactionary” (1997, p.22). 
The idea of the audience as either “proto-revolutionary fodder”, or “duped 
masses” (1997, p.23) makes invisible the complexities of viewer interactions 
– including conforming- and tends to further fetishise fictions that are
projected on to class designations (1997, pp.23-24).
Questions of Authenticity
As Hartigan argues that, “no one is white trash unless so labeled by somebody 
else” (2005, p.114). Authenticity has long been a concern of celebrity 
discourses, as Richard Dyer argues (1986, p.2). The question of who a star 
really is permeates much of the coverage of celebrities, and this is often 
intimately entwined with what theorists such as Holmes have argued as the 
“appetite to reveal the ‘ordinary’ person ‘behind’ the famous self” (2004,
p.30). That is, the self which is not only behind the façade, but which reveals 
itself to be just like “you and me”.
The notion of authenticity is also a component of what makes celebrities who 
are framed as ratchet, trash and chav affective. For example, Sam Stoloff 
argues that the infamous ice-skater Tonya Harding gained more attention than 
her victim Nancy Kerrigan because the frame of white trash made her a more 
interesting subject. Harding’s image was absorbing, not just because of what 
she had done to Kerrigan, but because she was already pre-packaged as an 
object of scorn and derision (1995, p.228). 
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The question of Hilton’s authenticity as a trashy celebrity is part of the 
discourses that circulate around her. For example, Tracie Egan Morrissey, a 
writer for the popular Gawker Media site Jezebel, expresses frustration with 
Hilton’s insistence on taking up what she sees as an inauthentic performance 
of selfhood in the interest of commercial gain. In a post titled “The World 
According To Paris: Same Shit, Different Show” (2011), Egan Morrissey 
takes issue with the promotion of her show The World According to Paris 
Hilton, which promised to offer a glimpse at the real Paris Hilton (cited in 
Egan Morrissey, para 1). The article sees Hilton’s embodiment of trashiness 
as a pretense taken on cynically in order to create a brand that stands out. 
Writes Morrissey, 
that's fine if that's what sells her press-on nails and false eyelashes. But 
then, you know, don't try to tell us that her show is anything but the 
same old extension of her brand. Don't pee on our legs and tell us it's 
raining. (2011)
While Morrissey doesn’t express a particularly strong desire to know the 
“real” Paris Hilton behind the image, she does raise the issue of authenticity.
In Poor Chic: The Rational Consumption of Poverty, Karen Bettez Halnon
describes what she sees as a trend of “making stylish or recreational and often 
expensive ‘fun’ of poverty or of traditional symbols of working class and 
underclass” (2002, p. 501) Poor Chic can involve embodied play by dressing 
up and acting in the styles associated with poor classes, or otherwise 
“impersonating down the social ladder of stratification” (2002, p. 501). 
Halnon includes what she calls “’White Trash’ Mockery” as a subtype of Poor 
Chic, and lists Hilton as an example of this. Halnon argues that Poor Chic 
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“controls the possibility of becoming… [white trash] by dehumanising it, by 
reducing it to a commodity” (2002, p. 508).
In Hilton’s case, the reduction of white trash style to a commodity could be 
seen as being further extended through her celebrity, allowing her to use her 
performance as a class tourist to go on to sell class tourism to her audience. 
The Jezebel article takes issue with this, but it is parsed as a problem of 
authenticity, where the “fake” aspects of Hilton’s celebrity construction, 
including its commodification through cheap beauty products, should be seen 
through and dismissed. Morrissey also uses a tone of inclusion with the reader 
(“don’t try to tell us”, “don’t pee on our legs”) (2011). This framing imagines 
the audience for Hilton to be elsewhere, and to be passive dupes vulnerable to 
cynical and fake celebrities, a construction which enables the presumed 
audience of Jezebel to be imagined as more intelligent, more discerning. 
The figure of the Toxic Celebrity is often constructed as a safe target for such 
assertions, but they require Hilton’s presumed audience to be imagined as 
tasteless and manipulated. Halnon on the other hand makes sense of Hilton’s
audience as class tourists, impersonating down the ladder of class 
stratification. While Halnon makes important points about the construction of 
Hilton’s image in relation to class impersonation, and Morrisey makes points 
about the cynical production of contemporary celebrity, they don’t give much 
credit to the possibility of more complex fan and audience engagements. They 
also avoid analysing the ways that Hilton’s image tends to be constructed in 
mediated discourse through revulsion and loathing, which complicates the 
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aspects of her image which are aligned with class tourism and celebrity 
branding, since her construction seems ineluctably tied to gendered loathing. 
The cultural loathing of denigrated female celebrities is imbricated with 
discourses of class and race loathing, in ways that are often difficult to unpack 
or to combat without confirming the supposed truth of one or the other. For 
instance, Newitz and Wray argue that white trash offers a way of thinking 
through class, presenting an allegory to describe it, in a contemporary culture 
which otherwise does not have the language with which to examine the 
problematics of class stratification. Stoloff, writing about class in the Kerrigan 
Harding controversy, uses the metaphor of the social body to explain this: the 
very rich, and the underclass constitute the limits of citizenship in the United 
States – the body fat, as Stoloff would have it – while everyone else exists in a 
vast “middle” (1995, p.229). While actual differences in income and status
might be experienced in this middle, everyone is imagined to be able to move 
within these gradations freely. As Tyler points out, the UK has more recently 
embraced a similar screening off of class from popular and political 
discourses.
The term chav operates within this cultural moment as a way to mark class 
differences without expressing them as deriving from class inequalities (2008, 
p.20). In Stoloff’s metaphor, the layer of fat (the underclass) represent a threat 
to the health of this free circulating middle. Their visibility asserts that class is 
not a free-circulating system, that it is in fact a clogged, and congested system 
where movement is obstructed at multiple levels (1995, p.229). Revulsion 
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works as a way to dehumanise, reject, and blame the classes who are most 
affected by this system. It is an excision which reveals, obscures and reveals 
again, but seldom without casualties.
This analysis has focused narrowly on three terms that have been used in this 
process of thinking through class and race, and further narrowed this analysis 
to where it has been used in the discourse of Toxic Celebrity. Much could be 
said, for instance, about the ways in which inscriptions of class and race are 
made to mean in narratives of success and achieved celebrity.
As well, the terms I have used, such as ratchet, do not have entirely fixed 
meanings, but rather their meaning depends on context and application. At the 
time of writing, for instance, the term trash has noticeably become part of 
feminist discourse online, as a term applied to men, in what appears to be both 
a response to, and a reappropriation of its use as a denigration of women. The 
hashtag #menaretrash is often used in these situations in conjunction with 
similarly ironically playful yet pointed tags like #misandry (e.g. “It’s Time to 
Take Out the Trash Men in Our Lives: #saynotofuckboys2k15”, Nigatu, 
2015). It is unclear at the time of writing to what extent the history of trash as 
form of class and race inscription will impact this reappropriation. Such shifts 
in usage may transpire to divest terms like trash of their effectiveness in 
exposing obscured class and race relations, but, in the case of the gender 
reversal that #menaretrash enacts, it also highlights the way that the bodies of 
women have disproportionately borne the weight of meaning in these 
discourses, often through revulsion.
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Conclusion
The work of this thesis has been to examine a figure who is thoroughly reviled 
as emblematic of all that is worthless about contemporary culture, a figure I 
must admit I have found myself investing in, as I trawled through magazine 
after listicle after best selling book articulating her deficiencies and her 
triviality. While I haven’t exactly defended the Toxic Celebrity, I have 
pointed to the ways that she is a figure made up in culture, and the ways that
the use of her as self-evident embodiment of cultural degeneration and disease 
is a form of gate keeping which reasserts oppressive hierarchies of value. So it 
is odd now, having got to this point, to think of this thesis project in terms of 
what has been achieved and what can be said to have value.
Having pointed to this irony, I think I can argue that in this thesis I have made 
a case for, if not the value, then the necessity of contesting such cultural
constructions of value. In terms of the field of celebrity studies, I have taken 
on assumptions about how achievement relates to celebrity, specifically how 
celebrities are imagined to accrue and maintain their status. 
Necessity is the word that better fits the aims and outcomes of this project, but 
it also neatly opposes a word I have often used to conceptualise Toxic 
Celebrity: excess. I have made a case for Toxic Celebrity as a discourse which 
constructs the very fame it derides as valueless. But I have also theorised and 
found examples of the Toxic Celebrity working as a form of contestation or
troubling the established forms of value, precisely because the construction of 
this figure as denigrated and overexposed is so excessive, so overabundant .
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In analysing Toxic Celebrity, I have argued for excesses of meaning, and for 
discontinuities, ruptures, instabilities and which suggest the totalisation of
discourse is not final. In this thesis I have articulated the ideological codes 
that organise the Toxic Celebrity discourse, codes that work to produce and 
control subjects, particularly in producing neoliberal feminine subjects. But I 
have also argued that contestation of meaning is possible, and that it is already 
happening.
I have argued for analysing celebrity as a site of discourse, and followed 
Foucault’s argument that, rather than looking for secret origins of discourse, 
“we must be ready to receive every moment of discourse in its sudden 
irruption” (Foucault, 1969, p.28). Foucault argues that rather than attempting 
to discover or understand discourse by looking for its origin, discourse should 
be treated “as and when it occurs” (1969, p.28). This thesis has examined the 
Toxic Celebrity discourse of celebrity through “the incision that it makes, that 
irreducible - and very often tiny – emergence” (Foucault, 1969, p. 31), and 
has highlighted both the difficulty and the usefulness of this form of analysis 
to the study of contemporary media.
That said, further work in this area may nonetheless be conducted. Although I
have focused on reading this discourse as and when it occurs, and avoided 
retroactive analysis of historical celebrities, a discourse analysis of past 
celebrities continue to be important. For instance, dead and purportedly
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forgotten celebrities are referents in contemporary discourse, they appear as 
characters in contemporary narratives about the history of celebrity, as 
legends or antecedents of contemporary celebrity. A study of how they are 
used in relation to Toxic Celebrity discourse could pay attention to the 
different ways they are made meaningful for writers and audiences in
contemporary times and how they were made meaningful at other times. 
These celebrities construct particular views of the past, and comparisons with 
the present. For example, a 2013 article in Complex titled “20 Classic 
Hollywood Stars Who Make Lindsay Lohan Look Like a Saint” (Gallagher,
2013), paints an image of continuity between bad celebrity behaviour of the 
present and the past, disrupting the familiar narrative of Toxic Celebrity as a 
new phase or variant of ascribed celebrity. Another Lohan centred article 
asked if she were “the Next Frances Farmer?” (Uncredited, 2011), a 
comparison which frames Farmer as the only “historical Hollywood
precedent”, to “the sheer constancy and ever-escalating sensationalism of 
Lohan's exploits” (Uncredited, 2011).
Farmer’s celebrity (both living and posthumous) certainly deserves re-
examination. The various narratives of her life provide a particularly good 
example of the ways in which the cultural meaning of celebrity is historically 
contingent. In Farmer’s case, vast chasms of difference exist between 
assertions of the apparent facts of her life, and their meaning is further 
debated, as well as actively disputed popularly. The continued interest in 
Farmer, and the importance often placed on getting Farmer’s story right 
suggests that it is, in this contemporary moment, a meaningful narrative of
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female celebrity. Contemporary accounts of this story paint a bleak portrait of 
female celebrity, either in terms of what fame may do to the self (i.e. to cause
or amplify mental dysfunction), or how little even fame may do to protect 
women from a paternal and brutal medical and legal establishment, which 
works to contain women under the guise of protection from their own minds. 
It is hard not to draw comparisons between the multiple ways Farmer’s life 
has been made to mean, to the ways that Toxic Celebrity is employed in
contemporary culture.
For instance, Farmer’s sensational and unsettling posthumous autobiography 
Will there Really be a Morning? (1974), tells her story as one of involuntary 
commitment to a psychiatric institution at the behest of her controlling family,
a place where she faced inhumane treatment, shock therapy and sexual abuse. 
It is difficult not to think of similarities between this and Amanda Bynes’ 
Tweets which protested her institutionalisation under the 5150 California 
Welfare and Institutions Code, and accused her parents of mistreatment.
Farmer’s life is often narrativized as the story of a promising actress (which 
Farmer’s autobiography downplays), who was initially arrested on a minor, 
banal charge (for having her car headlights on too bright in a blackout zone),
which she protested, and which led to her being transferred to a psychiatric 
ward. Farmer is said to have been eventually institutionalised several times 
over much of her life, making headlines and losing her career in the process. 
Cruel treatment is often a feature of this story, and Farmer is said to have been 
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subjected to various so-called “shock” treatments. In some versions, including 
the biopic Frances (Clifford, 1982), she was eventually lobotomised. Versions 
of Farmer’s story continue to accumulate through a legacy of films, TV 
specials, books, including a chapter in Kenneth Anger’s Hollywood Babylon
(1976), and songs attempting to make sense of the conflict between the 
socially sanctioned image of movie star as glamourous idol, and the archetype 
of the mad woman. That Farmer was probably the victim of psychiatric 
procedures that are now generally acknowledged to be brutal, after being 
detained initially on flimsy charges, adds to the sense of Farmer embodying 
the subject of regulatory discourses, and the entanglement of the medical 
institution with practices of punishment. 
The narrativising of Farmer’s story at times characterises her as a rebel and a 
martyr, a treatment contemporary female celebrities are rarely afforded. These 
depictions represent her as a symbol of social transgression, and of the 
extremes of violence which transgressors are subjected to. Nirvana’s Frances
Farmer Will Have Her Revenge on Seattle (Cobain, 1993), for instance, 
compares Farmer to the victims of witch trials, and imagines her as an 
avenging spirit, who will “come back as fire, to burn all the liars” (Cobain,
1993). Farmer’s celebrity forms part of an ongoing discourse about the 
exploitation of women in the entertainment industry, and the 
institutionalisation and divestment of power of women under the guise of 
madness and mental illness diagnoses.
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Echoes of this narrative can be seen in the mediation of Toxic Celebrity. For 
instance, the imagery of sickness and pain that is used in Cobain’s Frances
Farmer, suggesting cultural disease which wounds the nonconforming, can be 
found in more recent articles about Britney Spears. In “The Secret History of 
Britney Spears’ Lost Album” (Schwartz, 2014), Spears’ story is reconstructed 
through distance, in terms of both time and of wilful detachment from the 
media flashpoint which constructed Spears as dangerously out-of-control.
This distance is used to retroactively imagine Spears as having been a 
rebellious artist, who was attempting to break free from the pop machine, but 
was ultimately silenced by that machine. In this deliberately alternative 
narrative and others, Toxic Celebrity is appropriated to express the 
dysfunction of the media industry, imagining it as some kind insidious 
darkness which seizes the rebellious and the sensitive, and silences their 
radical potential. 
The construction of a lost Spears through the assertion of a lost album is used 
to create a picture of machinations of power, the workings of which prevent 
the lost album from materialising, because it is held back by the sinister 
figures who manipulate and poison contemporary culture. This kind of 
account of media power is limited in its effectiveness, because it promotes a 
view of power as conspiracy, as held exclusively by nefarious and hidden 
others, rather than as everyday and supported by structures of power. It does,
however, provide something of a language which works to provocatively 
reverse the subject and object relations of discourse, turning the language 
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describing the toxic, mentally diseased subject of discourse in on itself as a 
description of cultural disease which wounds and confines subjects. 
Kurt Cobain’s evocation of Farmer raises another question, that of the 
possibility of a male Toxic Celebrity, which, as I see it, could not be described
as anything like a mirroring or a male version of Toxic Celebrity, since men 
and masculinity are treated entirely differently in contemporary mediated 
culture. As Lieve Gies points out, when men are seen to behave badly, 
including illicit behaviours that might be taken as signs of being “out of 
control”, this is at most taken as the expression of natural, human flaws, and 
more usually as a positively framed confirmation of their tough, risk-taking
masculinity (2011, p. 351). Without wanting to gloss over the ways that Kurt
Cobain’s suicide is employed in similar ways to celebrities such as Frances
Farmer and Amy Winehouse, or the ways that his celebrity has been 
constructed as deviating from contemporary conceptions of normative 
masculinity, accounts of his death and life do nonetheless tend to foreground 
his artistry. Art is both given as his real legacy, and also as an explanation for 
his death, which draws on the mythology of the tortured artist. This can be 
seen, for example in “10 Years Later, Cobain Lives on in His Music” (Olsen,
2005). Artistry is a framing device that is rarely used in relation to telling the 
stories of dead women celebrities.
An analysis of contemporary fame which focused on the construction of 
denigrated male celebrities, if such a thing can be said to exist, would have to 
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pay attention to the vast differences in the ways that masculinity is mediated 
in relation to celebrity. Men tend to be imagined as achieved celebrities, 
without the unease that attends female celebrity. Men are much more readily 
accepted as the embodiments of notions of talent, artistry, skill, and charisma, 
and even when they are seen to behave badly they are rarely thought to have 
lost these, or any of their essential marketability. The media is relatively much
less interested in their personal lives, especially in constructions of a private 
world of problems and failures. Child celebrities transitioning to adult roles 
are often seen to stumble or imperfectly enact their new identities, but this is 
not weighted with the same sense of innocence lost when boy celebrities are
the subject of these narratives.
That said, celebrity boyhood in transition is certainly worth examining further, 
since it is mediated with a sense of anxiety, not around an idea of innocence
lost, but of masculinity insufficiently embodied. The pop star Justin Bieber is 
an example of this. One of the few male celebrities who has faced anywhere 
near the scorn and derision of female contemporaries, Bieber is most often 
criticised for reputedly bratty, childish behaviour, such as vandalising a
neighbour’s house. The invective used to describe Bieber in the wake of such 
events describes a different problem though – that Bieber uncomfortably 
inhabits the image of a grown, mature, desirable man that his most recent 
media efforts have tried to position him as embodying. Unlike the anxious, 
hand-wringing treatment of girl stars, discomfort over examples like the 
Calvin Klein underwear shoot which featured him in just underwear doesn’t 
focus on the possible wrongness of his objectification because he is young. 
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Instead, it appears to be the way that his youthfulness, coupled with his 
former image as a cute and baby-faced star, which is found troubling, 
rendering him too close to feminine or androgynous beauty for cultural 
comfort. Bieber’s attempts to rebrand himself as a masculine hunk troubles
the cultural coding which positions masculinity as the opposite side of a 
binary with femininity. This rupture is met with discomfort, and vocal 
dismissals of Bieber as a punchable “douche” in “10 Celebrities Who Aren’t 
Afraid to call Justin Bieber a Douche” (Rhiannon, 2012), in over-determining
representations of Bieber as transgressing gender norms and deserving 
violence.
This thesis has focused on the way that the discourse of Toxic Celebrity is
produced and maintained in contemporary popular media, and the thesis has
drawn on a range of examples, and used a methodology intended to replicate 
everyday interactions with celebrity, as well as with attention to the generic 
constraints of each text type. Although many texts and text types have been
only touched on, the intention in the thesis has been to provide a general sense 
of how Toxic Celebrity is constructed across a range of media, and the ways 
that it is imbricated with other discourses, especially discourses of class, 
gender, race, mental health, self-help, and cultural reproduction. The choice to 
focus on these discourses came about after much initial research which 
suggested their relationship with Toxic Celebrity, and confirmed by the 
ongoing work of media analysis done throughout this project. That said, these 
choices were also partly made through necessity, through the economy 
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required in the writing process. There are two main lines of enquiry which fell 
victim to this process, and which I would like to touch on briefly here.
The limits of Toxic Celebrity in terms of conceptions of ageing was an early 
line of enquiry. The thesis has explored the ways that the discourse of Toxic
Celebrity often constructs a sense of a past, a more innocent and wholesome 
self which the figure of the Toxic Celebrity is seen to have lost. More in-depth
exploration of the boundaries of girlhood and the way that contemporary 
Western culture overdetermines the transition from youth to adulthood can be 
found in Sarah Projansky’s recent book Spectacular Girls: Media Fascination 
and Celebrity Culture (2014).
The figure of the Toxic Celebrity is depicted as the car-crash site of spoiled 
girlhood, and her youthfulness, her closeness in age to her putatively still 
girlish audience is the subject of cultural anxiety over the reproduction of 
cultural mores. The construction of the other end of the limits of ageing in 
celebrity gossip culture has already been explored by Kirsty Fairclough
(2012), and in reality television by Brenda Weber (2012). Both academics
were part of a special edition of Celebrity Studies Journal which explored this 
and many other facets of the way that ageing is imagined through celebrity. In
the introductory article Deborah Jermyn points out that the contemporary 
fixation on age and ageing mean that the title of ageing female celebrity is one 
that may be broadly applied to a range of ages, while the figure of the female 
ageing celebrity is also made to be more girlish than ever before, expected to 
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continue to embody youthful traits, and to consume products that will enable 
them to retain the state of vitality that youth is imagined to embody (2012, p.
1).
The policing of so-called ageing female celebrities includes an imperative to 
be seen to be practising continual transformations of the self, while retaining 
control of the body by warding off the signs of age. Mediation of the ageing 
celebrity tends to focus on the appearance of ageing, but, as in the example of 
rock musician Courtney Love, age-appropriate behaviour is also policed. 
Fascination with Love’s image as an ageing female celebrity in crisis, her 
status as a single woman, and her reputed partying and possible continued 
drug use, for example in The Washington Post’s “Courtney Love stumbled, 
complained and stripped through a bad show” (Malitz, 2010), suggest that this 
girling of the ageing female celebrity belies a continuation of the surveillance 
of women under the guise of paternalistic concern. 
Research observations, such as the one I made earlier in this conclusion about 
the media treatment of dead female celebrities, bring me to the second line of 
enquiry that could not be explored: that of the status of artist being routinely 
denied to female celebrities. This is in part because the naming of things as 
art, and of people as artists, is bound up with the institutionalisation of art, and 
celebrity practices and products are not often categorised as art. Art, and 
artistic practice, are imagined to exist only when they are established as art, by 
those authorised to name it as such. The sexism of the art world has ultimately 
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endured because the power to determine what art is (or, what is high art? good 
art? significant art?) remains within powerful and male-dominated
institutions, and within the practices and discourses which reinforce them 
(Parker & Pollock 1981, p. 134). This is also partly because avant-garde art of 
all kinds which seeks to destabilise the establishment too often becomes
stripped of its force and absorbed into the new establishment (1981, p. 136).
As Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock argue, for contemporary female 
artists, “equal opportunities are apparently available but they are effectively 
contradicted by disguised but profound levels of constraint, containment and 
oppression” (1981, p. 134).
The discourse of the Toxic Celebrity is often appropriated in art, and images 
of female celebrities, often as abject, and too-much, is part of a consistent 
trope of artistic practice which claims the bodies of women as meaningful 
symbols of contemporary consumer culture. But, these same female 
celebrities are not thought of as artists involved in the making of their image 
as an art product. Media criticism would rightly critique such a view of 
celebrity, since it ignores the ways that celebrity is systematically produced by 
the media industry, and the ways that celebrity is culturally constructed. 
Furthermore, the exclusion of celebrity as practice from the kinds of 
allowances made in art criticism for the intentionality of the artist, and the 
challenging of the institution, leaves it to authorised (male) artists to establish 
the meaning of the bodies of female celebrity in art.
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A more conventional example, that of the celebrity film director Sofia 
Coppola, highlights the difficulty of positioning women as artists within the 
entertainment industry, even when their work is relatively more 
conventionally recognisable as creative, and belonging to a creative industry.
Criticisms tend to position Coppola as a kind of film auteur version of Toxic
Celebrity, a framing that is rationalised through references to her father’s 
fame and possible influence. Her work is also accused of being shallow, or 
too concerned with style, and too focused on the lives of the rich and famous, 
making her a kind of attributed auteur, one who is not considered responsible 
for her own fame, and who is too caught up in its trappings. An example of 
this is the article by Booth titled “This Marie Antoinette has her head in a 
Totally Different Space” (2006).
Coppola’s artistry is relatively easy to defend, for example, her use of style 
can be argued to convey experience, a technique which suggests Francis Ford 
Coppola’s work as a reference certainly, but which is applied in Sofia 
Coppola’s films to convey feminist statements. In Marie Antoinette (Coppola,
2006) perhaps most of all, style is the vehicle of expression for women in 
situations where they are not otherwise empowered to speak. Sofia Coppola’s
main characters tend to be sensitive but inarticulate, and they tend to be 
unwittingly or unwillingly the focus of attention. Their ultimate struggle is 
often revealed to be about overcoming the ways that they are objectified by 
others, the ways that they are made into symbols of loathing, for example in
Marie Antoinette (Copolla, 2006) and The Bling Ring, (Copolla, 2013) and 
lust (Copolla, Virgin Suicides, 1999). Copolla’s characters tend to be famous 
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or infamous. But she uses sympathetic portrayals to suggest the more 
mundane or everyday struggles over the ways that girls are made to mean as
images and archetypes in contemporary culture, and gives cinematic 
expression to the feelings of alienation that this leads to.
It may yet prove more difficult to establish artistry as a frame of reference for 
celebrities whose work is their persona, and whose output is more readily 
recognised as a global brand, and as being made up of so much more than 
what a celebrity does or what is materially produced. Art is arguably also
produced systematically by the art industry, and culturally constructed as art. 
And yet it may still be insisted that artists working at the margins of art 
challenge the institution. And this is perhaps where an argument can be made 
for some corners of celebrity, including Toxic Celebrity.
My desire to see the maligned train-wreck celebrity as a wilful and creative 
master of her own messy image is perhaps more wishful than I’d like to 
admit. It comes from my own reaction to living with this figure of Toxic 
Celebrity for five years, and watching her image be used by various media 
authorities in ways that work to produce, control, and delimit femininity. A 
qualitative study of audience responses to this discourse is another obvious 
extension of this study, and I wonder how far it might confirm my own sense 
of sympathy with this maligned and scrutinised figure, living in a neoliberal 
postfeminist culture where a woman just sitting and doing nothing can be 
accused of having “resting bitch face”. Such studies have been conducted in 
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relation to school aged audiences (Allen, 2010, Renold & Ringrose, 2008;
Allen & Mendick, 2013). Analysis of the ways that adults navigate tabloid 
texts has also been conducted, albeit less recently (e.g. Hermes, 1995) and on 
identification with Hollywood film stars (Stacey, 1994). 
If such a qualitative study should turn out to reflect my own experience of 
identification (and disidentification) with the figure of the Toxic Celebrity, it 
would possibly articulate a sense that the celebrities constructed through the 
discourse of Toxic Celebrity can be re-appropriated as figures of deviance. It 
might function in a similar way to reclamations of negatively coded 
descriptions like “bad girl”, as is seen, for example, in M.I.A’s Bad Girls.
(Araica, Arulpragasam & Hills, 2012) and “bitch”, as is seen, for example, in
Nicki Minaj’s I’m the Best (Maraj & Johnson, 2010), which acknowledge
that, for a woman, openly claiming power is an act that will be punished 
through misogynistic name calling at the least. Yet such appropriations are 
also wilful. They are strategic appropriations of the power to name, the power 
of words. In these cases, the over-determinations of “bitch” and “girl” are 
made to mean something dangerous, formidable, and worthy of celebration. 
Whatever the case, cultural investments in the discourse of Toxic Celebrity 
still has much to tell us about neoliberal and postfeminist citizenship. This 
thesis has come some way to critically explore this, by insisting that the 
persistent diagnosis of female celebrities as out-of-control, superficial, and 
narcissistic is far from being simply a neutral observation. These women do 
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not simply appear, are not simply thrown into a state of crisis of their own 
making, and their misdeeds and misfortunes do not simply happen to be 
symbolic of apparent crises in wider culture. The insistence that such figures 
are repetitively produced by discourse, and made meaningful by it, is perhaps 
the most important contribution this thesis makes, and it is also the source of 
my wishful contention that this figure can be, and already is, appropriated in 
ways that contest this figure’s cultural meaning. It will continue to be 
important to critically examine the ways that Toxic Celebrity is constructed 
through mediated discourse, remaining mindful of the ways that institutional 
power works to shape discourse, and to reinscribe such appropriations and 
divest them of radical potential. But it will also be important to acknowledge 
that potential, and to invest critical energies into discovering it where it 
appears.
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